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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Introduction 

1 Teignbridge District Council (TDC) and Dartmoor National Park Authority (DNPA) 

commissioned Roger Tym & Partners (RTP) with King Sturge to undertake an Employment 

Land Review study in March 2009. 

2 Employment Land Reviews (ELR), such as this one, cover only the B-class and similar land 

uses for offices, industrial and warehousing space, and collectively described as ‘B-space’ or 

‘employment’ uses. These accommodate around four in ten jobs nationally and slightly fewer 

in Teignbridge district. 

3 This review will form part of the evidence base informing the development and review of 

planning policy and allocations for employment land in the Teignbridge and Dartmoor 

National Park Local Development Frameworks (LDFs) to 2031. The study reflects the 

Government’s requirements and is in compliance with the policies set out in the draft 

Regional Spatial Strategy with the Secretary of State’s Proposed Changes (hereafter referred 

to as the RSS).  RTP’s study approach to this ELR is set out in Figure 1. 

Figure 1 Teignbridge ELR Approach 
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Policy Context for Employment Land  

4 Policy and strategy documents indicate that the Teignbridge LDF should identify a minimum 

of 20 years supply of employment land to support: 

 The on-going development of SSCTs  

 A better balance between the location of jobs and housing 

 The on-going restructuring and diversification of the economy 

 The successful delivery of economic development initiatives 

 The development of key established and emerging sectors. 

5 Importantly, the RSS has designated Newton Abbot as one of the region’s Strategically 

Significant Cities and Towns (SSCTs).  As such the RSS intends that Newton Abbot SCCT 

‘will enhance its role as an employment and service centre to meet the needs of a growing 
population and increase its self containment ’. In order to achieve this enhanced role, the 

RSS states that Newton Abbot SSCT should provide for at least 8,000 dwellings and 6,500 

jobs in the SSCT travel to work area (TTWA) to 2026, including the provision of about 35 ha 

of employment land.  

The Local Economy 

6 The competitiveness of the Teignbridge economy performs below neighbouring authorities, 

regional and national averages.  In particular, there are just 68 jobs for every 100 working-

age residents which, as shown in Figure 2, is low compared with neighbouring areas.  

Figure 2 Job Density 

 

Source:  ONS 

Jobs = working age residents 
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7 An under provision of workplaces is apparent.  The main district settlements experience high 

outflows of working residents. Newton Abbot is the largest employment centre in the district, 

providing work for over 19,000 people, but it also experiences a high levels of out-

commuting, mostly to Exeter.  Residents of Teignmouth, the second largest settlement, are 

reliant on employment provision in both Exeter and Newton Abbot.  Good accessibility is 

resulting in significant out-commuting of working residents in Ashburton and Buckfastleigh 

commuting to the Plymouth area to work, while Chudleigh and Bovey Tracey residents are 

more likely to travel to Exeter. 

8 Some 36% of all current jobs in Teignbridge are likely to be accommodated in B-space uses.  

Compared to benchmark areas, Teignbridge has a similar proportion of jobs accommodated 

in B2 (largely manufacturing) premises, and comparatively more in B8 (storage and 

warehousing) type employment. However, it has much lower proportion of jobs in sectors that 

typically require office accommodation. 

9 Generally, Teignbridge residents ‘well being’ in terms of regional and national standards is 

good.  Historically, unemployment levels have been low; however these have risen during the 

recession.   Residents’ skill levels are broadly in line with regional and national averages and 

deprivation is only found in a few small pockets.  

10 The performance of the economy, along with the wider policy context, suggests that 

Teignbridge’s employment land objectives should focus on improving the balance of working 

residents to local jobs, and therefore reducing net out-commuting.  The likely outcome would 

be for better self-containment of working residents, which would increase local prosperity and 

economic sustainability in Teignbridge.  This is particularly important in Newton Abbot, given 

its potential new role as an employment centre with SSCT status.    

Land and Property Markets  

11 Most of the employment space in Teignbridge district is found in industrial/employment uses 

in employment estates.  The main employment estates are located in or around Newton 

Abbot or bordering the A38.  Heathfield, which is located next to the A38 close to Bovey 

Tracey, is the largest estate in the district.  Its logistical advantages have proved attractive to 

a number of businesses that carry out distribution activities and some larger manufacturing 

businesses. Brunel Industrial Estate is Newton Abbot’s largest concentration of business 

space and comprises a range of B Class uses and larger units. 

12 A review of estates by Aaron Fox (2009) for TDC found that nearly all the existing estates 

have a low vacancy rate, and can be considered fit for employment purposes, either as 

strategic locations, as is the case for Heathfield and Brunel, or for serving local business 

needs. However, the quality of premises across the estates varied considerably.    

13 Offices account for a small proportion (approximately 15%) of the total employment 

floorspace in Teignbridge.  Around half the office stock is split between traditional in-town 

and out-of-town locations, normally populated by professional firms and public sector bodies.  

Generally there is not a strong office market, with Teignbridge losing out to Exeter and 

Plymouth. 
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14 The majority of unit and land take up has historically been from indigenous businesses. 

However, more recently a number of UK distribution companies have expanded their UK 

network coverage by taking up space in the district, whilst the manufacturing sector has been 

consolidating. 

15 Between 1999 and 2009, King Sturge’s market data indicates that 10,000 sq m to 20,000 sq 

m of employment floorspace was transacted each year, predominately for 

industrial/warehousing space uses.  However, transactions have been slower in the last two 

years in line with the downturn in the economy. 

16 More recently, a significant amount of poorer quality, smaller space has come on to the 

market because of a number of recent business failures. This has resulted in an oversupply 

of small industrial units below 300 sq m. However, there remains a shortage of buildings of 

more than 1,000 sq m, to attract investment from medium and larger occupiers. 

17 In general, B-space within the district is considered to be in demand, which is reflected by 

low vacancy rates of between 4% and 7%. However, despite demand for space, across all 

employment land types, the viability of development is currently not considered to be good.  

The cost of the land and construction plus associated fees on medium and larger scale 

developments is often in excess of resultant market value of the building.  Some occupiers 

may still proceed if the need to borrow is low or developing the land is ‘worth’ more to them 

than the market, e.g. to gain market share or generate additional turnover/profits.     

Future Requirements 

18 The RSS contains the objective that the region’s total output (GVA) should grow by 3.2% per 

annum in 2006-26.  In conforming to this growth, which is treated as the base case, 

Teignbridge would need to plan for 9,900 additional jobs (an increase of 24%) in the district 

between 2006 and 2026, which is the same percentage growth expected for the South West 

region as a whole.  With the district population growth expected under the RSS housing 

targets, this level of employment growth would reduce district net out-commuting by a third 

(from approximately 16,000 to 10,000 over the plan period). 

19 As noted earlier, the RSS specifically identifies about 6,500 net new jobs in the Newton 

Abbot SSCT.  It can be concluded, based on this level of employment growth, that the that 

the additional provision of 35 hectares of employment land in the Newton Abbot SSCT (as 

identified in the RSS) would be a significant over provision. 

20 Over a slightly longer planning period, covering 2006 to 2031, this study estimates 

Teignbridge district will need a minimum of 16.5 ha (66,000 sq m) of net-additional B-space 

to conform with the RSS base case for regional growth of 3.2% GVA pa.  This is split 

between 7.3 ha for industrial/warehousing uses and 9.2 ha for offices uses.     

21 Further approaches to estimating employment land requirements based on employment 

forecasts and housing growth scenarios were tested, which identified a wide range of 

possible requirements for new space, which are shown in Table 1 below. 
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Table 1 Summary of Net B-Space Requirements in Teignbridge District, 2006-2031 (Ha) 

Approach Scenario 
Industrial & 

Warehousing 
Office 

Total B 
Space 

RSS Employment 
Forecasts 

Regional target for  
3.2% GVA pa 7.3 9.2 16.5 

Recessionary 
Forecasts  

RSS Panel Report  
housing target -5.9 -2.7 -8.6 

RSS Proposed Changes  
+18% housing target 11.0 1.9 12.9 

Labour Supply 
Balance Forecasts 

RSS Panel Report  
housing target 23.1 10.0 33.1 

RSS Proposed Changes 
housing target 35.6 15.4 50.9 

RSS Proposed Changes  
+18% housing target 43.3 18.7 62.0 

 

Future Market Balance, 2031 

22 Table 2 identifies the net

23 The total net requirements are lower than the growth requirements in Table 1 to reflect: 

 additional amount of land required over the planning period 2009 to 

2031. This is based on based on a comparison of future market requirement (i.e. demand) for 

B-space with planned supply - comprising existing allocations and commitments for B-class 

development or redevelopment.  The Table provides the result for the two most relevant 

approaches/scenarios: the RSS employment base case, and the Labour Supply Balance 

based on RSS housing targets for zero net out-commuting from Teignbridge district.  The 

former would be the minimum and the latter would be a theoretical maximum target in 

supporting employment objectives specifically targeting increasing self-containment. 

 Net additional space developed between 2006 to April 2009 = 8,500 sq m, or land 

equivalent to 2.1 ha; 

 Remaining allocated developable land supply suitable for B-space which has 

reasonable prospect of being developed within the planning period to 2031 = 2,200 sq 

m or  land equivalent to 0.55 ha; 

 Outstanding net-planning commitments for B-space at 2009 = 35,200 sq m or land 

equivalent to 11.83 ha;     

 Additional floorspace to allow for competition and choice by moving current vacancy 

rates to 7.5% (optimal rate) of total built stock at 2009 = 15,600 sq m or land 

equivalent to 3.9 ha). 

Table 2 Net Additional Requirements for B-space in Teignbridge District, 2009-2031 

  
Industrial/ 

Warehousing 
Office 

Total B-
Space 

RSS (Proposed Changes) 
Employment -4.2  -4.7  -8.9  

Labour Supply Balance (RSS 
Proposed Changes housing target) -32.5  -10.9  -43.4  
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24 After mapping RSS employment forecasts into land requirements, and allowing for the 

planned supply to meet this demand noted above, it can be estimated that a further 8.9 ha of 

employment space is required to 2031. This requirement is almost split equally between 

industrial/warehousing and offices uses.  This is the minimum net additional allocation that 

Teignbridge and Dartmoor National Parks LDFs covering Teignbridge district should jointly 

provide for in order to conform with proposed Regional Policy.  This will also reduce out 

commuting by one third (as at 2006 and potential future net out commuting from population 

growth). 

25 The Labour Supply Balance approach would require some 43.4 ha of net additional land for 

employment uses, with three-quarters being for industrial/warehousing sectors, which tend to 

be more commonly found in Teignbridge than offices.   By chance, the quantum of net 

additional land in the Labour Supply Balance approach closely fits with the RSS requirement 

that Newton Abbot SSCT should “provide for 35 hectares of employment land” based on the 

district settlements’ shares.  However, the historic and current general property market 

evidence, current site availabilities and demand identified in macro-economic forecasts 

would suggest that this scenario would require stimulants to demand, including infrastructure 

provision and other interventions.  

Recommendations  

Quantum of Future Employment Land Allocations 

26 In responding to the brief, Table 3 provides a recommended allocation of new B-space by 

Teignbridge planning areas and settlements to meet the shortfall in planned district 

employment land supply.  This is in addition to current planned supply, illustrating both the 

Base Case requirements and intervention for a Labour Supply Balance scenario discussed 

above.  Newton Abbot achieves by far the greatest share, to reflect its proposed role as an 

SSCT.  The other allocations are weighted on account of improving self-containment levels 

within each settlement.   

27 These recommended additional allocations only cover the main settlements.  Therefore it is 

important to build in some flexibility to allow for where business occupiers want to locate. 

This particularly applies to employment space outside of the main district settlements where 

no allocations are recommended.  The best way to provide this flexibility is through a plan, 

monitor and manage (PMM) approach. 
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Table 3 Recommended New B-space Allocation by Settlement in Teignbridge, 2009 to 2031 

  Settlement 

RSS Proposed Changes 
Expected 

Labour Supply Balance through 
Intervention 

 

All B-
space 

Ind/ 
whsing Office 

All B-
space 

Ind/ 
whsing Office 

  Share % Land Area (Ha) Land Area (Ha) 

Newton Abbot SSCT 65.7% 5.84 2.76 3.08 28.47 21.34 7.13 

SW of Exeter SSCT 3.8% 0.34 0.16 0.18 1.65 1.24 0.41 

Teignmouth 6.3% 0.56 0.26 0.30 2.73 2.05 0.68 

Dawlish 6.9% 0.61 0.29 0.32 2.99 2.24 0.75 

Bovey Tracey 8.8% 0.78 0.37 0.41 3.82 2.86 0.96 

Chudleigh 2.0% 0.18 0.08 0.09 0.87 0.65 0.22 

Teignbridge Plan Area 93.5% 8.31 3.93 4.38 40.53 30.38 10.15 

Ashburton & 
Buckfastleigh (part TDC) 

5.3% 0.47 0.22 0.25 2.30 1.72 0.58 

Moretonhampstead 1.3% 0.12 0.05 0.06 0.56 0.42 0.14 

DNP part of Teignbridge 6.6% 0.59 0.28 0.31 2.86 2.15 0.72 

Teignbridge District Total 100% 8.9 4.2 4.7 43.4 32.5 10.9 

Immediate Requirements for Employment Land 

28 To generate a supply for choice and competition that avoids constraining business growth, it 

is important that a suitable supply of land is immediately deliverable for employment uses.  

Deliverable sites are those available now, with no major physical condition or infrastructure 

problems, and the site being actively marketed for employment uses within the next five 

years (i.e. in the period 2010 to 2015).  To plan for this short term, Table 4 shows that 

Teignbridge will require an additional 3.1 ha of land for industrial/warehousing uses but has a 

small over supply in offices that can be rolled over to the later period when there are 

identified shortfalls.   

Table 4 Need for Deliverable B-space over 2010-2015 by Plan Area. 

  RSS Proposed Changes 

 
All B-space Ind/ whsing Office 

 
Land Area (Ha) 

Teignbridge Plan Area 2.17 2.90 -0.73 

DNP part of Teignbridge 0.15 0.21 -0.05 

Teignbridge District Total 2.3 3.1 -0.78 

29 Medium to larger industrial/warehousing occupiers already located in Teignbridge are 

considered very important to the Teignbridge economy.  However, there currently is a lack 

suitable land for redevelopment to accommodate the needs of larger businesses.  Whilst it is 

not possible to give an exact figure on the number or size of sites needed, at least one site 

with more than one hectare of space should be allocated to cater for the larger occupiers. 
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Existing Allocations and Potential Employment Land  

30 The ELR has identified that the following Teignbridge Local Plan allocations should be 

removed from employment uses since they are no longer considered developable within the 

timeframe of the Teignbridge LDF: 

 Pottery Road South, Bovey Tracey 

 Land at British Ceramic Tiles, Heathfield (unless viability is proven) 

 Land adjacent to Dawlish Business Park, Dawlish 

31 The remaining planned allocation is Brunel Road, Newton Abbot, which has potential for 

delivering office or industrial/warehousing space, and therefore should remain allocated. 

32 A review of the Teignbridge SHLAA shows that there two potential sites that could be 

allocated for employment in the Teignbridge LDF, which are ‘Land adjoining the southern 

boundary of the Decoy Industrial Estate’ (ref: 010128) and Centrax (ref: 010127).  

33 There is potential to provide some employment land within the urban extensions to Newton 

Abbot and Exeter, as well as the Land at Fosterville/Sandygate, however these will be 

subject to investment and infrastructure for urban extensions and are therefore unlikely to 

come forward in the short term. 

34 Existing employment land and premises make an important contribution and are a valuable 

resource to the Teignbridge economy, and therefore, subject to some conditions, they should 

be protected where they are in active employment uses. Should there be losses within 

existing land in use for B-space employment purposes, then replacement space should be 

identified that would involve no net loss of employment space. 

Plan, Monitor and Manage (PMM) 

35 In planning for future employment land, these recommendations have adopted the RSS as 

the base case for requirements. However, this should be the minimum requirement.  Further 

allocations and/or permissions that lead to more employment land above the recommended 

minimum should be considered through regular monitoring of development and economic 

circumstances using the plan, monitor and manage approach.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 This Employment Land Review was commissioned by Teignbridge District Council and 

Dartmoor National Park Authority. It will form part of the evidence base to inform the 

development and review of planning policy and allocations of employment land in the 

Teignbridge and Dartmoor National Park Local Development Frameworks to 2031.  

1.2 The study provides research and evidence to cover the following requirements in the 

study brief: 

 Assess the current state of the economy and property market in Teignbridge district 

 Assess the strategic requirements for employment land in Teignbridge, specifically in 

relation to planning the growth of the Newton Abbot SSCT area, and smaller 

settlements  

  Identify the current supply of employment land for different business uses, and gap in 

provision by use type and location, including reviewing the potential for sites 

identified through the preparation of the Teignbridge SHLAA to be developed for 

employment purposes 

 Assess the self-containment of main settlements in Teignbridge to consider how a 

better balance of jobs to working residents could be supported through planning for 

employment space 

 Recommendations for the allocation of employment space for the Teignbridge Plan 

Area and Dartmoor National Park Area, and a geographical distribution throughout 

the district  

1.3 Employment Land Reviews (ELR), such as this one, cover only the B-class and similar 

land uses. These accommodate around four in ten jobs nationally and slightly less in 

Teignbridge district. Other land uses supporting jobs, such as retail, are planned for in 

other ways and are not considered in this study.  

1.4 The ELR study covers a long term study period to 2031, in line with the Teignbridge and 

Dartmoor National Park Local Development Frameworks (LDFs).  Consequently, the 

study findings look beyond the current economic downturn towards medium / longer term 

economic recovery. 

The Study Area 

1.5 The study area, illustrated in Map 1.1, covers two planning areas within Teignbridge 

district.  These are the Teignbridge Plan Area (TPA) covering the district area outside 

Dartmoor National Park, and the Dartmoor National Park Plan (DNP) area.  
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Map 1.1 The Study Area 

 

Consultations 

1.6 Stakeholder discussions were held with local property agents and developers, local and 

county council officers and representatives of economic partnerships. This included two 

workshops specifically for the employment land review where initial thoughts and draft 

findings were discussed by some 20 attendees with practical experience of the market, 

including local businesses, commercial property agents, property developers and 

investors, and council/agency representatives. 

The Report Structure 

1.7 Following this introduction the study is set out over the following chapters: 

 Chapter 2 reviews planning and economic development policies and strategies in 

national Planning Policy Statements, and at the regional, county and local level. This 

Chapter sets out why employment land reviews are required, what they should cover 

and outlines the local economic development priorities and objectives that policy 

could help deliver 

 Chapter 3 and 4 analyse the present condition of the local economy and property 

markets, establishing the baseline for future change.  Chapter 3 includes a district 

review of local prosperity, competitiveness and sustainability, examining local 

representation of key business sectors and performance, workforce profile with 

regard to earnings and skills levels; and an analysis of travel to work patterns and 

economic sustainability within settlements.  Chapter 4 overviews the commercial 
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property market, focusing on current and historic trends, preferred business locations 

and current requirements.  

 Chapters 5 and 6 turn to the future, considering the demand and supply of 

employment land to 2031. Chapter 5 forecasts future requirements based on 

projected changes within a range of employment forecasts, and Chapter 6 compares 

this with planned supply to establish the future balance of the market 

 Chapter 7 draws together the findings of the study and makes recommendations for 

Teignbridge employment land policy and allocations both at district level and within 

settlement areas. 
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2 POLICY CONTEXT 

Introduction 

2.1 This Chapter reviews the national, regional and local policies, principles, strategies and 

background to which Teignbridge District Council and Dartmoor National Park Authority 

must conform when planning for employment. 

National Policy 

Sustainable Development 

2.2 The principles of planning for sustainable development, as set out in the Government’s 

Sustainable Development Strategy and PPS1 ‘Delivering Sustainable Development’’, are: 

 Social progress which recognises the needs of everyone 

 Effective protection of the environment 

 The prudent use of natural resources 

 The maintenance of high and stable levels of economic growth and employment. 

2.3 PPS1 states that ‘planning should facilitate and promote sustainable and inclusive 
patterns of urban and rural development by: 

 Making sustainable land available for development in line with economic, social and 

environmental objectives to improve peoples’ quality of life 

 Contributing to sustainable economic development 

 Ensuring that development supports existing communities and contributes to the 

creation of safe, sustainable, liveable and mixed communities with good access to 

jobs and key services’. 

2.4 With specific regard to economic development, planning authorities should look to provide 

sustainable locations for industrial and commercial development so that the economy can 

prosper. They should provide for improving productivity, choice and competition and 

recognise that all local economies are subject to change. Development Plans should take 

account of the regional economic strategies, regional housing strategies, local community 

and local economic development strategies. 

Planning For Economic Development 

2.5 This employment land study was commissioned and its analysis undertaken chiefly at the 

time that PPG4 ‘Industrial Development and Small Firms’ was in force. However, its 

conclusions and recommendations are not considered to be affected by the new PPS4 

‘Planning for Sustainable Economic Growth’ published in December 2009, which replaces 

PPG4, PPG5 ‘Simplified Planning Zones’ PPG6 ‘Planning for Town Centres’ and the 

economic development sections of PPS7 ‘Sustainable Development in Rural Areas’.  The 

new PPS4 sets out the Government's comprehensive policy framework for planning for 

sustainable economic development in urban and rural areas including town centres. 

Practice guidance that accompanies PPS4 in relation to planning for town centres also 
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includes reference to the ODPM’s Employment Land Review practice guidance, which 

has formed the basis for the approach taken in this employment land study.  

2.6 PPS4 identifies the Government’s objectives for planning, to help achieve sustainable 

economic growth. Those considered most relevant to this study include: 

 Build prosperous communities by improving the economic performance of cities, 

towns, regions, sub-regions and local areas, both urban and rural 

 Reduce the gap in economic growth rates between regions, promoting regeneration 

and tackling deprivation 

 Deliver more sustainable patterns of development, reduce the need to travel, 

especially by car and respond to climate change. 

2.7 The new PPS includes 19 policies, with nine relating to evidence, plan making and 

monitoring and ten relating to development management. Some of these are relevant to 

this employment land study and are précised below. 

2.8 Policy EC1 ‘Using Evidence to Plan Properly’, states that at the local level the evidence 

base should: 

 Assess the detailed need for land or floorspace for economic development, including 

for all main town centre uses over the plan period (EC1.3b) 

 Assess the existing and future supply of land available for economic development, 

ensuring that existing site allocations for economic development are reassessed 

against the policies in this PPS, particularly if they are for single or restricted uses. 

Where possible, any reviews of land available for economic development should be 

undertaken at the same time as, or combined with, strategic housing land availability 

assessments (EC1.d). 

2.9 Policy EC2 ‘Planning for Sustainable Economic Growth’ states regional planning bodies 

and local planning authorities should ensure that their development plan: 

 Sets out a clear economic vision and strategy for their area which positively and 

proactively encourages sustainable economic growth 

 Supports existing business sectors, taking account of whether they are expanding or 

contracting, identifies and plans for new or emerging sectors likely to locate in their 

area, and includes flexibility 

 Positively plans for the location, promotion and expansion of clusters or networks of 

knowledge driven or high technology industries 

 Seeks to make the most efficient and effective use of land, and reflects the different 

location requirements of businesses, such as the size of site required, site quality, 

access and proximity to markets, as well as the locally available workforce. 

 At the regional level, disaggregates minimum job targets to local authority level 

 At the local level, where necessary to safeguard land from other uses, identifies a 

range of sites, to facilitate a broad range of economic development, including mixed 

use, and to review existing site allocations 

 Facilitates new working practices such as live/work.  
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2.10 Policy EC6 ‘Planning for Economic Development in Rural Areas’ makes clear that the 

countryside is protected for the sake of its intrinsic character and beauty, the diversity of 

its landscapes, heritage and wildlife, the wealth of its natural resources and to ensure it 

may be enjoyed by all. In rural areas, local planning authorities should:  

 Strictly control economic development in open countryside away from existing 

settlements, or outside areas allocated for development in development plans 

 Identify local service centres (which might be a country town, a single large village or 

a group of villages) and locate most new development in or on the edge of existing 

settlements where employment, housing (including affordable housing), services and 

other facilities can be provided close together 

 Set out the criteria to be applied to planning applications for farm diversification, and 

support diversification for business purposes that are consistent in their scale and 

environmental impact with their rural location. 

Transferring Employment Land to Housing 

2.11 Employment land is also mentioned in PPS3, Housing. This statement generally 

encourages re-use of previously developed land for housing, and specifically states that 

local planning authorities should consider ‘whether sites that are currently allocated for 
industrial or commercial use could be more appropriately re-allocated for housing 
development’. 

Local Spatial Planning 

2.12 An updated version of PPS12, Local Spatial Planning, was published in June 2008. The 

statement says that spatial planning plays a critical role in economic growth and 

regeneration, by: 

 Providing a flexible supply of land for business and identifying suitable locations 

 Ensuring that business is drawn to the area by providing an attractive environment 

and a sufficient workforce, well housed and able to access employment opportunities 

easily and sustainably 

 Bringing in private funds through incentives, and by promoting and coordinating 

investment by the private sector 

 Providing a robust basis for making bids for public funds and for assembling land for 

projects 

 Providing a robust basis for assessing the need for, and providing supporting 

infrastructure and natural resources for economic development1

 Core strategies should appropriately contingency plan to ensure sufficient flexibility 

and responsiveness 

 

                                                      
1 Planning Policy Statement 3, Housing, November 2006, paragraphs 43-44. 
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Regional Policy 

The Regional Spatial Strategy 

2.13 The Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) will provide planning guidance for the South West 

for the period up to 2026. Its aim is to manage the change and development in the South 

West that will be needed to support a growing population and economy. The RSS will 

inform and guide the spatial planning policy for Local Development Frameworks (LDFs). 

2.14 The South West Regional Assembly (SWRA) approved the draft RSS in March 2006. The 

Examination in Public (EiP) was held between April and July 2007 and the independent 

Panel’s report was published in January 2008.  The Proposed Changes were published 

by the Secretary of State on 22nd July 2008 but the publication of the RSS is being 

delayed while the government waits to see if the recent successful legal challenge against 

the East of England Plan affects it.  No timescale is given for publication, therefore local 

authorities need to plan for growth targets identified in the Proposed Changes to the draft 

RSS.  

2.15 Region-wide policies on the economy and employment in the RSS Proposed Changes are 

provided in Chapter 8, ‘Enhancing Economic Prosperity’ and the ‘Quality of Employment 
Opportunity’. This states that much of the housing and employment growth be 

concentrated in regional identified significant centres (known as Strategically Significant 

Cities and Towns (SSCTs), and locally at service centres identified in Local Development 

Documents (LDDs). 

2.16 Spatial planning across the region is set out across 13 Housing Market Areas (HMAs). 

HMAs are defined as areas within which most people who are looking to move home will 

search for a new property in which to live. 

2.17 Teignbridge is part of the Exeter HMA. Policy HMA4 states that Exeter HMA will provide 

for the growth of about 40,600 jobs and 55,400 new homes. Teignbridge will provide for 

15,900 of those new homes. Approximately 2,000 of these new dwellings will be provided 

on the edge of Exeter. 

2.18 Newton Abbot was newly designated an SSCT area in RSS Proposed Changes.  Policy 

HMA4 states that Newton Abbot ‘will enhance its role as an employment and service 
centre to meet the needs of a growing population and increase its self containment, taking 
account of the need to complement the role of Torbay’. The Proposed Changes state that 

the Newton Abbot SCCT will provide for at least 8,000 dwellings and 6,500 jobs in the 

TTWA, including the provision of about 35 ha of employment land (this is assessed in 

more detail in Chapter 5). 

2.19 Policy ES3, review of Employment Sites, reads in part: 

 ‘A 20 year supply of employment land, including strategic sites, will be identified to 

support:  

 The on-going development of the SSCTs, including providing sufficient land to 

accommodate the employment numbers identified in the sub-regional policies 

 A better balance between the location of jobs and housing 
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 The location of new employment land should reflect the objective to reduce the need 

to travel, maximising the use of ICT and sustainable modes of transport.’ 

2.20 The first bullet point above suggests that the employment targets identified in sub-regional 

policies, including HMA4, are binding on local authorities, but only for SSCTs, and it 

makes no mention of the land provision targets in sub-regional policies. This suggests that 

the RSS allows some flexibility around these targets. Supporting text at paragraph 8.3.4 

carries the same suggestion: 

‘Section 4 identifies indicative levels of job growth which are likely to arise in both the 

TTWAs of the SSCTs and the broader Housing Market Areas in the region over the 20-

year plan period. For the former these have also been translated into employment land 

figures. Local authorities should utilise the ODPM’s Employment Land Review Guidance 

Note in testing these ‘top-down’ figures in terms of the quantum, type and location of 

future employment land supply. This will require the maintenance of up to date and robust 

evidence bases of supply and likely demand for employment land… This will ensure that 

the right types of provision are brought forward in response to identified requirements.’ 

2.21 This suggests that the employment numbers and land requirements identified in Chapter 

4 of the RSS are indicative guidance, not rigid instructions; and that local authorities 

should test these figures and update them as necessary to ensure that supply meets 

demand over the plan period. We would propose to approach the Employment Land 

Review in this spirit, and later, in Chapter 5, we test the 35 hectares of employment land 

allocation for Newton Abbot SSCT TTWA.   

2.22 The RSS states that through working with the South West Regional Development Agency 

(SWRDA), other public sector organisations and the private sector, local authorities 

should include measures in their LDDs to promote a switch from employment-led to 

productivity-led growth. These measures should include guiding investment to locations 

where it will have maximum benefit and reduce the need to travel recognising: 

 The role of the region’s large urban areas as key drivers for productivity 

 The need to support and diversify the rural economy and promote sustainable 

communities. 

2.23 It also highlights the need to ensure a range and choice of appropriate sites and premises 

to meet business need, including a quota of smaller sites for SMEs to cater for organic 

growth and inward investment.  

2.24 It is also worth noting Policy TC1, ‘City and Town Centres’, states that the central areas of 

SSCTs will be the prime locations for office development. 

The Regional Economic Strategy 

2.25 The South West Regional Economic Strategy (RES) 2006-2015 guides economic 

development at a regional and local level, identifying priorities and actions for the SW 

RDA and its delivery partners. 

2.26 In their Corporate Plan (2008-11), SWRDA emphasises that economic growth in the 

future will be productivity led and not employment led as in the past.   Growth in 
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knowledge based industries and higher skilled jobs are expected to support the higher 

levels of GVA, should their regional target annual growth of 3.2% be achieved. Whilst 

employment forms an important part of GVA, this is expected to grow at just 0.8% pa over 

2006 to 2026. 

2.27 The RES has three Strategic Objectives (SOs). SO1 is called ‘successful and competitive 
businesses’, which is the most relevant for this employment land study.  It includes 

priorities to support business productivity and to encourage new enterprise. To achieve 

these priorities the SW RDA and local authorities need to deliver sustainable sites and 

premises for business growth and start-ups. The SW RDA has identified eight Priority 

Sectors for specific intervention. These are: 

 Advanced engineering and aerospace 

 Food and drink 

 Creative industries – especially digital media 

 Tourism 

 Marine 

 Bio-medical and healthcare 

 ICT 

 Environmental technologies. 

2.28 Regional Policy 2C: ‘Plan Sustainable and Successful Communities’, places emphasis on 

the need plan for sustainable and successful urban and rural communities. It highlights 

the need for ‘access to well paid jobs that fully utilise the region’s skills and experience; to 
afford good quality housing; and to continue to benefit from a wonderful environment’. 

Local Policy 

Devon Economic Strategy 

2.29 The Devon Economic Strategy 2008 to 2015 has been developed by the Devon Economic 

Partnership. The Devon Economic Partnership feeds into the overall work of the Devon 

Strategic Partnership. Its purpose is to set the direction and provide the framework for the 

development of the county’s economy to 2015. 

2.30 The Strategic Priorities of the strategy are: 

 Achieving sustained investment in business infrastructure and communications 

 Tackling worklessness and economic exclusion 

 Providing co-ordinated support to unlock the economic potential of our most 

disadvantaged communities 

 Developing and harnessing skills to achieve a competitive economy 

 Encouraging business start up and growth by promoting enterprise and improving 

productivity through promotion of innovation and the development of the knowledge 

economy 

 Developing Devon as England’s ‘greenest county’. 
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2.31 Strategic Actions include ensuring successful and sustainable delivery at growth points 

and managing regeneration programmes for each priority community.  This includes 

developing projects aimed at creating employment, raising skills levels, and improving 

infrastructure and accessibility (Newton Abbot, Teignmouth and Dawlish are identified as 

priority settlements). 

Devon Employment Space Strategy (DESS), 2009 

2.32 One of the key Strategic Actions in the Devon Economic Strategy is the implementation of 

DESS, to ensure an adequate supply of readily available employment sites and 

workspace to meet the development and expansion needs of local firms and to develop 

the economic potential of Devon to meet the needs of all parts of the county, including 

rural areas.   

2.33 The DESS study identified the following sites in Teignbridge as strategic priorities for 

funding intervention between 2006 and 2026: 

 Higher Sandygate (Kingsteignton) – 11.23 ha 

 Centrax (Newton Abbot) – 5.95 ha 

 Town Centre, including Bradley Lane (Newton Abbot) – 3.6 ha 

 Fish Quay area (Teignmouth). 

Exeter and Heart of Devon Economic Strategy, 2010-2015

2.34 The EHOD Economic Strategy will guide the actions of key players and that of the EHOD 

Economic Partnership over the next five years in accordance with an agreed vision and 

strategic objectives. The Strategy applies to Exeter and the Heart of Devon sub-region, an 

area which sits across the boundaries of Exeter, East Devon, Mid Devon and Teignbridge. 

The Strategy has the following vision: 

  

‘Exeter and the Heart of Devon Economic Partnership will promote sustainable economic 
growth allowing the sub-region to take its place as the third largest focus of high value 
employment in the Region’. 

2.35 The Strategy has 3 Strategic Objectives: 

 Strategic Objective 1: Successful and competitive businesses – through higher value 

jobs and improved turnover and investment 

 Strategic Objective 2: Strong and inclusive communities – by improving access to jobs 

and services through training and other measures 

 Strategic Objective 3: An effective and confident sub-region – through effective 

partnerships, lobbying and co-ordinated funding. 

2.36 Priority 1.1 ‘provide the right environment for business’, within SO1, states that the Local 

Development Framework is a key vehicle for ensuring that a timely and adequate supply 

of employment space is provided. In addition, the Devon Employment Space Strategy is 

highlighted as a key document for identifying and taking forward strategic employment 

sites.  

2.37 Two priorities are of particular relevance to this study. These are: 
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 Develop a masterplan for Bradley Lane industrial area to transform into mixed use 

with potential for establishment of a creative industries quarter 

 Seek the expansion of Heathfield as a major business location. 

2.38 The Strategy also highlights the importance of ensuring that appropriate levels of 

employment and community facilities provision are provided alongside new housing in 

and around Newton Abbot. 

2.39 It is also important to note that 100 hectares of employment land is being planned for as 

part of the East of Exeter Growth Point. This land will be predominantly provided at 

Skypark (40 ha), adjacent to Exeter Airport, the Science Park at Redhayes (25 ha)2

2.40 With regard to future economic growth, the Strategy identifies eight priority sectors that 

are either important to the area or are likely to expand. These are: 

, with 

the remaining land to be split between Cranbrook and adjacent to Exeter. Both Skypark 

and the Science Park will be aimed at attracting high value KBE (Knowledge-Based 

Economy) jobs to help enhance Exeter’s ambitions of becoming a ‘Science City’. These 

developments are likely to attract further out-commuting of higher skilled workers from 

Teignbridge.  They may also support new supply chains and therefore encourage new 

business formations, including with service sector businesses in Teignbridge. 

 ICT 

 Create industries 

 Professional and business services 

 Biotech, medical and healthcare research and development 

 Environmental technologies 

 Small scale advanced engineering 

 Tourism 

 Food and drink 

2.41 The EHOD partners will promote the image of the area for investment and will support 

and encourage the development of the key sectors.  

Teignbridge Corporate Plan 

2.42 Part of the Vision for Teignbridge, as described in the Corporate Plan 2006-2016, is to 

promote a healthy economy.  

2.43 TDC will support a sustainable economic climate in which communities, businesses and 

individuals will prosper. It is recognised that there are a number of challenges that need to 

be addressed if this is to be achieved. Key challenges include raising wage levels and 

attracting quality employers as well as delivering housing, jobs and communities that are 

attractive to working families to ensure a balanced population in the future. 

                                                      
2 East Devon District Council (2008) East Devon LDF Issues and Options Paper. 
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2.44 A major constraint in delivering future prosperity is the lack of readily available land for 

business development. Therefore, key actions required to support a prosperous economy 

and address the main challenges include: 

 Developing industrial land across the district 

 Developing a business park in Newton Abbot  

 Reviewing the planning policy for rural live-work premises and rural industrial units 

 Build managed workspaces in Newton Abbot, Dawlish and Teignmouth. 

2.45 TDC will also work with regional agencies to promote the quality of life and to support 

improved skills levels in order to attract and support inward investment of quality 

businesses and to retain existing employers. 

Teignbridge Economic Development Delivery Plan 

2.46 The Teignbridge Economic Development Delivery Plan is being developed alongside this 

study. The Delivery Plan will identify a series of actions for Teignbridge District Council 

and partners to develop and deliver to assist the recovery (after feeling the current effects 

of recession) and growth of the local economy to 2016 and beyond. 

2.47 The Employment Land Review will inform the development of the emerging priorities in 

the Delivery Plan, particularly the need to balance job growth with population growth and 

providing/enabling employment space to meet demand. The Employment Land Review 

and subsequent LDF policy and allocations will also help deliver Delivery Plan actions 

relating to sector development and developing sustainable communities. 

Dartmoor National Park 

Dartmoor National Park Management Plan 2007 

2.48 The Management Plan for Dartmoor National Park guides key decisions affecting the area 

and its future. 

2.49 The Plan has a series of themes, including ‘community and business’. One of the 

ambitions under this theme is for broad ranging economic activity that supports 

Dartmoor’s special qualities, provides local sources of employment and uses local supply 

chains, with added value retained in the local economy.  

2.50 A key goal for 2012 is that ‘there will be an increase in the proportion of employed 
residents working within the ‘Dartmoor +’ economic area thereby increasing the economic 
self-sufficiency of the locality’. Actions for achieving this goal include the provision of 

business infrastructure (EA.M1), with planning policies supporting the retention of existing 

business premises and provision of additional business space in sustainable locations. 

Dartmoor National Park Authority Core Strategy 2006-2026 

2.51 The Dartmoor National Park Core Strategy Development Plan Document was adopted in 

June 2008. It sets out the overall vision and spatial strategy for promoting sustainable 

development in Dartmoor National Park over the period 2006 to 2026. 
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2.52 The Core Strategy sets out a vision for each of the key settlements within the Teignbridge 

area of the National Park. Ashburton’s vision looks to ‘sustain the vibrant local service 
economy and enhance opportunities for business and commercial development’’. The 

vision for Buckfastleigh includes ‘sustaining and improving the range of local shops and 
services for the community and the tourist economy’ and the Moretonhampstead vision 

looks to ‘enhance opportunities for business and commercial development’. 

2.53 In terms of planning for future B space within the Park, whilst proposals for B1 premises 

will generally be accommodated within the built up areas, new B2 premises will not be 

acceptable in residential areas and B8 unit proposals will need special justification to be 

accepted.  

2.54 Policy COR18 states that ‘local employment and business opportunities will be sustained 
by the provision of new employment sites within and adjoining the Local Centres where 
there is evidence that demand cannot be met by existing or permitted sites’. It goes on to 

state that ‘in Local Centres and the rural settlements, the following types of local 
employment and business development are appropriate: 

 Provision for the controlled expansion and development of existing businesses 

 Support for small scale development needed to facilitate the establishment of office, 

light industrial, service and creative industries and home based enterprises, including 

live-work units’. 

2.55 Local development and business development outside the main settlements will need to 

be small-scale, principally related to the expansion of existing businesses and sites and 

farm diversification initiatives. 

Summary 

2.56 As is seen in this chapter, the policy context is currently in flux at all geographical levels.  

But, based on current and emerging policy guidance, it should be accepted that the 

planning system has a key role to play in facilitating and promoting sustainable economic 

growth.  In terms of objectives surmised from policy and strategy documents in this 

chapter, the Teignbridge LDF should identify a minimum of 20 years supply of 

employment land to support: 

 The on-going development of SSCTs  

 A better balance between the location of jobs and housing 

 The on-going restructuring and diversification of the economy 

 The successful delivery of economic development initiatives 

 The development of key established and emerging sectors. 

2.57 Employment land policy should be informed by an assessment of need or market 

demand. Policies should provide for choice, flexibility and competition. Furthermore, 

allocations should be made in places that are well linked by public transport and are in 

locations that minimise the length and number of trips. 

2.58 In planning for employment land, balancing employment growth alongside population 

growth is important for the sustainable development of Teignbridge and its settlements.  
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This is identified in the RSS which guides local authorities to manage expected high 

levels of growth in the most effective and sustainable way, with much of the growth 

planned in and around SSCTs and smaller service centres. The latest version of the RSS 

(Proposed Changes) identifies Teignbridge to provide for 15,900 new homes by 2026, of 

which 8,000 homes will be located at Newton Abbot SSCT. A key challenge will involve 

whether Newton Abbot can play its expected roles as a sub-regional hub. 

2.59 This sustainable economic growth is also emphasised in the Teignbridge Corporate Plan, 

which highlights the need to ‘deliver housing, jobs and communities that are attractive to 
working families to ensure a balanced population in the future’.  Improving levels of self 

sufficiency, particularly in terms of access to jobs, is highlighted as a priority in the 

Corporate Plan and the Dartmoor National Park Core Strategy. This is also to be a key 

objective of the emerging Teignbridge Economic Development Delivery Plan. 

2.60 The main message to take from this chapter from a policy design point of view is the need 

to take a flexible approach and choose policies which will enable an efficient response to 

change and avoid constraining growth. 

2.61 These issues, and appropriate responses, will be discussed in the rest of the ELR. 
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3 THE LOCAL ECONOMY 

Introduction 

3.1 This chapter profiles the local economy under three main headings: 

 Teignbridge’s workplace economy – a profile of the businesses and jobs located in the 

district, and how competitive the workplace economy is in terms of key sectors and B-

space uses 

 The district’s resident population and workforce – an overview of the working 

residents’ skills and local economic well-being 

 Sustainability within the district – the labour market and commuting patterns, where 

the above meet as workplace demand comes into balance with resident supply. Here 

we analyse the sustainability of smaller settlements to assess the balance of jobs and 

workers. 

3.2 The analysis throughout is shaped by two broad questions.  Firstly, we examine the local 

economy in terms of its competitiveness and how it may be expected to grow in the future.  

We also look for what it tells us about the demand for B-space by way of background, and 

in reality checking on future planning for space.  More importantly, it begins to describe 

demand qualitatively, profiling what Teignbridge offers businesses, what kinds of 

businesses operate in the district, what they do, and hence what kinds of space they 

need.  This qualitative analysis will be continued in the next chapter covering the property 

market sector. 

3.3 Secondly, we aim to assess the economic well-being of the district’s residents and 

workers – how well off they, and can be in the future.  We then profile the main settlements 

within Teignbridge, to identify where there may be differences in local prosperity and 

sustainability.   This is to inform the Council’s employment land allocations and policies 

where intervention is required to make corrections, and in managing future growth. 

Benchmarking 

3.4 The study area, illustrated in Map 1.1 in Chapter 1, is defined as Teignbridge district, 

including the area within Dartmoor National Park. Throughout, we aim to benchmark the 

local economy against norms or expectations based on the performance of the larger 

areas covered by HMAs, and comparable or competing areas like neighbouring Districts, 

shown in Figure 3.1.  These are: 

 Exeter and Heart of Devon HMA (EHOD) – covering Exeter, East Devon, Mid Devon 

and Teignbridge districts 

 Torbay HMA – covering Torbay district and the edge of Kingskerswell in Teignbridge 

district  
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 Plymouth HMA – comprising Plymouth, South Hams and West Devon districts3

 Benchmarking with the South West region and England (not shown in Figure 3.1) is 

used for identifying any differences in economic structure and performance against 

regional and national norms. 

. 

Figure 3.1  Study Area and Comparison Areas 

 
NB: For consistency Plymouth HMA is illustrated here without Caradon (see Footnote 4).  

The Workplace Economy 

3.5 This Chapter examines the current structure of the Teignbridge economy and ‘key drivers’ 

for change in the local economy. As requested in the brief, it identifies key growth and 

declining sectors in the economy and any economic linkages/relationships with the 

economies of Exeter, Torbay, Plymouth and other centres in the South West. 

Industrial Structure 

3.6 Statistics for 2007, the latest available data, indicate that there are approximately 41,100 

jobs spread across 5,400 businesses4 in Teignbridge5; this accounts for just over 20% of 

the jobs in the EHOD HMA. Table 3.1 shows a further 7,500 residents are self-employed6

                                                      
3 With the transition to one unified Council in Cornwall and the subsequent changes to statistics, it was no longer 
possible to gain data for the previous district of Caradon, which is a part of the Plymouth HMA. 
4 Annual Business Inquiry 2007 
5 The Annual Business inquiry excludes the self-employed. 
6 Annual Population Survey – July 2007-June 2008 

. 
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Table 3.1 Self Employment by Area, July 2007 – June 2008 

 

No. of  

Self-employed 

Share of  

working residents 

Teignbridge 7,500 10.6 

EHOD HMA 26,900 10.0 

Plymouth HMA 22,500 9.6 

Torbay HMA 10,400 13.9 

South West 345,700 11.3 

England 3,023,100 9.6 

Source: Annual Population Survey  

3.7 The table and graph below splits total employment into broad activity sectors. 

Figure 3.2 Broad Employment Structure, 2007 

 

Source: Annual Business Inquiry 

3.8 The only notable difference between Great Britain and the South West’s business activity 

structure is the slightly higher proportion of banking, finance and insurance activity in the 

South West. This difference does not filter down to the study area (12.8%), where the 

banking, finance and insurance sector is significantly less than the South West (22.3%) 

and also the national proportion (18.6%).  And as shown later, here are far fewer office-

based jobs, including those associated with banking, finance and insurance activities, in 

Teignbridge than regionally or nationally.   
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3.9 Teignbridge’s business activity structure differs from both Great Britain and the South 

West in two further significant ways: 

 There are a higher proportion of jobs in the Distribution, hotels and catering business 

sector. These jobs are mainly in and around the popular tourist destinations of 

Teignmouth, Dawlish and areas within the Dartmoor National Park. 

 Teignbridge has a high proportion of jobs in the construction sector (8.1%), in 

comparison to the regional and national average (4.8%). This is also appreciably 

higher than proportions within the Plymouth, Torbay and EHOD HMAs.    

B-Space Employment 

3.10 Table 3.2 shows the number of people working in sectors that are typical occupiers of 

business space (offices, industrial and warehousing space, referred to in this study as B-

space).  Overall, some 36% of employment in Teignbridge is in sectors that are likely to 

occupy B-Space. This is higher than the surrounding HMA areas but lower than the levels 

recorded across the South West (38.3%) and England (42.3%). 

3.11 The proportion of people employed in sectors that typically occupy industrial B-space in 

Teignbridge (13.9%) is similar to the levels recorded across the South West (14%) and 

England (13.2%), but significantly greater than the Torbay (7.9%) and EHOD (10.9%) 

HMAs. Plymouth HMA has the highest proportion (15.1%), of employees in jobs 

associated with industrial B-space employment land.  

3.12 There is a relatively high proportion of employment in sectors likely to occupy 

warehousing B-space premises in Teignbridge (7.6%) compared the regional (6.3%) and 

comparator HMAs (EHOD 7%, Plymouth 5.5%, Torbay 4.7%).  

3.13 The relatively high proportion of employment sectors that typically occupy industrial and 

warehousing in Teignbridge can be attributed to a number of factors. Most importantly, 

Teignbridge has very good road communications and is well placed to service the larger 

urban areas of Exeter, Plymouth and Torbay. This, combined with comparatively lower 

commercial rental levels, makes the district an attractive place for businesses, especially 

those involved in the distribution and service sectors, including construction.  

3.14 There are a number of large manufacturing businesses, mostly indigenous to 

Teignbridge. These businesses, like Centrax, help to support a significant number of 

smaller supply side businesses in the district.  Heathfield near Chudleigh, and Brunel 

industrial estates in Newton Abbot are two particularly favoured locations for these 

activities given their proximity to the A38 and A380 respectively.  

3.15 The South West has a smaller proportion of people employed in jobs associated with 

office B-space (18%) in comparison to the national average (21.7%). The proportion of 

people in jobs associated with office B-space in Teignbridge is lower than that recorded 

across the South West (14.7%). The only other comparator area with a lower proportion 

of people in jobs associated with office uses is the Torbay HMA (11.6%).  
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Table 3.2  Business Space Employment 2007 

  
Teignbridge 

EHOD 

HMA 

Plymouth 

HMA 

Torbay 

HMA 

South  

West 
England 

# Jobs %  % %  %  %  %  

Industrial 5,700 13.9 10.9 15.1 7.9 14 13.2 

Warehousing 3,100 7.6 7.0 5.5 4.7 6.3 7.4 

Offices 6,000 14.7 17.9 14.7 11.6 18 21.7 

Total B-Space 14,900 36.2 35.8 35.3 24.2 38.3 42.3 

Non B-Space 26,200 63.8 64.2 64.7 75.8 61.7 57.7 

Source: Annual Business Inquiry 

3.16 In 2008 the total quantity of office floorspace in Teignbridge was 79,000 sq m, 

warehousing floorspace was 236,000 sq m, while the largest stock was in industrial 

space, totalling 307,000 sq m.  

Table 3.3  B-Space Floorspace (Sq M) in Teignbridge 

  2007 2008 

Industrial 309,000 307,000 

Warehousing 228,000 236,000 

Offices 78,000 79,000 

Source: VOA (2007/2008) Commercial and Industrial Floorspace and Rateable Value Statistics (2005 

Revaluation).   

3.17 Warehousing premises typically have lower employment densities than B1 and B2 uses. 

This pattern is reflected in Teignbridge, which has a warehousing employment density of 

1 employee per 66 sq m. The industrial premises employment density in Teignbridge is 1 

employee per 49 sq m. This is significantly lower than the standard employment densities 

for industrial uses outlined in SERPLAN7

3.18 At the same time, the employment density office space in Teignbridge is 12 sq m

. The lower employment densities across the 

warehousing and industrial stock could reflect the age of the premises in Teignbridge and 

that there may be room for some intensification of uses.   

 per 

worker.  This is significantly less than the SERPLAN figure of 18 sq m per employee8

                                                      
7 Roger Tym & Partners (1997) The Use of Business Space – Employment Densities Working Practices in South 
East England, for SERPLAN. 
8 RTP (1997) The Use of Business Space: Employment Densities and Working Practices in South East England. 

. 
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Table 3.4 Employment Densities in Teignbridge in 2007 

  

Total Floorspace  

(sq m) 

Employment 

(# Jobs)* 

Employment 

density 

(sq m per 

worker) 

** 

Average 

employment 

densities in SE 

Eng (1997)*** 

Industrial 309,000 6,300 49  32 

Offices 78,000 6,700 12  18 

Warehousing 228,000 3,400 66  40 

Source: * VOA (2007/2008) Commercial and Industrial Floorspace and Rateable Value Statistics (2005 

Revaluation); ** ABI (2007) + 10.6% for self-employment; *** 

3.19 It is useful to be aware of possible differences between employment densities estimated 

in Teignbridge compared with average densities found in the SERPLAN study.  However 

in planning for space, which is the aim of this study, the latter densities should be used 

because they are drawn from a statistically significant sample frame (see Appendix 2 for 

further explanation), and despite covering the South East, where land values tend to be 

higher and therefore so do densities, all future planning should seek use space efficiently 

due to a finite land supply.  So the SERPLAN densities are a good standard to use. 

RTP (1997) The Use of Business Space: 

Employment Densities and Working Practices in South East England, 

Growing and High-Value Sectors 

3.20 In this section, the aim is to identify business sectors which may offer the best 

opportunities for Teignbridge. Figure 3.3 measures each sector’s national average 

earnings on the horizontal axis and each sector’s recent national employment growth on 

the vertical axis9

 In the north-east quadrant of the chart are sectors which combine above-average 

earnings with employment growth. Most are office-based activities, of which the 

Information Technology sector and Research and Development are the highest 

earning activities. Real Estate grew the most between 2000 and 2007. Other 

Business Activities, the largest sector in terms of employee numbers, has also grown 

significantly as has Construction. 

.   

 In the north-west quadrant are sectors that generate employment growth, but below-

average earnings. The quadrant contains all the services that are consumed by 

households as opposed to businesses, comprising Health and Social Work, 

Recreational Activities, Education and Hotels and Restaurants.  Agriculture is also 

experiencing low levels of growth and below average pay. 

 The south-east quadrant contains sectors which are relatively high-earning but have 

been losing jobs nationally. Except for banking and insurance this quadrant is largely 

                                                      
9 The graph shows employment growth between 2000 and 2007 and therefore does not take into consideration 
the current recession.  The recession has hit all sectors, in particular, the construction and finance sectors.   
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filled with industrial and warehouse jobs. It contains all but two of the manufacturing 

sectors as well as Wholesale Distribution.   

 The south west quadrant contains sectors that have experienced falling employment 

and below-average earnings, like Fishing, Other Service Activities and Light 

Manufacturing. Meanwhile Retail trade has relatively low levels of pay and has 

experienced virtually no change in numbers of jobs.   

3.21 The activities that planning policy should aim to attract and encourage are those in the 

north-east quadrant because they offer both high levels of opportunities and high 

earnings. As Table 3.5 illustrates, this may be difficult given that the Transport, 

Information Technology, Research and Development and Other Business Activities are 

poorly represented in Teignbridge. Businesses in these sectors may currently regard 

Teignbridge as an unsuitable location.  

3.22 The majority of the growing and high-earning sectors are under-represented in 

Teignbridge. Only three of the eight sectors provide proportionally more jobs in 

Teignbridge than the national economy. These are Construction, Sewage and Refuse 

Disposal and Real Estate.  

3.23 Teignbridge has a high proportion of employees in the Distribution, Hotels and Catering 

and Retail sectors, which fall within the north-west quadrant. This indicates that while 

these important sectors for Teignbridge are growing, they will not provide the District with 

high-earning jobs.  
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Figure 3.3 Earnings and Employment Growth, GB 2000 - 2007 

 

Source: Annual Business Inquiry, Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings
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Table 3.5  Growing and High-Value Sectors, Teignbridge, 2007 

  No. of Jobs Location Quotient10 

Construction 3,300 1.7 

Transport 1,000 0.6 

Real estate activities 900 1.2 

Computer & related activities 500 0.6 

Research and development 50 0.2 

Other business activities 3,300 0.6 

Public administration 2,300 1.0 

Sewage and refuse disposal 300 1.6 

Source: Annual Business Inquiry 

3.24 Teignbridge’s manufacturing sector has not declined to the same extent as nationally, 

which is encouraging given that many of the manufacturing sub sectors are relatively 

high-earning11

3.25 In contrast, the neighbouring HMA of Torbay has suffered severely in terms of job losses 

in the manufacturing sector – particularly in jobs associated with electronic engineering 

activities.  

.  And the continued presence of the larger manufacturing employers, like 

Centrax and Teignbridge Propellers, is important for Teignbridge as they have strong 

local supply chains.   

3.26 Most manufacturing sub-sectors fall within the south east quadrant and so are losing jobs 

nationally.  However, within these groups it would be reasonable to assume that some 

firms will grow in developing high-technology products and through research. There are 

already a number such businesses in Teignbridge. 

Knowledge Based Industries 

3.27 The knowledge based industries (KBI)12

                                                      
10 The Location Quotient, or LQ, measures how well represented a sector is in an area, compared to the national 
economy.  It equals the sector’s share of the area’s total employment divided the sector’s share of Great Britain’s 
employment.  An LQ equal to 1 indicates that the sector’s representation in an area is average.  If the LQ is above 
1, the sector is over-represented in the area; if it is lower than 1, the sector is under-represented in the area. 
11 Evidence suggests that some manufacturers may have shifted a large proportion of their workforce from 
manufacturing to office based and high tech jobs. 
12 The definition used here for Knowledge Based industries and services is that given by the Organisation for 
Economic Co-operation and Development, that is the sectors of finance, insurance, real estate and business 
services, education, health and social work, other community and personal services, post and 
telecommunications, high and medium-high tech industries, chemicals, machinery and equipment, transport, 
excluding building ships and boats. 

 tend to provide high and fast-growing 

productivity, they also assist the industries they serve by providing the means (through 

technical efficiencies) to increase their productivity rates. As a result the KBI sectors are 

regarded as key drivers of productivity and economic growth. However, they do not 

necessarily increase employment; a rise in productivity and efficiencies may translate into 

fewer jobs.   
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3.28 As shown in Figure 3.4, Employment in the KBI services in Teignbridge only accounts for 

9.2% of the working population. This is much lower than the national and regional 

averages (21.1% and 18.9% respectively). The majority of these people will work in office 

based activities, like the small cluster of software related businesses that has developed 

in Ashburton. 

3.29 Employment in the high tech manufacturing sector is also slightly lower in Teignbridge 

than the national and regional averages. It is interesting to note that over half of those 

employed in the high tech manufacturing sector in Teignbridge are employed in 

manufacturing of medical and surgical equipment and orthopaedic appliances. 

3.30 The majority of employees in the knowledge based services sector in Teignbridge are 

employed in hospital activities. There are also a high proportion of employees in the 

architectural and engineering activities and related technical consultancy sector 

compared to the regional and national averages.  

Figure 3.4 Knowledge Based Employment 

 

Source: Annual Business Inquiry 2007, OECD KBE Definitions 
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 Smaller sectors that offer good opportunities for future growth in the region.13

3.32 As Figure 3.5 confirms, Teignbridge’s economy is particularly strong in the ‘Tourism and 
Leisure’ priority sector. Environmental Technologies sector is the only other priority sector 

that Teignbridge has a higher local representation than within Devon and regionally. 

When compared to just Devon, Teignbridge is also relatively well represented in the 

advanced engineering and food and drink sectors.  

   

3.33 Conversely, despite the district’s location on the coast, Teignbridge has no employees in 

the marine technologies sector.  Compared to the South West and Devon, Teignbridge is 

particularly under represented in the ICT and Creative Industries priority sectors.   

3.34 It should be noted that this data does not pick up those people who are self employed. 

Levels of self-employment are likely to be high in the Food and Drink, Creative Industries 

and Tourism sectors.  There is no standard way estimating self-employment levels. 

However, by way of indication, South West Tourism14

 Figure 3.5 Representation of SWRDA Priority Sectors, 2007

 

 estimate that the Teignbridge 

Tourism sector supports a total of 6,385 jobs in Teignbridge (of which 5,043 are direct 

jobs). 

Source:  Annual Business Inquiry  

 

 

                                                      
13 SWRDA, Regional Economic Strategy for South West England 2006-2015  
14 South West Tourism (2007) The Value of Tourism 
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Employment Change 

3.35 Employment in Teignbridge grew by 6% between 2003 and 2007 (see Figure 3.6).  This 

growth is more than would be expected given the national and regional norm, which grew 

by less (4% and 3% respectively) over this recent period.  Figure 3.7 compares the 

changes in employment in Teignbridge with the surrounding HMAs.  EHOD show 

significant growth in the recent past and Teignbridge follows a similar pattern, but at a 

lower rate.  It is expected that some of Teignbridge’s own growth will link to the EHOD 

area growth, with Teignbridge largely serving the recently booming Exeter service 

economy.      

Figure 3.6  Employment Change, Teignbridge, South West and England, 2003 to 2007 

 

Source: Annual Business Inquiry15

 

 

Figure 3.7  Employment Change, Teignbridge and Neighbouring HMAs, 2003 to 2007  

Source: Annual Business Inquiry16

                                                      
15 Warning: Caution needs to be exercised in comparing ABI estimates across discontinuities in data collection 
and geographical and industrial classifications found at 2006 and 2003. 
16 Ibid 
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Job Density 

3.36 To assess the balance of local jobs and working age residents, a job density is calculated.   

An equal number would result in an index of 1, and is likely to suggest a good balance of 

local jobs and local workers.  But it is important to note that this official measure only 

covers employee jobs; therefore including self-employed working residents would 

increase the density, and only then will an index of 1 represent a perfect balance of jobs 

to working age residents. 

3.37 Exeter has a high job density with 1.18 jobs per working age resident. The districts of 

South Hams, East Devon and Torbay have just less than one job available per working 

age resident. Comparatively, Teignbridge has a poor job density of 0.68 jobs available for 

every working age resident.  

Figure 3.8  Job Density 

 

 

Source:  ONS 

Teignbridge Resident Profile 

3.38 This next section profiles the Teignbridge population in terms of workforce capacity by 

providing an overview of economic activity rates, qualifications and occupations. And it 

looks at resident well being in terms of levels of unemployment, earnings and deprivation. 
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Population 

3.39 There are approximately 126,800 residents in Teignbridge17

Table 3.6 Population Structure, 2007 

. When compared to the 

South West and nationally, Teignbridge’s population structure (Table 3.6) has a greater 

proportion of residents aged over 65, and fewer of working age.  

Age 
Teignbridge 

EHOD 

HMA 

Plymouth 

HMA 

Torbay 

HMA 

South 

West 
England 

  No. % % 

0-14 years 20,300 16 15 16 16 17 18 

15-64 years 78,600 62 64 66 62 65 66 

65+ years 27,800 22 21 18 23 19 16 

Total 126,800 100 100 100 100 100 100 

Source: Mid Year Population Estimates, 2007 

3.40 Between 1987 and 2007 population growth in Teignbridge (17.4%) was significantly 

higher than the South West (11.4%) and nationally (7.4%) (see Figure 3.9).  Much of this 

growth has been in the over 65 age groups reflecting Teignbridge’s popularity as a 

retirement destination. 

Figure 3.9 Population Change, 1987 to 2007 

 

Source: Mid Year Population Estimates 

Economic Activity 

3.41 Economic activity rates among the 78,600 Teignbridge working age residents (87%) are 

relatively high compared to both the regional (81%) and national averages (78%) (see 

                                                      
17 Mid Year Population Estimates, 2007 
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Figure 3.10).  This suggests an active labour supply of working age residents, and limited 

expansion potential without growth in the number of working age residents. 

Figure 3.10  Share of Working Age Residents who are Economically Active, 2007 

 

Source: Annual Population Survey 

Qualifications and Occupations 

3.42 Figure 3.11 shows working age residents in Teignbridge to have a similar South West and 

the national qualification profile.  This includes a: 

 good number of working age residents with NVQ Level 4 or higher qualifications 

 higher proportion of people with NVQ Level 1 and Level 3 

 lower proportion of people with no qualifications. 

3.43 Therefore a large proportion of the residents are suited to higher skilled jobs, which is 

reflected in the high proportion of Teignbridge residents in the higher skilled managerial 

and professional occupations shown in Figure 3.12. Yet given the earlier workforce profile 

in Teignbridge, this may suggest high outflows of working Teignbridge residents with 

higher level qualifications to employment centres like Exeter where there is a higher 

proportion of skilled and KBE jobs. 

3.44 Figure 3.12 also shows a high proportion of residents working in the sales and customer 

service industries.  With the type of employment found in the district, it is expected that 

many of these workers will be working locally, matching the lower value economy with 

skilled workers in Teignbridge.  
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Figure 3.11  Qualifications of Working Age Residents, 2007 

 

Source: Annual Population Survey 

Figure 3.12  Resident Occupations, 2007 

 

Source: Annual Population Survey 
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Residents’ Earnings 

3.45 Residents in Teignbridge earn an average of £435 per week. This is approximately 10% 

less than the national average and 4% less than residents across the region.   

3.46 Figure 3.13 shows a marked difference between the resident and workplace earnings in 

Teignbridge. Again, it is inferable that higher earning Teignbridge residents are more 

likely to be working outside of the district.    

Figure 3.13  Gross Weekly Earnings, 2008 

 

Source: Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings 

Unemployment 

3.47 In order to accurately compare Teignbridge’s unemployment rate with the benchmark 

areas it has been necessary to consider the districts separately rather than in HMAs 

(Table 3.7). In 2008 the unemployment rate in Teignbridge was a very low 2.4%. This was 

considerably less than the unemployment rate recorded across the region (4%) and 

England as a whole (5.6%). However, the unitary areas of Torbay (6.8%) and Plymouth 

(5.5%) had unemployment rates more in line with or above the national average.   

3.48 The data source providing this evidence is sample based and can be subject to significant 

margins of error, which may incorrectly suggest the level of low unemployment found in 

Teignbridge.  Figure 3.14 therefore compares the relative position based of the number of 

jobs seekers (claimant counts) to working age residents in Teignbridge with other 

benchmark areas.  Analysis of the Claimant Count rate shows Teignbridge is has a lower 

proportion of unemployment than nationally, but is more in line with regional levels.  

Teignbridge also suffers higher in the winter months. This pattern is likely to reflect the 

seasonality related to tourism, which is an important employment sector in Teignbridge.  
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Similar seasonal unemployment patterns are recorded in Torbay, where the differences 

between the summer and winter months are more pronounced. 

Table 3.7  Unemployment, 2008 

  # % 

England 1,389,500 5.6 

South West 99,800 4.0 

Teignbridge 1,400 2.4 

East Devon 1,600 2.7 

Exeter 3,000 4.8 

Mid Devon 1,700 4.4 

Torbay 4,100 6.8 

Plymouth 6,900 5.5 

Source: Annual Population Survey NB no data for South Hams or West Devon 

3.49 Figure 3.14 also demonstrates the effect that the current recession has had on 

unemployment nationally, and that the evident rise has filtered down to the local level in a 

similar manner. 

Figure 3.14  Job-Seeker Claimant Counts, 1999 to 2009 

 

Source: Claimant Count 1999-2009 

Deprivation 

3.50 To gauge how well off or disadvantaged residents are in terms of well-being, Table 3.8 
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deprived and 354 the least deprived in England, Teignbridge’s falls just within the least 

deprived half of Local Authorities in England, or rather it is around the average for all 

districts. This is similar to neighbouring districts, except Plymouth and Torbay which fall 

within the 25% most deprived districts in England.  

Table 3.8  Local Authority Index of Multiple Deprivation, 2007 

  

Rank of Average 

Score 

% Rank of Average 

Score 

Teignbridge 179 51% 

Torbay 71 20% 

Exeter 145 41% 

East Devon 238 67% 

Mid Devon 177 50% 

West Devon 181 51% 

Plymouth 76 21% 

South Hams 230 65% 

Source: CLG 2007 

3.51 But the average for Teignbridge district masks two small pockets of relative deprivation.  

Figure 3.15 displays the distribution of deprivation within Teignbridge, and where two 

neighbourhoods (defined as Lower Super Output Areas18

                                                      
18 Lower Layer Super Output Areas (LSOAs) are a geographic hierarchy which aids the reporting of small area 
statistics.  The Index of Multiple Deprivation ranks all LSOAs in England so that 1 is the most deprived and 32,482 
is the least deprived. 

 (SOAs) in the 20% most 

deprived neighbourhoods in England are located.  These two priority areas for 

readdressing economic disadvantage are located in the West of Teignmouth and the 

centre of Newton Abbot.  
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Figure 3.15  Index of Multiple Deprivation – Teignbridge LSOAs 

 

Travel to Work 

3.52 An analysis of travel to work flows for Teignbridge and its individual settlements has been 

undertaken to highlight the underlying patterns behind current district commuting trends 

and to assess levels of self-containment. This analysis helps to highlight where there is a 

mismatch between resident and job numbers that could be addressed through 

employment land policy, which we analyse further in Chapter 5. 

3.53 Analysis of 2001 Census travel flows, shown in Figure 3.16 reveals that Teignbridge 

contained 52,245 working residents and some two thirds of these residents were working 

in the district.  This is a 65% resident self-containment rate.  Teignbridge also had 34,384 

workplaces, with 78% of them being filled by the district’s residents (i.e. the district 

workplace containment rate).   

3.54  The balance of Teignbridge resident workers to the number of workplaces gives a net 

out-commute of nearly 18,000 residents; a third of the total Teignbridge workforce.  

Approximately 98% of residents who commuted outside travelled to locations within 

Devon; half travelled to EHOD19

                                                      
19 For travel to work analysis, Teignbridge district has been removed from EHOD HMA. 

, mostly to jobs in and around Exeter.  A further 29% 

travelled to Torbay HMA, whilst 17% travelled to Plymouth HMA.  
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3.55 In contrast, approximately 43,900 people travelled to work in Teignbridge or worked from 

home in Teignbridge.  Some 22% of workers travelled from outside Teignbridge, mainly 

from Torbay (46.5%), EHOD (26.8%) and Plymouth HMA (21.4%).  

Figure 3.16 Teignbridge Travel to Work Patterns, 2001  

Source: Census 2001 

3.56 Table 3.11 shows that private transport usage and average distance travelled to work in 

Teignbridge are marginally higher than regional and national averages. This trend is more 

common in rural areas. 

Table 3.11 Mode and Average Distance Travelled, 2001 

  

Cars, Vans, 

Motorcycles 

Avg Distance  

Travelled (km) 

Teignbridge 64.1% 11.3 

South West 60.6% 10.6 

England 56.5% 11.1 

Source: Census 2001 

Teignbridge Settlements’ Profile and Sustainability 

3.57 Analysis of travel to work patterns for the main settlements in Teignbridge have been 

assessed to identify how well smaller areas are performing in terms of prosperity from 

containing resident workers in the settlement, and environmental sustainability of 

residents travelling to work by private transport and average distance travelled.  As stated 
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in PPS1, sustainable communities are those that provide good access to jobs in addition 

to community facilities, shops and housing. Employment land policy therefore needs to 

consider where the need to travel to work can be reduced.  Here we look at the travel to 

work analysis, to inform sustainability assessments of the following main settlements in 

Teignbridge: 

 Newton Abbot SSCT (including Kingsteignton and Kingskerswell) 

 Teignmouth 

 Dawlish 

 Ashburton  

 Buckfastleigh 

 Bovey Tracey 

 Chudleigh 

 Moretonhampstead. 

3.58 The settlement boundaries have been determined using TDC’s ward definitions, and are 

illustrated in Figure 3.17. 

Figure 3.17 Teignbridge Main Settlement Boundaries 

 

3.59 When undertaking full sustainability appraisals for individual settlements, it is 

recommended that local authorities adopt the ‘Sustainable Rural Communities Tool Kit’20

                                                      
20 Roger Tym & Partners (2008), A Toolkit for Sustainable Rural Communities, for Devon Local Strategic 
Partnership 

. 
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This Tool Kit has been used in part in this study to analyse Teignbridge settlements 

sustainability through employment provision, including Census data travel to work flows 

and job density data presented in the following tables.   

3.60 Table 3.12 identifies each settlements relative scale in terms of the number of working 

age residents and jobs, along with its relative diversity of jobs. Tables 3.12 and 3.13, 

compare and rank (from 1 to 8) various indicators to broadly determine the relative 

economic sustainability of each settlement. The ranking scores are summed to give a 

total sustainability ranking.  Table 3.14 gives a dark green to dark red colour to indicate 

the most to least sustainable settlement location.  This is used later in this study to inform 

the allocation on where future employment provision may be allocated to reduce travel 

flows, the average distance travelled to work, and to improve local prosperity. 

3.61 Tables 3.12, 3.13 and 3.14 summarises the results of the Travel to Work analysis and 

sustainability assessments for each of the main Teignbridge settlements.  

 Table 3.12  Employment Structure – Teignbridge Settlements 

Settlement 
Working age 

population 
2007* 

District share 
of working age 

population* 

Total jobs 
(employed and 

self employed)** 

Employment 
diversity 

(variation from 
SW)*** 21  

Ashburton & Buckfastleigh 4,788 6.6% 3,500 3.4 

Bovey Tracey 4,325 5.9% 5,470 7.5 

Chudleigh 3,697 5.1% 1,460 4.5 

Dawlish 7,183 9.9% 4,170 6.8 

Edge of Exeter 3,697 5.1% 2,662 6.1 

Moretonhampstead 1,679 2.3% 1,260 3.2 

Newton Abbot 24,475 33.8% 19,310 3.2 

Teignmouth 8,067 11.1% 4,360 6.1 

Source: *Mid Year Population Estimates (2007), **Census 2001, ***ABI 2007 

                                                      
21 Employment diversity is calculated using standard deviation. Standard deviation is a measure of the variability 
or dispersion of a data set (in this case a comparison with the SW employment structure). A low standard 
deviation indicates that the settlement employment spread is close to the South West pattern, while high standard 
deviation indicates that the employment spread is more different from the South West. 
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Table 3.13 Teignbridge Settlements TTWA analysis 
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Ashburton and 
Buckfastleigh 

4,788 0.6 1.2% 49.3% 57.3% 1,235 1,700 60.5% 12.7 

Bovey Tracey 4,325 1.1 0.8% 44.7% 32.7% 2,983 1,791 65.9% 12.6 

Chudleigh 3,697 0.3 0.9% 30.1% 64.3% 424 1,774 67.9% 9.7 

Dawlish 7,183 0.5 1.2% 50.8% 66.0% 1,302 2,456 59.5% 11.0 

Edge of Exeter 3,697 0.6 0.7% 25.6% 38.4% 1,209 2,196 68.2% 13.9 

Moretonhampstead 1,679 0.5 0.8% 57.3% 69.8% 320 551 52.9% 14.8 

Newton Abbot 24,475 0.7 1.3% 54.7% 54.4% 8,445 8,352 65.0% 10.6 

Teignmouth 8,067 0.4 1.6% 45.0% 66.0% 1,328 3,152 59.5% 10.3 

NB: Job density only covers employees. Should self-employment be included then this figure would be higher.  

Source: *Mid Year Population Estimates 2007, +ABI 2007, **Census Travel to Work 2001, ***Claimant Count 

2007, ++

Table 3.14 Relative Sustainability Ranking of Teignbridge Settlements 

Census 2001 

Settlement 
Working 

Age Pop* 
Job 

Density*

 
Residents' 

Place of 
Work**  

+ 

Employees' 
Place of 

Residence** 

Cars, Vans, 
Motorcycles

Average 
Distance 

Travelled
++ Total 

++ 

Ashburton and 
Buckfastleigh 

4,788 3 4 5 4 6 22 

Bovey Tracey 4,325 1 6 8 6 5 26 

Chudleigh 3,697 8 7 4 7 1 27 

Dawlish 7,183 6 3 2 3 4 18 

Edge of Exeter 3,697 4 8 7 8 7 34 

Moretonhampstead 1,679 5 1 1 1 8 16 

Newton Abbot 24,475 2 2 6 5 3 18 

Teignmouth 8,067 7 5 3 2 2 19 

Source: *Mid Year Population Estimates 2007, ABI 2007+, **Census Travel to Work 2001, ***Claimant Count 

2007, ++

Newton Abbot 

Census 2001 

3.62 Newton Abbot is the largest town in Teignbridge, and its settlement area covers the wider 

urban areas of Kingsteignton and Kingskerswell.  Newton Abbot is defined in the draft 

RSS (Proposed Changes) as an SSCT.   

3.63 It is an important employment centre, providing jobs for 16,853 people, at a job to working 

age resident density of 0.7.  But the percentage of workers who live and work in Newton 

Abbot is less than expected at 55%.  
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3.64 Approximately 8,445 people travel into Newton Abbot to work from other areas.  A large 

number of workers in Newton Abbot travel from Torbay HMA (3,051), Plymouth HMA 

(839) and EHOD (600). The town is also an important employment centre for residents of 

Teignmouth (673), Bovey Tracey (453), Chudleigh (375) and Dawlish (336).  

3.65 A similar number of Newton Abbot residents (8,352) travel to other areas to work – the net 

in-flow is just 93 overall. The main destinations are Torbay HMA (2,765), EHOD HMA 

(1,734) and Plymouth HMA (981). The main Teignbridge workplace destinations for 

Newton Abbot residents who travel out of the town are Bovey Tracey (877), the majority 

of whom will be travelling to Heathfield, and the areas of Teignbridge that lie outside the 

main settlement boundaries. 

3.66 Newton Abbot currently has relatively good self-containment level in comparison to the 

other settlements. It is also provides jobs for residents of Teignmouth, in particular, which 

has poor self-containment levels but good public transport links with Newton Abbot. 

Employment sector representation in the town is more in line with the South West than 

the other settlements in Teignbridge (as seen in Table 3.13).  

3.67 None of this is surprising given its size and current function as the district centre.  The 

town, as a now proposed SSCT, will be the focus of much of the district’s growth to 2026, 

so it is important that an adequate employment land provision is provided to sustain and 

improve current low levels of self-containment. 

Teignmouth 

3.68 Teignmouth is a coastal town with a train station.  It is the second largest settlement in 

Teignbridge after Newton Abbot, and has a working age population of 8,067.  It has 3,347 

workplaces, giving a very low working age resident to job density of 0.4.  

3.69 The town provides employment for 2,576 residents and just 1,328 jobs for people living 

elsewhere. It has a self-containment rate of 45%. Overall it has a net outflow of 1,800 

workers.  Census travel to work flows shows the main employment destinations of 

Teignmouth residents are EHOD HMA (817), Newton Abbot (673), Torbay (465) and 

Dawlish (373). 

3.70 Although Teignmouth has a poor self-containment rate, it scores reasonably well in the 

sustainability assessment for residents travelling the short distance to Newton Abbot to 

work. Furthermore, commuters are more likely to travel by train to work in Newton Abbot 

and Exeter due to its direct connection. 

3.71 A particular underperformance in Teignmouth is that it has the highest unemployment of 

all settlements, as identified by the residents claiming JSA in Figure 3.14.  And one of its 

three wards (Teignmouth West) is ranked within the 20% most deprived wards in 

England. 

Dawlish 

3.72 Dawlish is a coastal town with a train station.  It has a working age population of 7,183 

people and a working age resident to job density of 0.5.  
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3.73 The town has a self-containment rate of 50.8%, providing work for 2,531 residents. In 

addition, 1,302 people travel into Dawlish to work. The majority of these people are 

residents of EHOD HMA (1,062), Newton Abbot (336), Teignmouth (267) and Torbay 

HMA (267). 

3.74 A total of 2,456 residents of Dawlish travel to other areas for work, representing a net 

outflow of 1,154 workers. The main destinations for workers are Teignmouth (373), the 

area of Teignbridge outside the main settlements (250), EHOD HMA (182) and Newton 

Abbot (160), which are all accessible by train. 

3.75 The employment structure is dominated by ‘distribution, hotels and catering’, principally in 

tourism related sectors, and the ‘public sector’ which together make up 73% of 

employment. So while the town scores well for self-containment, its employment base 

could be diversified to create better employment opportunities for local residents. 

Edge of Exeter 

3.76 The Edge of Exeter area is represented by the Kenn Valley ward and is very close to the 

County City of Exeter.  Most residents are living in the small town of Exminster.  To the 

north of Exminster, with the Edge of Exeter area, is one of many areas identified for 

expansion  as an urban extensions serving Exeter.   

3.77 This area has a working age population of 3,697. It has a relatively high job density of 0.7 

but high gross flows of out commuting (2,196) and in commuting (1,209).  A relatively high 

proportion of out commuting residents use private transport to travel to work.   

Chudleigh 

3.78 Chudleigh is a settlement close to the A38.  It has the lowest job density at 0.3 and the 

worst self containment rate (30.1%) of the Teignbridge settlements.  However, the data 

does not show that one of the district’s largest employment areas (Heathfield) is located 

only a few miles outside of the settlement.  Residents also have good access to Exeter.  

3.79 The town experiences a net out flow of workers of 1,350. The majority travel to EHOD 

HMA (540), Newton Abbot (375) and Bovey Tracey (203). 

3.80 On average Chudleigh workers travel shorter distances (9.7 km) than other Teignbridge 

settlements, and despite not having a train station its resident workers are relatively low 

users of private transport because of good public transport links between Chudleigh and 

Heathfield. 

3.81 Overall, the low job density and poor self containment rate give Chudleigh a poor relative 

score in the sustainability assessment. 

Bovey Tracey 

3.82 Bovey Tracey is an important employment hub in Teignbridge because of the location of 

the district’s largest employment estate at Heathfield. This industrial estate has proved to 

be a popular business location for distribution, industrial and service sectors.  
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3.83 The town has a working age population of 4,325 and a healthy job density of 1.1. The 

town attracts 2,983 workers from other areas, whilst just 1,791 residents travel elsewhere 

to work. This represents a net inflow of workers of 1,192 overall. 

3.84 Bovey Tracey attracts workers from a large area, particularly from Newton Abbot (453) 

and EHOD HMA (420).  And working residents mainly travel out to Newton Abbot (877), 

Torbay HMA (463) and the rest of Teignbridge (353). 

3.85 Bovey Tracey is the second least sustainable of the Teignbridge settlements. This is 

surprising given the number of jobs provided at Heathfield. However, it is clear that 

Heathfield does not provide the types of jobs that residents of the town require. 

Employment sector representation is the most out of line with the South West economy of 

all the settlements. It is likely that there is a mismatch between the skills and occupations 

held by residents and the type of jobs on offer at Heathfield, predominantly in 

manufacturing and distribution. A large majority of residents therefore travel a fair 

distance, mainly by car, to reach their workplace. 

Ashburton and Buckfastleigh 

3.86 Ashburton and Buckfastleigh are separate towns located in Dartmoor National Park.  

They are located within the same ward and because of data availabilities have to be 

assessed as one area.  The towns have a working age population of 4,788 and a working 

age resident to job density of 0.6.  

3.87 The self-containment rate for this settlement is 49%. A total of 1,700 residents travel 

elsewhere to work. With the location and easy access to the A38, it is not surprising that 

more residents travel to Plymouth HMA (653) to work than in other settlements. It is for 

these reasons that the towns score relatively poorly in the sustainability assessment. 

3.88 A total of 1,235 people travel into Ashburton and Buckfastleigh to work (this represents a 

net flow of -465). The main origins of workers travelling into the towns are Plymouth HMA 

(333) and Newton Abbot (207).  

Moretonhampstead 

3.89 Moretonhampstead is the smallest and most isolated of the Teignbridge settlements. It is 

located in the Dartmoor National Park area and has a job density of 0.5 and self-

containment of 57% of working residents. This suggests that there are high levels of 

home working in and around the town. 

3.90 The town experiences a net flow of commuters of -231. The main destinations for 

Moretonhampstead workers are EHOD HMA (110), Plymouth HMA (107), Bovey Tracey 

(83) and Newton Abbot (61). 

3.91 Moretonhampstead scores relatively well in the sustainability assessment.  As suggested 

already, due to its rural situation, there are high levels of home working. 
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Summary 

3.92 The Teignbridge economy has to some extent been shaped by its outstanding 

environment which makes it an attractive place to live and visit, and by its location, 

between Exeter, Torbay and Plymouth. 

Economic Competitiveness 

3.93 The competitiveness of the Teignbridge economy compares less well to the local, 

regional and national (district level) norms.  With just 68 jobs for every 100 working-age 

residents, there are few jobs to working age residents in Teignbridge.  This partly reflects 

Teignbridge’s location between the major population and employment centres of Exeter, 

Torbay and Plymouth.  Teignbridge is a provider of labour to these areas, particularly of 

higher skilled workers attracted to higher value jobs.  

3.94 But for the Teignbridge economy, this raises questions about its self-sufficiency.  It also 

reflects poorly on district prosperity and its role as an employment centre.  In particular, 

resident workers have to travel further to access a choice of jobs and work.  This problem 

may accentuate with Newton Abbot’s role as a SSCT and the requirement to build more 

housing, unless there is a suitable expansion of jobs within the Newton Abbot area. 

3.95 Most of Teignbridge’s well represented and growing sectors are relatively low value in 

output, with relatively fewer jobs in higher value growth sectors like IT, R&D and business 

activities, and knowledge based sectors.  The government and SWRDA strongly 

advocate the need for moving the national and regional economy towards these sectors 

since this is where most future growth is expected.   

3.96 The Teignbridge economy is better represented in local consumer-led services such as 

retail, and also tourism.  But these sectors tend to be low in value, have a lower demand 

from skilled workers and low demand for business space.  Their growth potential comes 

from population growth rather than productivity. 

3.97 Some 36% of all current jobs in Teignbridge are likely to be accommodated in B-space 

uses.  Compared to benchmark areas, Teignbridge has a similar proportion of jobs 

accommodated in B2 (largely manufacturing) premises, and comparatively more in B8 

(storage and warehousing) type employment. But a much low proportion of jobs in sectors 

that typically require office accommodation. 

Resident Well Being 

3.98 By regional and national standards, resident are doing okay.  There is a high economic 

activity among the relatively small working age population, and low to average levels of 

unemployment.  This indicates that residents who are willing to work have not been 

unduly disadvantaged in finding work.   

3.99 Skill levels among residents are relatively high.   And by national standards, the district 

does not suffer relative deprivation. 

3.100 However, unemployment has been worsening over the past 12 months, in line with the 

downturn in the national and regional economy.  But more worryingly, unemployment in 

Teignbridge has been increasing faster than comparator benchmark areas.    
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Sustainability within Teignbridge Settlements 

3.101 Analysis at an individual settlement level reveals similar problems of under-provision of 

workplaces.  The smaller local centres of Bovey Tracey, Ashburton and Buckfastleigh, 

and Chudleigh rank as the least sustainable settlements in terms of employment 

provision. Good accessibility is resulting in a high proportion of working residents of 

Ashburton and Buckfastleigh will commute to Plymouth HMA to work, whilst Chudleigh 

residents are more likely to travel to Exeter or close-by to Heathfield.  Bovey Tracey, 

where Heathfield is located, may be considered a key employment centre in the district, 

but it does not provide the type of jobs required by many of its relatively higher skilled 

working residents. 

3.102 Newton Abbot is the largest employment centre in the district, providing work for over 

19,000 people, but it too experiences a high levels of out-commuting, mostly to Exeter.  

Residents of Teignmouth, the second largest settlement, are reliant on employment 

provision in both Exeter and Newton Abbot, and show a very low job density of 4 jobs per 

10 working age residents. Both settlements also show higher levels of worklessness 

(based on JSA counts), which may reflect the lack of local employment opportunities, 

however this may be more endemic due to other factors including skills and welfare 

dependency.  There are pockets of high levels of relative deprivation within both 

settlements, most commonly found in central Newton Abbot and West Teignmouth, where 

deprivation ranks within the worst 20% of neighbourhoods in England.  These two areas 

should be a particular priority with links to employment policies within the Teignbridge 

LDF.
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4 TEIGNBRIDGE PROPERTY MARKET REPORT 

Introduction  

4.1 This Chapter provides an overview of the Teignbridge commercial property market 

focussing specifically on: 

 Supply of current business premises 

 Recent and historic demand for business space, to see what kinds of businesses 

have been seeking space in the area and what they are looking for 

 An assessment of supply and market balance, to see where demand for space does 

or may exceed supply. 

4.2 The market analysis in the chapter by definition is relatively short term and historic trends 

have been affected by the recession since the middle of 2008. The analysis complements 

the long term demand side analysis in Chapter 5, which looks ahead to 2031, in two 

ways. First it provides the baseline, or starting point for that analysis. Second, it adds a 

qualitative dimension to the quantitative analysis in Chapter 5, to see what kinds of land 

and floorspace will be required, and in what kinds of locations.  

4.3  We separate the industrial/warehousing market profile from offices, which we look at in 

turn. 

Existing Employment Land and Premises 

4.4 As part of this study a review of all the existing employment sites within the Teignbridge 

Local Plan and Dartmoor National Park Area has been undertaken. This review has been 

supported by a survey of sites and premises undertaken by Aaron Fox in 2008. The 

review is included in Appendix 5 of this report. 

4.5 In summary, all the existing sites were found to be fit for purpose, either as strategic sites, 

as is the case for Heathfield and Brunel, or for serving local business needs. However, the 

quality of premises across the estates varies considerably. The same is true for the 

general environment, with particular problems arising when sections of the highway fall 

within private ownership.  

Industrial and Distribution Market 

Background, Market Geography and Competing Locations 

4.6 A 2009 survey of Teignbridge employment estates22

                                                      
22 Aaron Fox (2009) Teignbridge Plan Area – Survey of Employment Estates 

 by Aaron Fox confirms that the total 

quantity of accommodation, outside the Dartmoor National Park (DNP), is just less than 

412,000 sq m. Of this total, the amount of industrial and distribution floorspace (i.e. within 

Classes B1(b) and B1(c), B2 and B8 space) is 304,391 sq m, representing 74% of the 

total employment stock. The remaining 26% of the accommodation is found within offices 

(B1a), sui-generis use or retail (A1). Of the 74% within industrial/warehousing uses 6% is 
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currently in use for B1(b) or (c); 29% is in B2 use; and 23% is in B8 use. Approximately 

15% of the properties provide a mixture of the B Class uses.  

4.7 The most recent figures for the National Park show a total business space stock of 61,800 

sq m. A breakdown of the split of B1/B2/B8 space within the National Park is unavailable. 

However, it is anticipated that the majority of floorspace will be within B1(c) and B2.  

4.8 Adding the floorspace within the Teignbridge industrial estates (non DNP estates) and the 

estimated space for business space within DNP provides a total for the district of 

approximately 474,000 sq m of floorspace (or 5.1 million sq ft). By comparison Exeter has 

an estimated industrial and distribution stock of 1.05 million sq m and Plymouth has 1.85 

million sq m.   

4.9 The 2009 survey data show in Table 4.1 that some 708 of existing units on the 

employment estates were less than 1,000 sq m, accounting for around two-thirds of the 

properties.  The remaining 85 properties were above 1,000 sq m, including nine above 

5,000 sq m which account for 20% of all floorspace on employment estates.  

Table 4.1 Teignbridge Employment Estates (outside DNP) – Breakdown of Unit Sizes 

Sq m 
No. of 

Properties 
% of Whole 

Total Size      
(sq m) 

% of Whole 

Below 100 198 25.0% 12,287 3.0% 

100 to 300 300 37.8% 55,340 13.4% 

301 to 500 129 16.3% 50,156 12.2% 

501 to 1,000 81 10.2% 54,821 13.3% 

1,001 to 2,000 48 6.1% 67,774 16.5% 

2,001 to 5,000 28 3.5% 90,164 21.9% 

5,001 to 10,000 7 0.9% 39,821 9.7% 

Above 10,000 2 0.3% 41,540 10.1% 

Totals 793 100% 411,918 100% 

Source: Aaron Fox (2009) Teignbridge Plan Area – Survey of Employment Estates 

4.10 The main employment areas are located on the edge of Newton Abbot town centre or 

bordering the A38.  Heathfield, which is located next to the A38 close to Bovey Tracey, is 

the largest estate in the district. Its logistical advantages have proved attractive to a 

number of businesses that carry out distribution activities with larger examples including 

Home Delivery Network (3,487 sq m) and Wilton Bradley (7,556 sq m). The estate is also 

home to some larger manufacturing businesses including British Ceramic Tiles (19,046 

sq m) and Quantal (4,442 sq m). The estate has an even spread of different sized units. 

4.11 Brunel Industrial Estate is Newton Abbot’s largest concentration of business space and 

comprises a range of B Class uses and within that is a strong presence of larger units, 

examples being those occupied by David & Charles (5,295 sq m), AGS (5,356 sq m), Yeo 

Valley (5,495 sq m), Harrier LLC (4,840 sq m) and Teignbridge Propellers (4,348 sq m).  

The estate also has a trade counter and office presence.  Teignbridge’s largest employer, 

Centrax, is also located on the edge of Newton Abbot along with Milber Industrial Estate. 

The other employment areas in Newton Abbot tend to be smaller and again contain a 

mixture of B Class operations. Some of these estates, particularly in areas around 
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Kingsteignton such as Rydon, Pottery Road and the Swift Industrial Estate, have a 

notable quasi retail / trade counter presence.   

4.12 Many of the employment concentrations within the Dartmoor National Park are small unit 

schemes that serve the local population or niche manufacturing companies.  Exceptions 

are mainly found alongside the A38, including Linhay Business Park and the large scale 

occupations of Buckfast Spinning and Glendenning. 

4.13 In terms of competing locations, Plymouth has a very large labour supply especially for 

lower cost employment and attracts a large manufacturing element. Exeter has a historic 

trade / quasi retail presence and this is a big draw for occupiers wanting to be within that 

critical mass. Mainstream distribution logistics dictate that locations further up the M5 

towards Bridgwater and further north are better placed to serve the whole of the South 

West. Historically, Torbay has provided competition in terms of larger scale 

manufacturing operations such as Nortel, Riviera Desserts and Sifam, partly the result of 

being able to attract grant assistance which was not available in Teignbridge. The 

majority of Torbay’s large scale manufacturing companies have now closed.   

Recent Market Trends 

4.14 In the first half of this decade the majority of demand in Teignbridge was for small units of 

less than 200 sq m. During the last two years, however, there has been a dramatic 

decline in the volume of small unit take up. However, there is still a steady stream of 

occupier demand and take up for units of between 500 sq m and 3,000 sq m. This 

continued demand is from medium to larger sized companies particularly engaged in 

manufacturing or sub-regional distribution activities. These are largely indigenous 

companies who are growing and want to remain in the same locality. For example, Pro 

Direct, British Ceramic Tiles and Centrax have taken additional, standalone 

accommodation in the district to satisfy their business needs or expansion.    

4.15 In terms of the sector activity in recent years, there has been a consolidation within the 

manufacturing sector. During the period from 1999 to 2006 there was also a noticeable 

increase in the amount of trade counter activity and lettings at Olympus Business Park, 

Pottery Road, Swift Industrial Estate and on Brunel Industrial Estate. Recent trade 

counter transactions include those with Bradford Building Supplies on Brunel Road and 

City Plumbing Supplies on Olympus Business Park. Since 2006, economic conditions 

have slowed the construction industry and further requirements have therefore not 

surfaced. 

4.16 The majority of unit and land take up has historically been from indigenous businesses. 

However, more recently a number of UK distribution companies have expanded their UK 

network coverage by taking up space in the district. For example, Warburtons (bread 

distribution) acquired a 2,300 sq m warehouse at Heathfield to help improve their level of 

client service. Other inward investment decisions have generally been driven by the high 

quality of life in the area and on the back of contract wins, which demand more 

floorspace. 

4.17 Most of the inward investors conducting distribution activities target locations like 

Heathfield and other sites along the A38 corridor due to more favourable logistical 
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reasons.  It is assumed that inward investors to the Dartmoor National Park area are 

‘quality of life relocations’ from major UK centres.  With modern IT communications this 

investment can be achieved through ‘telecottaging’ and from a small employment 

premises. We would expect this form of investment to continue.  

Take Up 

4.18 Analysis of 1999 to 2009 property market data held by King Sturge indicates that between 

10,000 sq m and 20,000 sq m of employment floorspace is transacted every year. This is 

predominately for industrial/warehousing space uses, covering 8,500 sq m to 17,500 sq 

m.  

4.19 There has been a considerable tail off in the take up in the last two years, which is largely 

due to the macro economy. Agents and occupiers in the market have also stated that this 

tail off is a reflection of a shortage of suitable existing buildings or development 

opportunities. This point was made at the employment land workshop.  

4.20 As a result of the national and local downturn in market demand, there have been very 

few new developments within the last two years. These include the development of a 

small scheme of business units at Jetty Marsh Road, Newton Abbot. Previously, Olympus 

Business Park on the Kingsteignton Road in Newton Abbot provided the best example of 

how speculative development can work. This development comprises 17 units ranging 

between 100 sq m and 200 sq m, constructed by Negatex Ltd. The first phase of 6 units 

was constructed in 2004, the second phase of 6 in 2006 and the last 5 in 2007. By 

completion of the last phase they were all let. More recently several of these units have 

come back onto the market through business failures or consolidation.  

4.21 There is general consensus that the demand for small units of less than 200 sq m will 

return but whilst the UK is in recession it is likely to be the more established and larger 

manufacturing and distribution companies who will be looking to take space in the short-

term. Pro Direct and Harrier LLC are examples of locally based companies looking for 

more than 5,000 sq m of distribution space. 

4.22 There is also healthy demand from occupiers looking to purchase sites of between 1 and 

2 acres for their own use. The majority of demand for existing buildings is for functional 

properties with a suitable site density to allow for staff car parking, external storage, and 

circulation space for delivery vehicles, including articulated lorries. A number of the 

schemes and properties built in the 1970s and 1980s do not provide this level of external 

yard area. Examples of these premises can be found at Brunel, Milber, Decoy and 

Bradley Lane. 

4.23 There appears to be a stalemate in the industrial and office market at the moment 

whereby occupiers are staying put and not consolidating or upsizing. This has reduced 

the number of occupiers in the market, although we are aware that agents are always 

seeking off market deals that may be sensitive or confidential or where they know the 

building may suit an active requirement. 
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Available Space 

4.24 The recent employment estates survey, carried out in 200923

4.25 By dividing the employment estates survey total floorspace figures by the vacancy levels 

it is estimated that the current vacancy rate is 4.7%. This is higher than the vacancy rates 

recorded across Torbay (4.5%) and Exeter (2.2%), but less than Plymouth (6.0%), but like 

these areas the total reflects a tight supply of space particularly given the current impacts 

of the recession on business closures.  An optimal rate of vacant stock, to allow for choice 

and competition in the marketplace, is normally between 5 to 10%.   

 gave a vacancy level of 

19,259 sq m of all space.  But this figure does not include the Dartmoor National Park 

area, nor does it include town centre offices. 

4.26 Table 4.2 provides a breakdown of vacant unit sizes across Teignbridge (excluding DNP). 

Agents consider that the shortage of medium sized or larger vacant buildings (i.e. those 

over 1,000 sq m) is a particular problem because of the larger occupiers not having space 

should they wish to move or expand on site. Since the 2009 survey was completed, the 

largest vacant building at Cardew Pottery, Bovey Tracey has been demolished for 

redevelopment. The largest remaining available unit (1,892 sq m) is located at 

Roundhead Road, Heathfield.  

 Table 4.2  Vacant Premises in Teignbridge (excluding DNP) 

 Sq m No. of Units Total floorspace (sq m) 

0 – 100 17 1,144 
100 – 200 20 2,694 
200 – 500 15 4,371 
500 – 1,000 6 3,635 
1,000 – 2,000 3 5,038 
Above 2,000 1 2,376 

Total 62 19,259 

Source: Aaron Fox (2009)  

4.27 As commented earlier, take up has been constrained by a lack of supply over the last five 

years, which we come to look at in more detail in Chapter 6.  Using the 2000 to 2006 

average of 15,000 sq m floorspace take up per annum in Teignbridge (excluding the 

National Park) it can be estimated that there is a total of 1.28 years of vacant built supply 

in the market. In addition, based on average take up levels of approximately 5,000 sq m 

per annum over the last two years, it can be estimated that there is only 3 to 4 years 

supply in Dartmoor National Park.  

4.28 Although this is a guide as to the amount of stock in the market it purely represents a 

quantitative basis.  Exploring whether the existing supply in the market is suitable to meet 

modern requirements, using Table 4.2, shows an oversupply of small units but it is the 

scarcity of medium to large scale existing built units that is preventing further take up. And 

                                                      
23 Aaron Fox (2009), Teignbridge Industrial Estate Survey 2009, for Teignbridge District Council 
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a number of the medium sized units on the market have limited site curtilages, which is 

less attractive to modern industrial and manufacturing occupiers.  

4.29 There is also a scarcity of development land that these occupiers could either develop 

themselves or team up with a developer to satisfy their occupational requirements.  

4.30 There is an increasing requirement from occupiers to look at more sustainable buildings 

although at this stage in the economic cycle, occupiers are looking for functionality and 

value for money rather than adopting an ‘at any cost’ approach. The main demand is for 

premises within the estates of more significant critical mass (e.g. Brunel, Heathfield and 

Linhay) where there is greater liquidity (i.e. their premises could be resold or sublet / 

assigned). There remain a number of outstanding and unsatisfied requirements for larger 

business premises including local occupiers such as Harrier LLC and Pro Direct.   

4.31 These requirements are not overly specialised but require modern standards of building 

and density. But there remains a scarcity of development sites that could accommodate 

these requirements and are deliverable within a time frame of 12 to 18 months. There are 

also unsatisfied requirements for open storage sites between 1,000 sq m and 2,000 sq m, 

especially freehold acquisitions. There is a scarcity of this type of product across the 

district in general and of the supply, little or none is available. 

4.32 The current climate and reluctance of funders to back development such schemes has 

prevented further space coming forward on a speculative basis.  It should also be noted 

that there is a limited supply of available development land, which can be developed 

viably and in isolation. These factors have largely halted the pipeline stock of speculative 

units.  

4.33 Currently there are very few schemes under construction. There is though activity close to 

the Linhay Business Park in Ashburton, where developers have started putting the 

infrastructure in to open up a development site, which has permission for 6,500 sq m. The 

Council themselves had been planning to develop a scheme on Collett Way, Brunel. 

Rental Values 

4.34 Headline rents have remained relatively static in the last 5 years, although the volume of 

evidence to prove that point is vastly reduced. Prime rental levels on smaller units are still 

in the region of £65 per sq m per annum and freehold values are approximately £900 per 

sq m. Larger units in excess of 2,000 sq m have a current market rental value of between 

£40 and £45 per sq m or a capital value of between £400 and £600 per sq m depending 

on age and specification. Industrial stock yields are now between 9 and 11%, again 

depending on covenant, location and building specification. By comparison, yields in 2006 

would have been between 7 and 9%. 

4.35 At the smaller end of the market, rentals are parallel to those in Exeter and above those 

being achieved in Torbay and Plymouth. Exeter has had higher rentals on larger premises 

than Teignbridge but this has been more to do with the need to be close to the motorway 

network or within a strong trade counter environment like Marsh Barton.  Properties within 

the main estates in Exeter have more likelihood to attract a national company. The 

ongoing scarcity of good quality medium to large buildings in the region has helped to 
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hold headline rents at a good level despite weakening economic conditions.  But also the 

transactions that have occurred in this size range have predominantly been freehold 

purchases. 

4.36 Current level of rents, void periods and yields make development in Teignbridge 

financially unviable at present. The only development likely to occur at the moment is 

either where there is no suitable second hand building available or where the 

development land is without constraint and can be serviced at a realistic price.   

Office Space 

Background, Market Geography and Competing Locations 

4.37 The 2009 survey of employment estates did not analyse the total extent of existing office 

accommodation since it excludes town centre or non-employment estate locations (i.e. 

Devon Square, Sherborne House or upper floor offices above retail units). There is no 

official source as to the total supply of B1(a) space in the district, but VOA data suggests 

that there is approximately of 79,000 sq m of B1(a) space. 

4.38 Of the VOA figure, a high proportion of the total is contained within larger premises. 

Examples of larger B1 premises in Teignbridge are listed in Table 4.3. 

4.39 The eight buildings identified in Table 4.3 comprise 19,082 sq m of floorspace. It is 

important to note that all but two of these premises (Linhay House and Homeside House) 

are occupied by public sector organisations.  

 Table 4.3: Larger B1 Premises 

Building / Address Occupier Size sq m  

Forde House, Newton Abbot Teignbridge District Council 6,025 
Sherbourne House, Newton Abbot HMRC & Job Centre 3,439 
Staplake Mount, Starcross Environment Agency 2,979 
Mead House, Heathfield Teignbridge Business Centre 2,216 
Templar House, Newton Abbot Teign Housing 1,414 
Linhay House, Ashburton Aid-Call 1,175 
Parke House, Bovey Tracey Dartmoor National Park 946 
Homeside House, Newton Abbot Midas Homes 888 

Source: VOA  

4.40 The 2009 survey calculated the amount of floorspace of offices on the employment 

estates to be 25,351 sq m. Deducting this from the VOA figures, gives an estimated total 

of 53,649 sq m of offices outside of the employment estates, within the DNP or space 

within those estates that are in mixed use (e.g. Homeside House on Decoy Industrial 

Estate, which is occupied by Midas Homes as mainly offices but with a small amount of 

storage). 

4.41 In floorspace terms, pure B1(a) space within employment estates represents just 6.15% 

of the total figure and that includes Forde House. In the Teignbridge area (excluding the 

DNP), offices are estimated to represent 17% of all employment built space.   
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4.42 Of the total B1(a) stock in the district, it is estimated that 50% is in Newton Abbot.  

Newton Abbot’s office stock is split between traditional in-town locations such as Devon 

Square and Queen Street and out-of-town locations such as Collett Way, Brunel and 

Zealley House, Kingsteignton. Both the in-town and out-of-town markets have been 

populated by professional firms and public sector bodies. Notable in-town occupiers 

include Francis Clark and Peplows (accountants); Kitson Hutchings and WBW (solicitors); 

and HMRC (public sector).  Larger out-of-town occupiers include Teignbridge District 

Council, Teign Housing and NHS Trust (public sector); and Millwood Homes 

(construction). The 25% of the district’s supply of B1 space outside of Newton Abbot is 

largely found in concentrations at Linhay near Ashburton, which includes occupiers such 

as Glendenning (quarrying) and Aid-Call (healthcare). 

4.43 Exeter is a major sub-regional centre and has become a strong administrative, local 

government, financial and professional centre and therefore is a preferred location for 

offices serving the EHOD area. Southernhay in central Exeter and the out-of-town 

developments at Exeter Business Park, Pynes Hill and Matford Park, are the main areas 

for offices, particularly for the larger occupiers, public sector organisations and regional 

inward investors.  

Recent Market Trends 

4.44 The little recent demand for B1 has been from the public sector who generally require 

grade A space. The lack of supply of this product has led to new–build activity at Collett 

Way, Brunel and Decoy.  

4.45 There has been a noticeable addition of available office space coming from the release of 

surplus accommodation within larger manufacturing buildings. The supply at AGS and 

Westomatic, both in Newton Abbot, are examples. This trend will continue with 

consolidation within the manufacturing sector. 

4.46 In the past, there have been office requirements for the area’s biggest local accountant 

(Francis Clark) and biggest legal practice (Kitson Hutchings) and it is King Sturge’s view 

that the lack of development opportunities in Newton Abbot assisted their decision to 

construct new premises at Edginswell in Torquay where there was deliverable, 

development land. 

Available Space 

4.47 In general, there is a lack of newly built or modern suites / buildings in Teignbridge, with 

only two sites left at Collett Way, Brunel that could suit new office development. One of 

these is a smaller site (0.20 ha) owned by a local investor and the other is the Council’s 

site (0.55 ha).   

4.48 Including the available space within the employment estates, the total supply of offices in 

Teignbridge (inc. DNP) is estimated at 5,516 sq m. The largest vacant office building/suite 

is 1,176 sq m, which is surplus accommodation with Westomatic’s factory at Shaldon 

Road, Newton Abbot. Other notable buildings that are available are Unit D1 Linhay 

Business Park (667 sq m); surplus offices within AGS’ factory at Brunel, Newton Abbot 
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(622 sq m); Ash House, Kingsteignton (543 sq m) and the former Mitie regional office at 

Splatford Barton (505 sq m).  

4.49 A high proportion of the available space in the district is second-hand, poor in overall 

appeal and would not be regarded as prime.  

4.50 King Sturge’s monitoring information has identified no speculative office development in 

the past 10 years. This is considered to be due to the lack of demand, reducing the 

viability for constructing prime office space.   

Take Up 

4.51 In comparison with the industrial / distribution market, the quantum of office transactions 

is far smaller. Further factors determining the annual take up in recent years have been 

worsening market conditions, competition from Exeter and lack of suitable sites.  

4.52 In the first half of this decade, there were notable new-build developments at Collett Way, 

Brunel, for occupiers Millwood Homes (481 sq m) and Teign Housing (1,414 sq m). 

Millwood Homes are owner occupiers and Teign Housing are tenants on a 20 year lease. 

Other examples of pure offices lettings have been at Zealley House, Kingsteignton where 

in 2006, professional services firm, Applied Business Solutions took 154 sq m. In the 

same year, Francis Clark (accountants) took extra space, also of 154 sq m within the 

same building.  

4.53 In paragraph 4.39 above, it was identified that a high proportion of the larger buildings are 

occupied by the public sector and this demand profile continues.  An example is the 

recent pre-let to Devon Primary Care Trust of Estuary House on Collett Way, Brunel.  The 

building provides 1,394 sq m over three floors. 

4.54 It should be appreciated that public sector organisations have taken up the majority of 

new build space in the district.  Private sector occupiers are less interested in sharing 

employment space, preferring either town centre or dedicated office business parks. The 

lack of such parks is considered by local agents to have inhibited inward investment and 

local expansion of office space, since office occupiers tend to prefer locations with other 

offices rather than industrial/warehousing units. 

Rental Values 

4.55 Estuary House, as mentioned in Paragraph 4.53, has been let off a headline rental of 

£148 per sq m per annum on a leasehold basis. Secondary offices generally let for 

between £70 and £100 per sq m depending on specification and car parking provision. 

Office yields are currently between 7.5 and 10% depending on covenant, location and 

building specification. Capital Values in excess of £1,615 sq m are required to make 

development of prime offices viable. This implies a net initial yield no worse than 8% and 

rental of £137 per sq m. These levels are unlikely to be achieved by private sector 

lettings.  
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Viability of New Build Developments 

4.56 To make industrial developments viable, agents expect rents at £7.00 per sq ft and yields 

at a minimum of 7.5%.  For office development, rentals need to be at £12.75 per sq ft and 

yields at a minimum of 7.5%.  But this also depends on the cost in installing the core 

infrastructure that is required.   

4.57 Much of the development land in the Teignbridge area has been held for some time by 

the same investor developers and therefore land values are not inflated.  There have 

been few instances where industrial or office development has not occurred because the 

land value required by owners incorporates hope value for either residential or retail.   

4.58 There is another important consideration to take on board when it comes to new build 

activity. This is the fact that the cost of the land and construction plus associated fees on 

medium and larger scale developments is often in excess of resultant market value of the 

building. Some occupiers are happy to still proceed if the need to borrow is low or it is 

‘worth’ more due to the increased business potential that the premises will enable to be 

derived (i.e. is not viable but is needed in the context of gaining market share or 

generating additional turnover / profits). 

Inward Investments Opportunities 

4.59 Teignbridge is attractive to property developers and investors on the basis that headline 

rents have been steady and it has good accessibility to a wide geographical area.  As with 

many sub regional areas the development of commercial premises tends to be a small 

group of property companies who have historically owned land or have purchased public 

sector land when it has been disposed.  Regional development companies have only 

tended to deal in the locality when a major employment pre-let or mixed use development 

is available.   

4.60 In Torbay and South Hams there is an undersupply of small office and industrial units 

whereas at present there seems to be an oversupply of smaller industrial units in the 

Teignbridge area.  Teignbridge has historically had more stock in this size range only 

because it is a focal point for outline rural areas and very good communications.  The 

Exeter area has together with Teignbridge an undersupply of modern medium to larger 

sized freehold or leasehold opportunities and also readily available development land, 

whereby buildings can be constructed within a 12 to 15 month period. 

4.61 Heathfield has the opportunity to attract Exeter medium to larger sized requirements for 

distribution or manufacturing space.  Likewise the Newton Abbot area has the opportunity 

to accommodate some of the unsatisfied Torbay smaller unit requirements.  Also the 

Teignbridge area generally has the opportunity to attract owner occupiers or developers 

from Torbay, South Hams and the Exeter area if there is an opportunity to purchase 

serviced land because this sort of space is in scarce supply in these other locations. 

Summary 

4.62 The Teignbridge property market is extensive, with a large stock of industrial/warehousing 

uses.  However, the office stock is relatively small.  
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4.63 In general, B-space within the district is in demand, which is reflected by low vacancy 

rates of 4% to 7%.  This may result in less than optimal pricing since the frictional supply 

of vacant space in built premises is estimated to be around 5% to 10%, and should 

vacancies be lower or higher than this range, then prices will increase or decrease 

accordingly beyond the correct (true) price.24

4.64 More recently, a significant amount of poorer quality, smaller space has come on to the 

market from a number of recent business failures, which has lead to an oversupply of 

small industrial units below 300 sq m.  There is also a considerable quantum of medium 

sized space (300 to 1,000 sq m), which is old and does not meet modern occupational 

requirements or alternatively is only available on a leasehold basis. But there remains a 

shortage of buildings over 1,000 sq m, to attract investment from medium and larger 

occupiers.  Many of these occupiers would consider and could afford design & build 

projects but there is a shortage of deliverable, serviced land. The lack of serviced land is 

important and is looked at in more detail in Chapter 6. 

 

4.65 It is evident from agents that occupier demand is low, fuelled by the macro economy and 

current lending policies of the banks and funding institutions. And in these current 

economic conditions, occupiers and investors are more ‘particular’ in terms of acquiring 

space that ‘exactly’ meets their needs and they are taking a harder line on the 

deficiencies or negative aspects of individual property opportunities.  

4.66 Within the district, the office market is smaller in existing stock and activity than the 

industrial / distribution market.  It is felt that there is a suitable supply of smaller office 

suites relative to local demand. In terms of larger office demand, existing buildings do not 

exist or no longer meet modern occupational requirements. Public sector demand 

dominates the historic and demand profile. There is now a very acute shortage of 

serviced land that can be acquired by office developers or occupiers and that could be 

built within 12 to 15 months. 

                                                      
24 This is supported by empirical evidence in a study by King Sturge, European Office Property Markets, 2005, 
which found the mean average office vacancy for Western Europe has been 7.2% over 15 years. 
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5 FUTURE REQUIREMENTS  

Introduction 

5.1 This chapter looks at the future requirements for B-space (i.e. industrial/warehousing and 

office space) in Teignbridge district to 2031.  Following an accepted method (see 

Appendix 2), in this study we use future employment as a proxy, or indirect measure, of 

the future demand for employment space.   

5.2 Our starting point is the Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) for the South West in its latest 

version, which is the Secretary of State’s Proposed Changes (July 2008).  At this stage, 

we assume that the adopted version of the RSS will be identical to the Proposed Changes 

as regards to employment forecasts and employment land requirements.  The RSS is 

informed by both district level employment projections based on Cambridge Econometrics 

employment forecasts to achieve a regional growth rate of 3.2% GVA per annum.  The 

implications that this level of growth has on B-space requirements in Teignbridge is taken 

as the Base Case for the district. 

5.3 In addition to the RSS Base Case, alternative forecasts are used to provide a range of 

requirements within which to plan for space.  This is important since all forecasts and 

projections are uncertain, and planned housing growth targets are still to be agreed in the 

RSS. The range considers scenarios based on two approaches and two housing growth 

scenarios. The first approach uses the latest employment growth forecasts, which we 

refer to as a ‘recessionary forecast’ since it allows for the impact of the current downturn 

in the regional economy.  The second is a ‘labour supply approach’, to reflect a better 

balance between jobs and resident workers.  Both approaches are modelled on a low and 

high housing growth target for the district since housing is a deliverer of labour supply, 

which strongly influences economic growth and the need for employment space. 

5.4 This chapter also estimates the requirements for space at individual settlements within 

the district.  This is to help inform a spatial allocation of B-space within the district to 2031. 

5.5 Chapters 2 and 3 highlighted that improving self-containment should be an important 

objective for future employment land allocations.  Therefore the employment scenarios 

likely impacts on self-containment are also considered. However, it is difficult to measure 

this since self-containment will depend not only on the number of jobs but the type of jobs 

and skills held by residents, and the lack of data makes this difficult to forecast within the 

scope of this study.  So throughout this chapter and beyond, the impact of additional 

employment on the ‘net-commuting balance’ (sometimes referred to as the balance 

between jobs and working residents) is assessed as a proxy for self-containment.  It is 

assumed that in moving closer to zero net-commuting, this would improve the level of 

self-containment. However, this may not truly follow since the theoretical position of full 

self-containment would results in no residents working outside of the district; yet zero net-

commuting is a net flow and therefore is likely to still incur in- and out-commuting of 

workers and residents. For now, zero net-commuting is the closest and most logical proxy 

reference for full self-containment. 
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5.6 Before looking in detail at a range of requirements and a spatial allocation, we start by 

describing and testing the RSS Base Case position for land requirements in Teignbridge.  

Demand for Employment Space, 2006-2026 

RSS Requirement, 2006-2026 

5.7 Chapter 4 of the RSS (Proposed Changes) contains sub-regional policies for each 

Housing Market Area (HMA), which includes a 20-year target for employment change and 

employment land provision. These targets are based on the objective that the region’s 

total output (measured as Gross Value Added, or GVA) should grow by 3.2% per annum 

in 2006-26.  

5.8 The economic forecasters, Cambridge Econometrics, translated this regional output 

target into employment change by activity sector, broken down geographically by Travel-

to-Work Area (TTWA) and by Housing Market Area (HMAs). DTZ Consulting and 

Research translated these employment numbers into employment land requirements. 

This translation is geographically selective: it covers the TTWAs, or labour catchment 

areas, of the Strategically Significant Cities and Towns (SSCT), plus Newton Abbot, 

which in the draft RSS was not an SSCT, but in the Proposed Changes does have that 

status.  

5.9 Based on these analyses, Policy HMA4 of the Proposed Changes advises that provision 

be made for about 40,600 net new jobs in the Exeter HMA, which comprises the districts 

of Exeter, East Devon and Mid Devon as well as Teignbridge. In the Newton Abbot 

TTWA, it says that planning policy should cater for about 6,500 net new jobs, ‘including 
provision of about 35 hectares of employment land.’  

5.10 Though the policy does not say so, the 35 ha strategic employment land provision 

requirement for the Newton Abbot TTWA was informed by Devon County Council (DCC) 

in their submission to the South West Regional Assembly (SWRA) in 2005/06.  SWRA 

view the 35 hectares to be a notional figure, which should be considered through an 

employment land study providing more detailed evidence to inform the LDDs 

requirements.   

5.11 Policy HMA4 also provides housing targets for the plan period 2006-26, showing growth 

of ‘at least’ 55,400 new homes in the Exeter HMA, of which 15,900 are to be in 

Teignbridge District and 8,000 in the Newton Abbot SSCT.  

5.12 As we have seen, Policy HMA4 aims for increased self-containment – a better balance 

between jobs and resident workers – in the Newton Abbot SSCT. This reflects a key 

objective of the RSS in general - that jobs and workers, and hence jobs and homes, 

should be better aligned, in order to reduce the need to travel (see for example Policy 

ES2, discussed later in this note). At a local level, the RSS’s quantitative targets do not 

show how this self-containment could be achieved, because its housing targets relate to 

district and SSCT urban areas, while its employment targets relate to TTWAs, which are a 

different geography entirely.  
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5.13 The problem with these geographies is illustrated in the Map 5.1 below. The TTWA 

targets in the RSS, like the underlying Cambridge Econometrics forecasts, relate to 1991 

TTWAs (so called because their definition was based on the 1991 Census), whose 

boundaries are blue on the map. The Newton Abbot TTWA of course extends far beyond 

the urban area and it straddles both district and HMA boundaries. To the north it excludes 

much of Teignbridge district and to the south in includes small sections of South Hams 

district, which is part of the Plymouth HMA.   

5.14 A further problem with TTWAs is that they shift over time. National Statistics has now 

replaced the 1991 TTWAs used in the RSS with 2001 TTWAs, which are based on the 

2001 Census. In this new geography, Newton Abbot no longer has its own TTWA; most of 

the former Newton Abbot TTWA has been merged into the wider Exeter and Newton 

Abbot TTWA. So in future there will be no government statistics available to measure 

whether the RSS’s targets for the area are being delivered in practice. 

Map 5.1 Travel-to-Work Areas and District Boundaries 

 

5.15 To expand on the RSS’s economic targets, SWRA in 2008 commissioned Roger Tym & 

Partners (RTP) to draft additional strategic guidance on employment land. As part of this 

exercise, Cambridge Econometrics produced a new geographical breakdown of the 

forecasts underlying the RSS to show employment change by district, and RTP translated 

these into employment land requirements. RTP’s report is published on SWRA’s 

website25

                                                      
25 Roger Tym & Partners for SWRA, RSS Employment Land Provision: Spatial Implications, August 2008 

, though its status is yet to be decided: 
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‘Given that the RSS has yet to be finalised, the study report should be seen as technical 
support rather than formal supplementary guidance to the RSS. It was drafted ahead of 
the publication of the Proposed Changes… Discussions will be taking place with regional 
partners following publication of the final RSS to determine the status of the advice.’ 26

5.16 The Cambridge Econometrics forecasts informing the RSS (in the scenario based on 

output growth of 3.2% pa) show a net growth of 9,900 jobs in Teignbridge district between 

2006 and 2026 (see Appendix 1).  These jobs were then mapped into B-space sectors in 

line with a standard RTP method (explained in Appendix 2).  This RTP method identifies 

that 1,643 jobs would occupy offices, 668 associated with industrial/ warehouse space 

and the remaining 7,589 jobs in ‘non-B’ sectors, such as health, education and retail, 

which require no employment land (see Table 5.1). These job growth figures to 2026 

require some 23,000 sq m of net additional industrial/ warehouse space and 30,000 sq m 

of net additional office space.  In total, assuming a standard plot ratio of 40% (Appendix 4 

shows a TDC survey of recent employment space completions in a  key industrial estates, 

which suggests 40% is appropriate), then this would require some 13 hectares of net 

additional land, with some 6 ha for industrial/warehousing uses and 7.5 ha for office uses.  

  

RSS Employment land Requirements in Newton Abbot SSCT 

5.17 The estimated land required for Teignbridge district is only about a third of the RSS’s 

estimate for the former Newton Abbot TTWA, although as noted earlier the forecast 

growth in total employment is greater in the district than the TTWA.  

5.18 We have been unable to source the technical working papers underpinning the RSS 

requirements for Newton Abbot SSCT, but we understand the estimate was derived by 

DCC following a similar approach used for the Structure Plan calculation for employment 

land requirements, and was informed by Cambridge Econometrics/DTZ employment 

forecasts in Newton Abbot TTWA.   

5.19 The discrepancy in land requirements predicted under a growth of 6,500 jobs in Newton 

Abbot SSCT between 2006 and 2026 is explained by looking at the differences in 

assumptions used for calculating the requirements by RTP and DCC.  The approach used 

for the RSS identified 35 hectare figure is as follows: 

 Devon County Council (DCC) took Cambridge Econometrics forecast growth in the 

Newton Abbot SSCT TWA over 2006 to 2026 of 6,500 jobs, and based on 

experience estimated that some 1,625 to 1,950 jobs (25% to 30% of all jobs) would 

require employment land. 

 Using an estimated land need density of approximately 50 workers per hectare, some 

32.5 to 39 ha of employment land was estimated to be required. 

 This was cross-checked with projected past rates of employment land take up for 

Newton Abbot, which ranged from 1.4 to 1.9 ha per annum from 2001 to 2005 (we 

have been unable to verify this).  This projected some 28 to 38 ha over 20 years.  

                                                      
26 http://www.southwest-ra.gov.uk/nqcontent.cfm?a_id=4381&tt=swra accessed 15 May 2009 

http://www.southwest-ra.gov.uk/nqcontent.cfm?a_id=4381&tt=swra�
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 The higher range in the draft RSS (35 to 50 ha) reflected a County and District 

Council view that a higher figure should be included to allow for additional investment 

opportunity and to avoid constraining development opportunities, but the RSS 

Secretary of State Proposed Modifications reverted this back to the lower end of 35 

ha.  

5.20 The RTP approach is similar, but: 

 RSS sectoral forecasts show the likelihood for some 23% of (both regional and local) 

job growth to have B-space requirements.  This is less than the stock (some 36% - 

see Chapter 3) because it is the net change; it is only slightly lower than DCC’s 

estimated calculation.  On this basis, 1,500 of the projected 6,500 jobs for the Newton 

Abbot SSCT TWA will require additional B-space. 

 Some 79% of the RSS B-space growth jobs are expected to be in office based 

sectors, which is some 1,200 jobs; while the remaining 300 jobs are in 

industrial/warehousing space uses.    

 With standard employment floorspace densities27

 With typical plot ratios of 40% of floorspace per hectare, then a total of 8 hectares of 

additional employment land would be required to support this level of job growth.   

 of 18 sq m per office job and 35 sq 

m per industrial/warehousing job, the likely requirement would be for some 22,000 sq 

m of offices floorspace and 11,000 sq m of industrial/warehousing space.   

5.21 The main difference between the two estimations is the land need density of 50 workers 

per hectare used in calculating the 35 hectares for Newton Abbot SSCT, which on a 40% 

plot ratio gives an employment density of 80 sq m.  This is a density normally found in 

strategic warehousing uses.  RTP’s estimation implies that some 185 B-space jobs would 

be accommodated per hectare.  

5.22 While DCC also considered past take up rates these are likely to overestimate future 

levels because the bases for the extrapolation cover a period of high growth, which 

economic forecasts consider unlikely to continue.  But another more significant problem is 

that past take up data is more often incomplete on losses, resulting in higher rates of net 

gains than in reality.     

5.23 It is also likely that the 35 hectares is a gross land requirement; that is, as well as land to 

accommodate net employment growth, it includes land to replace existing employment 

space which may be lost over the period as some buildings become obsolete and some 

employment sites are transferred to competing land uses. In estimating employment land 

requirements, DTZ made two further adjustments: an additional allowance to provide 

market choice and some redistribution within the region to take account of local policy 

aspirations, planning constraints and market pressures. 

                                                      
27 Rounded employment densities based on a 1997 study by Roger Tym & Partners for SERPLAN, are used to 
translate B-space employment forecasts into demand for space.  These densities are preferred to available 
alternative research (which generally have found similar employment density ratios), because they are supported 
by a large and statistically rigorous survey, and they are referenced in the ODPM (2005) Guidance on 
Employment Land Reviews. 
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Teignbridge District Employment Forecast Scenarios 

RSS Employment Requirement, 2006-2031 

5.24 The purpose of this study is to identify requirements to 2031, which is in line with the 

planning period to be covered by the Teignbridge LDF.  The RSS requirements forecast 

9,900 jobs in Teignbridge district from 2006 to 2026, shown in Table 5.1.  The last five 

years of forecast annual growth (i.e. 2021 to 2026) by sector are carried forward to derive 

job figures in 2031. This gives a net growth projection of some 11,900 jobs between 2006 

and 2031, with some 800 industrial/warehousing jobs and 2,000 office based jobs. This is 

summarised in Table 5.1.       

5.25 Using the employment sector forecasts, in Table 5.1 we translate jobs into demand for 

employment space based on the sector-to-space mapping described in Appendix 2.  This 

projects an employment requirement for some 65,800 sq m B-class floorspace for the 

district to 2031.   This is split 29,100 sq m net additional industrial/ warehousing space 

and 36,700 net additional office space. Despite employment in office based sectors 

growing significantly more, only slightly more office than industrial/warehousing space is 

required because of the higher employment densities in offices.  

Table 5.1  Teignbridge District Employment Change, 2006 to 2031 

  RSS (Proposed Changes) Plan Period 
 2006-2026 2006-2031 

  # Jobs % # Jobs % 

Industrial & Warehousing               668  29%              830  29% 

Office           1,643  71%          2,040  71% 

Sub-total B Space       2,311  23%      2,870  24% 

Non B Space           7,589  77%          8,992  76% 

Total Jobs       9,900  100%    11,863  100% 

NB: Figures may not sum due to rounding 

Source: Cambridge Econometrics; RTP 

Table 5.2  Teignbridge District B-space Requirements, 2006 to 2031 

 Sq M RSS (Proposed Changes) Plan Period 

  2006-2026 2006-2031 

Industrial & Warehousing 23,400 29,100 

Office 29,600 36,700 

Total B Space 53,000 65,800 

NB: Figures may not sum due to rounding 

Source: Cambridge Econometrics; RTP 

5.26 As noted in Chapter 2, the RSS supports a better balance between the location of jobs 

and housing. To test how far the RSS forecasts would impact on this, a labour market 
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balance sheet assessment28

5.27 As the results shown in Table 5.3 suggest, the RSS (Proposed Changes) would reduce 

net out-commuting in Teignbridge district by nearly 6,000; taking it down from 16,100 in 

2006 to 10,300 in 2031.  This is because the RSS (Proposed Changes) projects 

significantly more growth in jobs than growth in working age population (16 to 64 year 

old), with the latter accounting for a small proportion of total population growth.  Based on 

these figures, and assuming that more jobs per working resident increases the availability 

and choice for working residents and therefore self-containment

 is used.  This estimates the potential changes in net-

commuting flows by comparing population projections for Teignbridge based on the RSS 

(Proposed Changes) district housing targets (sourced from Devon County Council), 

compared with the above RSS (Proposed Changes) jobs forecasts.  

29

Table 5.3  Teignbridge District (RSS Proposed Changes) Labour Market Balance Summary 

, it is possible that the 

RSS (Proposed Changes) will improve self-containment in Teignbridge.    

  2006 2031 Change 

Population 125,600 154,450 28,850  
Working Age Population 76,250  82,767  6,517  

Employed Residents 63,257 68,663 5,406 
No of Jobs 49,600   61,463  11,863  

*Net Out-Commuting Balance 16,137  10,273  -5,864  

*This is the subtraction of employed residents from jobs after allowing for some double jobbing (not 

shown, but is assumed to be 5% of all jobs) 

Source: Cambridge Econometrics, DCC, ONS, RTP 

Recessionary and Housing-led Scenarios 

5.28 The RSS guide employment growth figures are pre-recessionary forecasts, and since the 

advent of the credit crunch and the following economic downturn, forecasting houses 

have been revising their standard output and employment forecasts. 

5.29 SWRDA recently looked at the impact of the recession on the regional economy through 

a recession scenario developed by Experian30

5.30 In providing a forecasting range that gives an indication of the impact of the recession on 

Teignbridge, this study looks at Experian’s latest local economic forecasts.  To allow for 

.  This took account of recent short-term 

demand-side trends, which include sharp declines in private consumption services, 

financial and business services, and the construction industry. Experian forecast regional 

average GVA growth to 2010 of around 1%, gradually rising thereafter to approximately 

2.5% by 2015 and beyond, which is significantly below the regional target growth rate of 

3.2%.   

                                                      
28 Appendix 3 illustrates how the labour market balance sheet is applied. 
29 This is fairly simplistic because increasing self-containment will depend on a multitude of factors, including the 
type of jobs and matches to local skills available within the district.  But data availability restricts further analysis 
within the scope of this review. 
30 Experian (2009), UK Recession Scenarios: Impact on SWE Sectors & Places, Research for SWRDA 
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changes reflecting the RSS housing growth targets, these forecasts were also informed 

by population changes in Teignbridge under two housing growth scenarios.31

Lower End (RSS Panel Report) Housing Growth Scenario 

 In the 

absence of RSS agreed housing targets, the two housing growth scenarios reflect the 

range in which the Teignbridge District housing target is expected to fall. 

5.31 The lower end scenario is the RSS Panel Report recommendations that there would be 

10,400 additional homes in the Teignbridge Plan Area (12,900 to 2031), including 5,500 

(6,900 to 2031) within the Newton Abbot SSCT.   

5.32 Under this scenario there is a very small reduction in the number of Teignbridge jobs over 

to 2031.  This applies more so across the B-Space sectors, which fall by nearly 1,300 

jobs, as shown in Table 5.4.  This occurs mostly in the next five years, prompted by the 

recession.   

5.33 This employment change impact on B-space requirements in Teignbridge, shown in Table 

5.5, results in some existing space becoming redundant.   

Table 5.4  Teignbridge District Employment Change based on RSS Panel Report Housing 

Targets, 2006 to 2031 

 
# Jobs % 

Industrial/Warehousing -671 53% 

Office -600 47% 

Sub-total B Space -1,271 358% 

Total Non B Space 916 -258% 

Total Jobs -355 100% 

Source: Experian; RTP 

Table 5.5  Teignbridge District B-space Requirements based on RSS Panel Report Housing 

Targets, 2006 to 2031 

  Sq M 

Industrial/Warehousing -23,500 
Office -10,800 

Total B Space -34,300 

NB: Figures may not sum due to rounding 

Source: Experian; RTP 

5.34 A main reason for this drop in jobs is a projected ageing population, with decreases in the 

number of working age (16 to 65 age group) expected. This is shown in Table 5.6, which 

compares future changes in population, working population and jobs.  Using a labour 

market balance sheet approach, the changes in demographic profile and forecast 

                                                      
31 DCC estimated population growth under the two housing growth scenarios using the Chelmer dwelling-led 
demographic model.   Experian then translated these population estimates into economic participation rates, 
which is an important endogenous factor in employment change. 
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reduction in jobs in the district, would still reduce net out-commuting, albeit to a small 

extent.  And reducing out-commuting is consistent with objectives for sustainable living 

and working patterns. 

Table 5.6  Teignbridge District Labour Market Balance Summary based on RSS Panel Report 

Housing Targets, 2006 to 2031 

  2006 2031 Change 

Population 125,600 140,248 14,648  
Working Age Population 76,250  73,684  -2,566  
Employed Residents 63,257 61,128 -2,129 
No of Jobs  51,885   51,530  -355  
*Net Commuting Balance 13,966  12,175  -1,791  

*This is the subtraction of employed residents from jobs after allowing for some double jobbing (not 

shown, but is assumed to be 5% of all jobs) 

Source: Experian; DCC, ONS, RTP 

Upper End (RSS Proposed Changes +18%) Housing Growth Scenario 

5.35 Following their discussions with the Planning Inspectorate, Teignbridge Council Officers 

recommended that an upper end scenario be considered based on the National Housing 

and Planning Advice Unit (NHPAU)32

5.36 Based on Experian’s latest forecasts, this scenario shows an increase in jobs in 

Teignbridge by 7,400 between 2006 and 2031.  Despite the high housing growth figure, 

the projected jobs are substantially greater than under the RSS Panel Report housing 

scenario.  This applies to the B-space jobs too, with increases in both 

industrial/warehousing jobs and office jobs.  But non B-space jobs show stronger growth, 

largely through consumer related industries that respond to the projected substantial 

increase in population.  As shown in Table 5.7, this is less than the RSS (Proposed 

Changes), reflecting lower GVA gains in the short term as a result of the recent downturn 

in the national and local economy.    

 recommended housing target.  This is the RSS 

(Proposed Changes) district dwelling target plus 18%, resulting in 18,800 additional 

dwellings by 2026 (extrapolated to 23,000 by 2031); including 10,000 (12,500 by 2031) in 

the Newton Abbot SSCT. 

                                                      
32 The NHPAU was established by Communities and Local Government (CLG) to tackle the lack of affordable 
housing highlighted by Kate Barker's Review of Housing Supply (2004).   
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Table 5.7 Teignbridge District Employment Change based on RSS Proposed Changes +18% 

Housing Targets, 2006 to 2031 

 
# Jobs % 

Industrial/Warehousing 1,257 75% 
Office 418 25% 

Sub-total B Space 1,675 23% 
Total Non B Space 5,728 77% 

Total Jobs 7,403 100% 

Source: Experian; RTP 

5.37 The implications for B-space requirements, shown in Table 5.8, would be an additional 

44,000 sq m of industrial/warehousing and 7,500 sq m of office space on 2006 levels.  But 

the current downturn suggests that in the next five years and possibly slightly longer, 

there are no requirements for additional space beyond existing (2009) levels. 

Table 5.8  Teignbridge District B-space Requirements based on  

RSS Proposed Changes +18% Housing Targets, 2006 to 2031 

  Sq m 

Industrial/Warehousing 44,000 
Office 7,500 

Total B Space 51,500 

NB: Figures may not sum due to rounding 

Source: Experian; RTP 

5.38 The stronger employment growth in this scenario reflects the substantial increase in 

working age population.  This is because the housing numbers serve requirements from 

significant in-migrating working age residents in addition to new households among 

existing Teignbridge residents.  This would add significantly to the Teignbridge labour 

supply, but since it would also exceed the additional jobs forecasted by Experian, the 

need for district residents having to commute outside the district increases by some 

3,000, as shown in Table 5.9.     

Table 5.9  Teignbridge District Labour Market Balance Summary based on RSS Proposed 

Changes +18% Housing Targets, 2006 to 2031 

  2006 2031 Change 

Population 125,600 163,134 37,534  
Working Age Population 76,250  88,391  12,141  
Employed Residents 63,257 73,330 10,073 
No of Jobs  51,885  59,288  7,403  
Net Commuting Balance 13,966  17,006  3,040  

*This is the subtraction of employed residents from jobs after allowing for some double jobbing (not 

shown, but is assumed to be 5% of all jobs) 

Source: Experian; DCC, ONS, RTP 
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Teignbridge Labour Supply Balance Requirements 

5.39 To align with local and regional objectives for a better balance between the location of 

jobs and housing, a labour supply balance sheet approach is used to project a job figure 

that reflects zero net-commuting in Teignbridge by 2031.  This objective is to generate an 

equal balance of jobs with existing working age residents (so cancelling out the 2006 net 

out-commuting figure of 16,137) plus additional working residents between 2006 and 

2031.33

5.40 Future working residents are derived from the two - lower and upper end - housing targets 

(as above) to give a range in absence of defined RSS targets, plus a housing target 

scenario reflecting the current RSS Proposed Changes targets.  Before generating a 

balanced job figure for these scenarios, further model assumptions on resident economic 

activity levels are applied.  Appendix 3 sets out these assumptions, along with the 

calculations and estimated results; and a summary of the results are given in Table 5.10.  

  

Table 5.10 Teignbridge District Labour Supply Balance Sheet based on Housing Targets, 

2006-2031 

  Base Year 
2006 

Change, 2006-2031, by Housing Target 

  RSS Panel 
Report 

RSS Proposed 
Changes 

RSS Proposed 
Changes +18% 

Population 125,600 14,648  28,850  37,534  
Working Age Population 76,250 -2,566 6,517 12,141 
Employed Residents 63,257  -2,129  5,406  10,072  
No of Jobs        49,600  14,745  22,677  27,589  
*Net Out-Commuting 
Balance 

16,137  -16,137  -16,137  -16,137  

*This is the subtraction of employed residents from jobs after allowing for some double jobbing (not 

shown, but is assumed to be 5% of all jobs) 

NB: Figures may not sum due to rounding 

Source: Experian; DCC, ONS, RTP 

5.41 The results range from 14,800 additional jobs (30% increase between 2006 to 2031) to 

generate zero net out-commuting under the RSS Panel Report housing targets, to an 

ambitious additional 27,600 jobs (56% increase) in the higher end scenario.  The RSS 

Proposed Changes housing target would require an additional 22,700 jobs (a 46% 

increase) to generate an equal balance with working residents.  

5.42 From these employment growth figures the associated B-space jobs are calculated based 

on their existing share to all jobs (i.e. 36%, as identified in Table 3.2) and the projected 

share of B-space jobs in line with the Teignbridge RSS (Proposed Changes) projections 

(i.e. 23% as identified in Table 5.1).  This gives an overall blended share of 33% (split 

18% in industrial/warehousing and 15% in offices), to be used in estimating Teignbridge’s 

                                                      
33 In reality, the gross flows is what makes the difference, and even if there is an equal balance of jobs to working 
residents this may not reduce the gross commuting flows in and out of the district. 
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current profile and the forecast changes within different employment sectors.  The results 

are in found Table 5.11. 

Table 5.11  Teignbridge District Labour Market Balance B-space Employment, 2026-2031 

  Housing Targets (2031) 
 # Jobs RSS Panel 

Report  

RSS Proposed 

Changes 

RSS Proposed 

Changes +18%  

Industrial/Warehousing 2,644 4,067 4,947 

Office 2,219  3,413  4,152  

Total B Space 4,864  7,480  9,100  

Source: RTP 

5.43 Using standard employment densities (see Appendix 2), B-space jobs in Table 5.11 are 

converted into B-space requirements in Table 5.12. This shows that in Teignbridge there 

will be a need to plan for a significant net additional change of B-space under all three 

housing scenarios to achieve zero net out-commuting. This ranges from 132,400 sq m of 

B-space under the RSS Panel Report housing target to nearly double that (247,900 sq m) 

under the higher end housing growth scenario.  Industrial/warehousing accounts for 70% 

of the additional space.  

Table 5.12  Teignbridge District Labour Market Balance B-space Requirement based on 

Housing Targets, 2031 

  Housing Targets (2031) 
 Sq M RSS Panel 

Report  

RSS Proposed 

Changes 

RSS Proposed 

Changes +18%  

Industrial/Warehousing 92,500 142,300 173,200 

Office 39,900  61,400  74,700  

Total B Space 132,400  203,700  247,900  

NB: Figures may not sum due to rounding 

Source: RTP 

Summary Forecasts for Teignbridge Employment Space Requirements 

5.44 Table 5.13 summarises the RSS (Proposed Changes) guideline requirements for B-space 

and a range of alternative forecast requirements derived above. 

5.45 Requirements are better expressed in terms of floorspace rather than land area because 

converting jobs into floorspace is more reliable than jobs or floorspace into land area. This 

is because plot ratios – the relationship between floorspace and land area – vary greatly 

between sites, especially for offices.  To provide 4,000 sq m of office floorspace could 

require one hectare or less in an out-of-town setting, but a fraction of a hectare in a town 

centre.  Similarly, some space may be generated through intensification within existing 

sites, therefore increasing the plot ratio without needing more land.   

5.46 But since the RSS sets out land rather than floorspace requirements, Table 5.14 converts 

floorspace requirements into land based on a standard 40% plot ratio.  This is supported 

by findings in a sample survey covering 13 recently completed units in one of 
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Teignbridge’s key employment areas (Brunel Estate), which found the average plot ratio 

to be 40% (see Appendix 4 for the sample sites and results).34 This research, by TDC, 

has purposefully focused on modern/contemporary developments built since the early 

1990s, which include space for parking, turning areas, landscaping and which reflect a 

plan layout likely to be relevant to planning B space estates in the future.  This is also the 

standard normally applied in employment land, as referenced in the Government 

Guidance for Employment Land Reviews35

Table 5.13  Summary of B-Space Requirements in Teignbridge District, 2006-2031 (Sq M)  

.    

Approach Scenario 
Industrial & 

Warehousing 
Office 

Total B 
Space 

RSS Employment 
Forecasts 

Regional target for 
3.2% GVA pa 29,100 36,700 65,800 

Recessionary 
Forecasts  

RSS Panel Report 
housing target -23,500 -10,800 -34,300 

RSS Proposed 
Changes +18% 
housing target 

44,000 7,500 51,500 

Labour Supply 
Balance Forecasts 

RSS Panel Report 
housing target 92,500 39,900 132,400 

RSS Proposed 
Changes 142,300 61,400 203,700 

RSS Proposed 
Changes +18% 
housing target 

173,200 74,700 247,900 

NB: Figures may not sum due to rounding 

Source: RTP 

5.47 In estimating land requirements to 2031, Table 5.14 shows the forecasts range widely 

from a loss of nine hectares of employment land under the RSS Panel Report housing 

target and recessionary forecast, to a very aspirational requirement for 62 hectares to 

achieve an equal balance of jobs to working residents under the RSS Proposed Changes 

+18% housing target.  The RSS (Proposed Changes) estimate falls between the two, with 

a positive requirement for some 16.5 hectares to 2031.   

                                                      
34 To reflect a layout likely to be relevant to planning B-space in the future, the sample survey purposefully 
focused on modern/contemporary developments built since the early 1990s, which include space for parking, 
turning areas and landscaping. 
35 CLG (2004), Op Cit. 
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Table 5.14 Summary of Net B-Space Requirements in Teignbridge District, 2006-2031 (Ha)  

Approach Scenario 
Industrial & 

Warehousing 
Office 

Total B 
Space 

RSS Employment 
Forecasts 

Regional target  
for 3.2% GVA pa 7.3 9.2 16.5 

Recessionary 
Forecasts  

RSS Panel Report  
housing target -5.9 -2.7 -8.6 

RSS Proposed Changes 
+18% housing target 11.0 1.9 12.9 

Labour Supply 
Balance Forecasts 

RSS Panel Report  
housing target 23.1 10.0 33.1 

RSS Proposed Changes 
housing target 35.6 15.4 50.9 

RSS Proposed Changes 
+18% housing target 43.3 18.7 62.0 

NB: Figures may not sum due to rounding 

Source: RTP 

5.48 Based on the analyses above, the RSS (Proposed Changes) is the preferred scenario for 

setting a strategic requirement for employment land in Teignbridge district, for three main 

reasons.  Firstly, and most importantly, it supports the district target employment growth 

in the draft RSS (Proposed Changes), and is therefore regionally compliant. Secondly, it 

is optimistic relative to the employment forecasts under the latest ‘Recessionary’ 

forecasts, but better reflects the future proposed role of Newton Abbot as an SSCT and 

location for growth, and raises the self containment of working residents in the district.  

And thirdly, while it may not achieve a zero or reversal of net out-commuting without 

significant intervention, it is more likely to be deliverable than the 62 ha in the upper end 

housing growth target in the Labour Supply Balance forecasts.  

5.49 However, the last point is important and requires further consideration should the Council 

progress towards planning for employment to achieve an improved balance of jobs to 

working residents that goes beyond the RSS (Proposed Changes).  This is discussed 

further below.  

Increasing Requirements for Better Self-Containment 

5.50 As identified within preceding chapters of this review, increasing district self-containment 

is likely to be a key issue for Teignbridge district.  This stems from Teignbridge’s 

population having grown significantly over the last 20 years, and having the lowest job 

density of all neighbouring districts (see Figure 3.8) resulting in net out-commuting of 

more than 13,000 working residents in 2001 (based on Census) rising to 16,000 in 2006.   

5.51 As noted in Chapter 2, PPS12 (Local Spatial Planning) states that spatial planning plays a 

critical role in economic growth and regeneration by identifying and delivery of accessible 

employment opportunities.  The RSS (specifically in Policy ES3) also focuses on planning 

for a better balance between the location of jobs and housing, and states that the location 

of new employment land should reflect the objective to reduce the need to travel.  The 

aim to reduce net out-commuting in Teignbridge is further emphasised with Newton Abbot 
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becoming an SSCT and accommodating a large share of the future growth. RSS Policy 

HMA4 aims for increased self-containment in the Newton Abbot SSCT. 

5.52 These factors are setting the challenge of improving self-containment very high.  In 

absence of local planning document, this challenge is supported in the Teignbridge 

Corporate Plan, which seeks to attract employers and deliver housing, jobs and 

communities that are attractive to working families to ensure a balanced population in the 

future.  The emerging Teignbridge Economic Development Delivery Plan also sets out 

draft objectives and actions for developing more sustainable communities.  However, 

increasing jobs in Teignbridge beyond RSS (Proposed Changes) guidance targets may 

undermine the growth plans identified within that are expected in order to support the 

regional growth target (i.e. 3.2% pa output growth).  For instance, providing more 

employment land may compete with, and potentially undermine, the growth plans for 

Exeter or Torbay.     

5.53 To allow flexibility for in planning for more self-containment beyond the RSS, the 

allocation of additional employment land to support this objective will need to increase 

beyond the RSS (Proposed Changes) base case of 16.5 ha.  Based on the Labour Supply 

Approach, this greater allocation will need to increase to 50.9 ha (as identified in Table 

5.14) in order to eliminate current out-commuting levels and to support zero net-out 

commuting from the district in the future under RSS (Proposed Changes) housing targets.  

But despite the justification for allocating more than 16.5 ha, it would appear from the 

evidence in this and the previous chapter that there would be insufficient demand to 

match more supply.  Therefore in moving towards self-containment beyond the RSS 

figures through a planned allocation greater than 16.5 ha (potentially up to 50.9 ha), it is 

recommended that additional land beyond the 16.5 ha should be supplied on a plan, 

monitor and manage basis or allocated following future Employment Land Review studies 

identifying effective demand or strategic requirements for more land.  The implications of 

providing more land should also be considered in relation to other district’s growth plans 

and the implications for the Regional Spatial Strategy; this is important because economic 

growth of an area does not happen in isolation from the areas around it and the wider 

region.    

Teignbridge Settlements’ Employment Requirements 

5.54 In line with national and emerging RSS policy, employment land should be allocated to 

improve sustainability at settlements across the district. To guide this, Table 5.15 

illustrates a re-weighted share of jobs at the main settlements by 2031, which RTP 

suggest could help improve self-containment across settlements based on the RSS 

Proposed Changes employment forecasts for Teignbridge.  This reweighting of future 

employment allocations has been derived using the following steps: 

 Firstly, each settlement’s share of district jobs is estimated using ABI employment 

data for 2006 (shown in the second column of Table 5.15). This partly informs the 

allocation of future jobs since it is usual for jobs to go where jobs are located already 

(e.g. the existing main centres of employment within Teignbridge).   
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 These job shares are then reweighted to support a better balance of jobs to working 

residents across all settlements.  This weight reflects the proportion of settlement 

working age residents to district total working age residents in 2031 based on DCC’s 

population projections under the RSS (Proposed Changes) housing target.   

 A further adjustment is made to maintain the RSS guide target of 6,500 jobs in 

Newton Abbot (extended to 7,800 jobs in 2031).   This is to accord with Newton 

Abbot’s proposed SSCT status in the latest RSS (Proposed Changes).   

 Since the Newton Abbot SSCT job figure is higher than it would be under its 

reweighted share, it is necessary to deduct the difference from elsewhere.  In line with 

general planning principles for concentrating jobs at urban (settlements) rather than 

rural locations, this job share reduction is applied in the ‘Rest of Teignbridge’ outside 

the study settlements.  But rural employment and job provision is important to TDC 

and DNPA, and should there be demand for employment space within these areas, 

this should be looked on favourably where it does not negatively impact on the 

employment potential in other locations.   

5.55 The shares of future allocations by settlement are shown in Table 5.15.  

Table 5.15  RSS District Employment Share within Teignbridge Settlements, 2006-2031  

  A - Share of 
district Jobs 

(2006)* 

B - 
Containment 

weight (2031) 

Reweighted share 
of district jobs 

(2031) (i.e. A*B)   

Newton Abbot SSCT 42.7% 0.85 65.7% 
SW of Exeter SSCT 4.7% 1.70 3.8% 
Teignmouth 7.8% 1.28 6.3% 
Dawlish 8.4% 1.05 6.9% 
Bovey Tracey 10.8% 0.51 8.8% 
Chudleigh 2.4% 1.48 2.0% 

Ashburton & Buckfastleigh (part TDC) 6.5% 0.83 5.3% 
Moretonhampstead 1.6% 0.70 1.3% 

Rest of Teignbridge 15.1% 1.42 0.0% 

Teignbridge Total 100% 
 

100% 

NB: Figures may not sum due to rounding 

*Source: ABI 

5.56 By chance, based on these district settlements’ shares, the quantum of net additional land 

in the Labour Supply Balance approach would closely fit with the RSS requirement that 

Newton Abbot SSCT should “provide for 35 hectares of employment land”.  

5.57 Some flexibility may be applied to these shares since business occupiers are unlikely to 

just go where you put them, and potentially allocations could constrain business growth. 

This applies particularly to employment space outside of the main district settlements, in 

rural area, where no allocation is considered for reasons of sustainability but there could 

be some demand.   
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Homeworking and Live/Work Units 

5.58 Following the brief for this study, the implication of homeworking and live/work on 

employment land allocations in Teignbridge district has been considered. We look at both 

in turn. 

Homeworking 

5.59 Here we define homeworking as any work carried out by the self-employed and 

employees working from or at home on a full or part time basis. 

5.60 It is recognised that homeworking has become increasingly common, in part supported by 

data collected in the last two Censuses (1991 and 2001).   Nationally, the proportion of 

working people working at, or mainly from, home almost doubled between the last two 

Census years - from 4.9% to 9.2%36. In Teignbridge, the share of the working population 

working from home has risen from 9.1% in 1991 to 12.8% in 200137

 Size of businesses.  Evidence

, which is a smaller 

growth, but a higher share. A major factor in growing homeworking in the national 

economy has been technology improvements and drive towards cost reductions, e.g., 

desk sharing.  One determinant of the take-up of homeworking patterns in Teignbridge is 

likely to be the profile of the local economy.  There appear to be two factors involved here:  

38

 Business sectors.  A study in Labour Market Trends

 suggests that rates of adoption are higher amongst 

larger organisations where economies of scale are achievable so that new practices 

can be ‘trialled’ in a cost effective manner.  However, there is almost no data on how 

small and medium-sized firms (SMEs) are using space and their working practices 

today, and there is a view that smaller organisations have traditionally used their 

space and facilities more flexibly than larger ones. In addition, the self-employed are 

also likely to be based from their home.  
39

5.61 The question, then, is whether the Teignbridge’s economic profile suggests that 

homeworking will grow.  It is worth distinguishing between Teignbridge’s workplace 

economies (i.e. the jobs physically located within the district), and residence-based 

economy (i.e. the jobs of residents, wherever they work).  

 finds that people in 

management and professional occupations and those who are working in banking, 

finance and insurance are more likely to be homeworkers.  But importantly, 

homeworking is more likely an option for those working in offices.  

5.62 As seen in Chapters 3 and 4, Teignbridge’s workplace economy is already dominated by 

larger firms - suggesting that growth in homeworking is likely and therefore not every 

forecast B-space job will need new space. Teignbridge has a slightly higher rate of self-

employment than the national average (although less than the South West regional 

                                                      
36 Data from Census 1991 and 2001. 
37 Ibid. 
38 DTZ Pieda (2004), Use of Business Space and Changing Working Practices in the South East. 
39 Labour Market Trends, December 2003, p.597 
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average), which suggests that the level of homeworking is likely to continue or grow faster 

than the national/regional trend. But also, Teignbridge is poorly represented in the 

Banking, finance and insurance jobs (and offices jobs more generally), which suggests 

that the increase in homeworking may not be so significant. 

5.63 Therefore based on a brief review of the conditions for homeworking, it may be assumed 

that growth in homeworking could be a feature of the future Teignbridge economy, but is 

unlikely to be significant as reflected in figures from the last two censuses referred to 

above.  

The Effects of Homeworking on Space Allocation 

5.64 Homeworking’s impact on planning for B-space is reflected in the employment densities 

used for planning B-space allocations. As noted above, homeworking is most closely 

associated with office-type employment, notably within specific sectors.   

5.65 Clearly, if job densities in office space were rising there would be a fall in requirements for 

office space development in the LDFs.  However, the view that office employment 

densities are rising overall is not supported by statistically reliable evidence so far. Indeed 

the most recent study into employment densities for SEERA40

5.66 Certainly it is possible that the average office density will increase substantially in the 

future. But, on the evidence available to date, it would not be right to incorporate such an 

increase into the above employment space requirement forecasts. In Chapter 7, the 

conclusions, it is recommended that demand forecasts should be reviewed at least every 

five years, and more often in the case of significant new findings. If convincing evidence of 

changing densities emerges in future, it should of course be incorporated in these 

reviews. 

 concludes that employment 

densities have not changed significantly from those in an earlier SERPLAN study (which 

are used in this study – see Appendix 2).  

Live/work Space 

5.67 The readily available evidence on live/work units the implications on meeting future 

requirements for employment uses in Teignbridge are briefly considered.  As will be clear 

from the summary below, there is no conclusive evidence either that there is potential 

demand for live/work accommodation in Teignbridge or that encouraging its provision 

would bring significant benefits to the district. 

5.68 Live/work space describes a hybrid form of mixed development that combines business 

and domestic functions within a single self-contained unit.  These forms of developments 

have largely emerged over the last ten years, reflecting a trend in working from home due 

to advances in technology and new working practices (see section on Homeworking 

above).  

                                                      
40 DTZ Pieda, May 2004, Op Cit. 
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5.69 Information regarding the numbers, size and success of live/work schemes in the UK is 

diffuse. To tackle this key issue the Live/work Network was launched in October 2003 as 

the first information service in the UK to support live/work developments and collate 

information on live/work schemes in the UK. A number of live/work schemes have been 

concluded in the UK. For example a massive 900 live/work units were in Hackney, 

London, and there are also large live/work schemes in Birmingham and Manchester. It is 

also noted that the south west is seeing a growing interest in live/work development:41

 Urban Splash are developing live/work units as part of the next phase of their Royal 

William Yard development in Plymouth.  

  

 Devon and Cornwall Housing Association are developing affordable live/work at 

Gunnislake and St Austell.  

 East Dorset Housing Association have created flexible 'lifetime' homes in Dorset that 

incorporate workspace - and are looking to develop live/work in Poole and 

Bournemouth.  

5.70 From a strategic perspective, live/work units appeal to delivering more sustainable 

development in market towns and villages in rural areas, reducing the reliance on 

commuting.  According to the Live/Work Network this will help sustain local shops and 

services.  Some private developers like Brockhall Village Ltd are beginning to build rural 

live/work property for a target market of established businesses with a number of 

employees - the new build equivalent of a barn conversion. 

5.71 Anecdotally the demand for live/work units is considered not very strong.  Howeworkers 

will often opt to work from home in a ‘residential’ unit to avoid incurring business rates that 

may be liable on a live/work unit.  Where there is demand for live/work units, it generally 

arises from three main groups42

 Small-scale, ‘clean’ commercial activities 

: 

 Small businesses with relatively low financial resources and tight profit margins. 

Currently the price of live/work units are up to 15% lower than that of a conventional 

home since land values are lower. Cost reductions also incur from lower travelling 

costs 

 Those in creative/cultural occupations such as freelance writers, architects, artists and 

craftsmen; thus demand has depended on the existence of a creative and cultural 

sector. The reason why demand is generally generated from this sector is because 

creative and cultural activities gain a real advantage from the ability to work whenever 

they muse. Live/work accommodation is also particularly attractive to disabled people 

with problems travelling to work. 

 

                                                      
41 Tim Dwelly, The Creating Excellence Briefing - Live Work Network, see 
http://www.creatingexcellence.org.uk/regeneration-renewal-article81-p6.html 
42 Patrick Hayes and Tim Dwelly (2004), Living in the Office Regeneration and Renewal 

http://www.creatingexcellence.org.uk/regeneration-renewal-article81-p6.html�
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Live/Work Space Allocations 

5.72 The evidence on potential future demand for live/work units in Teignbridge is not suitably 

informed to conclude whether there is enough demand for this type of workspace to make 

a difference to the employment land allocations over the period to be covered by the 

LDFs. Besides, live/work spaces are only a small specialist aspect of employment land 

policy and not likely to be a significant alternative for strategically planning for 

employment space. But they can offer alternatives to full residential developments in 

areas where large employment space is no longer required.  They may also make better 

use of scarce resources through the combination of two properties in one, promoting the 

efficient use of land through improved densities.     

5.73 If the Teignbridge and DNPA LDFs are to include policies to permit live/work development 

in certain circumstances, the policy should include conditions and restrictions for live/work 

developments to avoid abuse of the policy in gaining planning application for residential 

uses on existing employment land.  The most suitable locations would probably be old 

industrial buildings which are no longer suitable for their original use and are not close to 

incompatible land uses such as bad neighbour or heavy industry. 

5.74 Currently no national or regional planning guidance on the definition, control, budget or 

support of live/work spaces is in place; and few local authorities have adopted policies on 

live /work space. Where there are such policies, they tend to focus heavily on conditions 

and requirements such as minimum percentage of floorspace for the whole unit and 

employment use share; parking and loading standards.  

5.75 The lack of clear policy guidance regarding live/work units in local plans and LDFs has 

created a number of practical problems. For example, Hackney Council had a live/work 

policy contained in the Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG) for the borough that was 

revoked because a live/work enforcement investigation found that a number of live/work 

units are being used purely for residential purposes. The Council suspected that the 

numbers of live/work units being used to abuse planning rules and mask the building of 

residential units on employment land are far more significant than the cases the 

enforcement team are aware about. This is something to be aware of within Teignbridge.   

Summary 

5.76 The RSS Proposed Changes contains the objective that the region’s total output should 

grow by 3.2% per annum in 2006-26.  Background research informing the RSS 

indicatively identifies that there should be a planned 24% increase in employment, or 

9,900 additional jobs in Teignbridge district between 2006 and 2026.   

5.77 The RSS (Proposed Changes) specifically identifies about 6,500 net new jobs in the 

Newton Abbot TTWA, including provision for about 35 hectares of employment land.  

Testing these figures in this chapter suggests that the employment land requirement of 35 

hectares in the Newton Abbot SSCT may be an over estimate based on RSS projected 

employment growth alone.  Using these figures, RTP forecasts a much a lower district 

employment land requirement than the RSS requirement for Newton Abbot SSCT. 
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5.78 Over the planning period covering 2006 to 2031, this chapter estimates the Teignbridge 

district requirement should be for a minimum of 16.5 ha (66,000 sq m) of net-additional B-

space, to support the RSS (Proposed Changes) regional growth target of 3.2% p.a.  This 

level of growth would also greatly improve local self-containment, reducing net out-

commuting from the district by a third over the plan period.  This chapter also estimated 

that to reduce net out-commuting to zero, the district would need to plan for 51 ha of 

additional employment space.    

5.79 The majority of B-space jobs growth is expected in offices based sectors, which have a 

lower requirement for space than traditional industrial/warehousing jobs.  But in moving 

towards zero out-commuting, the majority of additional B-space will be required for 

industrial/warehousing activities, reflecting the predominance of this type of activity 

among existing working residents (as identified in Table 3.2 in chapter 3) and the larger 

amount of space per job required by these uses.      

5.80 To achieve a better balance of working residents to jobs across the district, Table 5.17 

identifies an appropriate share of allocated space among settlements.  To avoid unduly 

constraining demand and business operations through applying employment site 

allocations, this should be kept under review through monitoring and managing site 

allocations and permissions. 

Table 5.17 Recommend Planned Share of Future Allocations by Teignbridge Settlements  

Settlement Area Share of Future Allocations 

Newton Abbot SSCT 65.7% 

SW of Exeter SSCT 3.8% 

Teignmouth 6.3% 

Dawlish 6.9% 

Bovey Tracey 8.8% 

Chudleigh 2.0% 

Ashburton & Buckfastleigh (part TDC) 5.3% 

Moretonhampstead 1.3% 

Teignbridge Total 100% 

5.81 How much and where employment land is allocated between settlements should not 

depend only on demand (where business will want to locate) and policy objectives for 

improving self-containment.  It must take account of the availability and quality of existing 

and planned employment sites across the district.  This is looked at in the next chapter. 
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6 B-SPACE MARKET BALANCE AND FUTURE 
SUPPLY 

Introduction 

6.1 This chapter reviews the market balance, which relates to future market requirement (i.e. 

demand) for B-space compared with planned supply.  Planned supply comprises existing 

allocations and commitments for B-class development or redevelopment, identified in the 

planning system and recorded by Teignbridge District Council’s annual monitoring 

records.  This will help to identify how much of the future requirement can be met by 

existing planned supply, and if more or less land is required for employment purposes.  

6.2 The analysis focuses on a 25 year planning horizon, from 2006 to 2031. The market 

balance review will need to cover the future and identify space to meet requirements over 

this period.  This is to ensure a suitable potential supply of developable land is identified 

that could be brought forward for employment uses through investments and 

redevelopment employment land or intensification on existing uses.  

6.3 It is also vitally important that there is enough space immediately available to provide for 

choice and competition, and provides a margin for natural churn.  This available space 

must be deliverable; that is a site available now which is fit for employment purpose, is 

likely to achieve market viability to be developed at any point within five years, and be 

actively promoted to do so.   

6.4 After considering the future market balance for employment space in Teignbridge, it is 

important to look at options for correcting any gaps, covered briefly at the end of this 

chapter. 

Future Requirements 

6.5 The previous chapter identified a minimum strategic requirement for 16.5 ha of 

employment land B-space over the period 2009 to 2031.  This requirement is in line with 

the RSS (Proposed Changes) employment growth, and is used as the base case for 

planning future employment growth in Teignbridge.  This 16.5 ha requirement is split into 

7.3 ha for industrial/warehousing uses and 9.2 ha for office uses.  Chapter 5 also 

identified that if there are suitable policies or interventions in place to positively increase 

jobs and improve self containment beyond the RSS, then planning for employment land 

up to 50.9 ha may need to be considered.  This would be to a maximum order of 

delivering up to 35.6 ha for industrial/warehousing uses and 15.4 ha for office uses.   

However, as noted in Chapter 5, this additional allocation should also be considered in 

light of the implications on other district’s growth plans and the RSS.   

Immediate Requirements 

6.6 In assessing market balance, a reasonable margin between expected demand and 

identified supply should be identified for uncertainty and flexibility.  Without this margin, 

there would be a danger that reductions in space run ahead of reductions in demand 

creating land shortages which force industry out of the district; and businesses or 
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developers looking for a site for new development may find that they have little or no 

choice.  If a Local Development Framework aims to release or identify enough land to 

meet demand, then the land supply it identifies should be higher than the expected take-

up to provide this margin.  

6.7 To ascertain the amount of deliverable supply needed to avoid constraining growth, 

immediate requirements covers demand over the next five years, from 2010 to 2015.  This 

should be long enough to cover the necessary frictional margin of supply to provide for 

competition and choice.  This five year margin should therefore remain over the life of the 

plan and beyond, although the quantum required over five years will need to change in 

line with current market conditions. 

6.8 The RSS (Proposed Changes) 3.2% GVA pa employment forecasts for Teignbridge 

identify an employment growth of 2,800 jobs in the five years from 2010 to 2015.  This 

includes some 500 jobs (330 office jobs and 166 industrial/warehousing jobs) in the B-

space sectors, for which some 11,700 sq m of B-space is required, split evenly between 

offices and industrial warehousing uses.  These jobs figures are converted into B-space 

jobs and B-space requirements following the standard method set out in Appendix 2.    

The five year requirement supply is a fixed figure that needs to be maintained in 

perpetuity until it is reassessed through the Plan Monitor Manage (PMM) approach and 

future Employment Land Review studies. 

6.9 It was noted in Chapter 4 that there is a known shortage of new build opportunities for 

medium to larger, mainly industrial/warehousing occupiers.  Given the importance of 

larger businesses to the prosperity of the district, it is important that their requirements 

can be met within the immediate requirement identified above. Whilst it is not possible to 

give an exact figure on the number or size of sites needed, there should be at least one 

allocation with more than one hectare of space to cater for larger occupiers. 

Planned Supply of Employment Space 

6.10 The planned (or committed) supply of employment space is the land currently identified by 

the planning system to accommodate change in the B-class land uses. This is the sum of: 

 Net additional B-space completed between April 2006 and March 2009   

 Surplus floorspace stock at 2009 

 As yet, unimplemented extant 'saved' allocations in the adopted Teignbridge Local 

Plan (1989-2001) at 2009 

 Outstanding net planning commitments (permissions) at 2009 

Recent Completions 

6.11 Some of the future demand will have been accommodated already through changes in B-

space in the district since 2006.  The Teignbridge DC and DNPA monitoring data, 

summarised in Table 6.1, recorded an 8,300 sq m increase in the Teignbridge district 

industrial/warehousing stock and a marginal increase of 175 sq m in offices space in the 

three years from April 2006 to March 2009.  
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Table 6.1  Floorspace Completions in Teignbridge District, April 2006 - March 2009 

Sq M Gain Loss Net 

Offices 2,948  -2,773  175  

Industrial/Warehousing   12,256  -3,998  8,259  

All B-space 15,204  -6,770  8,434  

Source: TDC, DNPA 

6.12 This brings the starting base in planning for future supply to the current period, from April 

2009.   

Vacant Built Space  

6.13 Vacant space is necessary to provide choice in the market place for the market to operate 

smoothly. As discussed in Chapter 4, the optimal level is around 7.5%.  Where there is 

vacant space above this mark, then this would constitute surplus vacant supply and 

should be carried forward into future supply. If vacant space is below 7.5%, as it is in 

Teignbridge, then there may be too little built space readily available, and therefore further 

allocations are necessary to enable choice and competition within the property market for 

space referred to in Chapter 4. 

6.14 Chapter 4 identified that available built space within the district’s employment estates 

averaged 4.7%. Owing to lack of information about available industrial/warehousing units 

outside the main employment estates, this vacancy rate is extrapolated to apply for all 

industrial/warehousing space in the district. For offices, Chapter 4 refers to an estimate 

available supply of 5,516 sq m, which gives a district average vacancy rate of 7% when 

divided by VoA office stock figures. The combination of both rates against VoA B-space 

stock figures generates an estimated overall B-space vacancy rate of 5%, which is less 

than the normal (equilibrium) market rate of 7.5%. 

6.15 Based on the figures in Table 6.2, a minimum of 2.5% of all B-space built stock is 

necessary to achieve an optimal level of available supply, which is nearly 16,000 sq m of 

B-space in Teignbridge.  This is mostly industrial/ warehousing space.43

                                                      
43 This may be a slight under estimation since CLG’s experimental analysis of VOA data to identify total vacancies 
across all commercial floorspace (i.e. which include B-space and non B-space uses such as retail), estimated 4% 
of the rateable space in Teignbridge to be vacant in 2008.   
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Table 6.2 Teignbridge District Vacant and Surplus Floorspace, 2009 

    Offices  Ind/whsing All B-space 

Stock at 2008 (sq m) 44 79,000  543,000 622,000 
Vacant space at 2008/9 (sq m) 5,516 25,488 31,004 
Vacant space at 2008/9 (%) 7.0% 4.7% 5.0% 
Optimal vacancy rate (%) 7.5% 7.5% 7.5% 
Surplus vacant space (%) -0.5% -2.8% -2.5% 
Additional space required at 
2009 for an optimal vacancy 
rate of 7.5% (sq m) 

-400 -15,200 -15,600 

NB: Figures may not sum due to rounding 

Source: RTP/King Sturge; CLG/VOA; Aaron Fox (2009) 

Allocated Sites 

6.16 According to Teignbridge DC monitoring, there are only four unimplemented allocated 

sites with statutory development plan status.45

6.17 The four remaining allocations were assessed for suitability for future employment uses to 

meet requirements based on being: 

 These total just less than 3.8 ha.   

 Deliverable = site available now based on being allocated or permitted for B-space 

uses, there being no major problems of physical condition or infrastructure problems 

in relation to site potential, and the site being actively marketed, and considered 

capable of being developed, for employment uses within the next five years (i.e. in the 

period 2010 to 2015) 

 Developable = land suitable for B-space development and has reasonable prospect of 

being developed within the planning period to 2031.  It is difficult to assume when this 

supply will be ready to accommodate requirements for space. This may depend on 

any necessary land remediation, new/upgraded infrastructure and eventual build. 

6.18 As shown in Table 6.3, only one of the four sites totalling 3.76 ha is considered 

developable.  This site, at Collett Way, Brunel Road on Brunel Employment Estate, is also 

considered to be deliverable within the next five years, and is in Newton Abbot where 

requirements are strongest.  It therefore offers valuable supply of land for employment 

purposes.  But it is only a small site, providing just 0.55 ha, which based on a 40% plot 

ratio standard has potential for 2,200 sq m of employment floorspace. 

                                                      
44 See Chapter 3, Table 3.3. 
45 These are taken from a list of extant 'saved' allocations in the adopted Teignbridge Local Plan (1989-2001). 
Further proposed allocations were put forward in the Initial Deposit Teignbridge Local Plan First Review (1995-
2011) as part of a plan preparation, but this document does not form part of the statutory development plan and its 
preparation is no longer in progress; we therefore exclude these sites from the list of planned employment sites. 
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Sites with Planning Permission 

6.19 In line with Government Employment Land Review Guidance, all sites with planning 

permission above 0.25 ha have been considered in the planned supply calculations.   

According to TDC and DNPA records, there are seven extant permissions fitting this 

criterion, one of which is under construction (see Table 6.4 for more detail).   

6.20 The permitted supply above 0.25 hectares provides 11.83 ha of developable land. Given 

their planning status, all permitted sites are considered developable, but only 4.47 ha is 

considered deliverable within the next five years. No sites with planning permission in 

Newton Abbot are considered to be deliverable in the immediate five year period. 

6.21 Based on information about each site, the planned supply is converted into floorspace by 

type of use.  Where floorspace is not provided, a 40% plot ratio standard is used; where 

no type of use is identified (as is the case in all plan allocations and some sites with 

planning permissions), floorspace potential is arbitrarily split one third for offices and two-

thirds for industrial/warehousing uses.     
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Table 6.3  Teignbridge District Allocated Sites 

Site Address Location 
Site area 

(ha) 
Total Offices  Ind/ Whsing 

Developable Deliverable Comments 
Potential floorspace (sq m) 

Brunel Road, 
Brunel Ind. 
Estate 

Newton 
Abbot 0.55 

 
2,200 

 
 733   1,467  Yes Yes 

It is in a popular business location. Land owned by 
Teignbridge District Council. This site is developable and 
deliverable in the short term.  

Pottery Road 
South 

Bovey 
Tracey 

0.73 2,920  973   1,947  No No 

This site has not come forward for employment 
development since its allocation in 1996 and its suitability 
needs to be reviewed given current vehicular access 
problems, Tree Preservation Order and close proximity of 
residential mobile homes at New Park. 

Land at British 
Ceramic Tiles, 
Heathfield 

Bovey 
Tracey 

1.87 7,480  2,493   4,987  No No 

This site is suitable for employment and there is justification 
for retention of this allocation due to its close proximity to 
adjacent employment sites at Heathfield, lack of suitable 
alternative potential sites in this location and limited scope 
for expansion of the Heathfield employment estate. 
However, the site is considered unviable due to physical 
constraints, likely to require pump priming. A major concern 
is the presence of Pennyroyal, which is a rare and 
scheduled protected plant species found on this unusual 
habitat. The allocated site is subject to a planning 
application for a mixed use housing scheme, which is 
currently being determined by the local planning authority. 

Adj to Dawlish 
Business Park Dawlish 0.61 2,440  813   1,627  No No 

Comprises two physically separate parcels of land. 
Suitability restricted to western part of northern parcel since 
remaining land is situated within Flood Zone 3b, but 
development of this small area is unlikely to be viable. A 
new supermarket planning proposal on a southern parcel of 
land to this site is currently being determined by the 
Council. 

Totals  3.76 15,040 5,013 10,027    
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Table 6.4  Teignbridge District Sites above 0.25 hectares with Planning Permission at 200946

Site Address 

 

Location 
Site Area 

(ha) 
Total Offices  Ind/ Whsing Developable 

 
Deliverable  

 
Comments 

Potential floorspace (sq m) 
L Batley Pet 
Products Ltd, 
Old Newton 
Rd, Heathfield  

Bovey 
Tracey 0.65 1,500  -     1,500  Yes Yes 

Extension to existing warehouse. Development status 
assumed owing to lack of Building Control record. Applicant 
company is vacating the property due to consolidation. It is 
currently on the market. 

Plot 6 Dragoon 
Close, 
Heathfield  

Bovey 
Tracey 0.57 1,300  500   800  Yes Yes 

Development status assumed owing to lack of Building 
Control record. B1(a) 500 sq m; B2 500 sq m; B8 300sq m. 
It is developable and deliverable. The landlord will be 
looking for pre-lets before starting development. 

Land adj to 
Shutterton 
Industrial 
Estate 

Dawlish 1.8 7,200  2,400   4,800  Yes Yes 

Application is for a supermarket and employment 
development. Design & Access Statement indicates 28,500 
sq ft (2,648 sq m) for business units at plots A, B and D, but 
does not include a figure for plot C. Therefore potential 
floorspace has been estimated based on site area x 40% x 
10,000 sq m. Subject to the outcome of an on-going judicial 
review, the site is deliverable. 

Land at 
Whitehill Cross  

Newton 
Abbot 

1.09 3,408  3,408   Yes No Allowed on Appeal for B1(a) and B1(b) uses. Development 
dependent on new road being constructed.  

Centrax Ltd, 
Long Lane, 
Shaldon Road 

Newton 
Abbot 

5.98 15,000  5,000   10,000  Yes No 

Outline application for employment use refused May 06. A 
superseded application was allowed on appeal. Floorspace 
figure taken from planning application.  It is developable but 
requires new infrastructure. The costs of new infrastructure 
requirements currently make the scheme unviable. 

Conitor Quarry 
Denbury Road, 
Ogwell 

Rest of 
Teignbridge 0.29 1,000  333   667  Yes No 

Permission restricts uses to B1/B8 only. Floorspace figure 
taken from planning application form for the original outline. 
Developing the site will be difficult as access is via a steep 
single track road.  

Dolbeare 
Meadow Ashburton 1.45 5,800  5,800   Yes Yes This site is currently being developed. 

Totals 
 

11.83 35,208  17,441   17,767  
   

 

                                                      
46 Consented sites with unimplemented planning permission and consented sites under construction at 2009 
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6.22 In summary in Teignbridge at 2009, there is a total outstanding planned supply of 15.6 ha 

of allocated and permitted land of more than 0.25 ha.  But only 12.4 ha is considered 

developable and therefore considered a future unconstrained planned supply.  Within this 

planned supply, some 5 ha are considered deliverable within the next five years 

immediate period.   

6.23 Based on floorspace estimates, shown in Tables 6.3, 6.4 and summarised in 6.5, the total 

planned supply offers some 37,400 sq m of B-space, split almost equally between offices 

and industrial/warehousing uses. Less than half (18,000 sq m) of this space is considered 

deliverable within the next five years.    

Table 6.5  Teignbridge District: Developable Outstanding Allocations and Permissions at 2009 

Sq m Ind/Whsing Offices Total B-space 

Permissions with Floorspace Potential* 17,767 17,441 35,208 

Outstanding Allocations 1,467 733 2,200 

Total Developable Floorspace 19,233 18,175 37,408 

* Consented sites with unimplemented planning permission or under construction at 2009 

NB: Figures may not sum due to rounding 

Source: RTP/King Sturge, TDC and DNPA 

Future Market Balance 

6.24 This stage brings the planned supply above together with future requirements identified in 

Chapter 5, to identify how much over or undersupply of B-space there may be in 

Teignbridge District to 2031.  Two requirements plus a margin for frictional space are 

shown, based on the RSS (Proposed Changes) base case of 3.2% pa regional growth 

and a RSS Proposed Changes labour supply balance that achieves an equal balance of 

working residents and jobs.   

RSS Proposed Changes – Base Case 

6.25 Table 6.6 shows the market balance for the base case scenario.  This identifies a 

potential undersupply in the district of nearly 35,600 sq m between 2009 and 2031.  This 

is equivalent to some 9 ha of land, split almost equally between offices and 

industrial/warehousing uses.    
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Table 6.6  Teignbridge District RSS (Proposed Changes) Base Case Requirements and 

Supply of B-space, 2006 to 2031  

  Ind/Whsing Offices Total B-space 

Requirement, 2009-2031 (Sq M)       
Net demand (emp forecasts), 2006-31 29,100 36,700 65,800 
Minus actual net floorspace change, 
2006 to 2009 

8,259 175 8,434 

Net demand, 2009-31 20,841 36,525 57,366 
Req'd vacant floorspace at 2009 to 
achieve optimal vacancy rate of 7.5% 

15,200 400 15,600 

Total Requirement, 2009-31 36,041 36,925 72,966 
Planned Supply at 2009 (Sq M)    
Sites above 0.25 ha with PP at 2009 17,767 17,441 35,208 
Outstanding allocated sites at 2009 1,467 733 2,200 
Total Supply at 2009 19,233 18,175 37,408 
Forecast Market Balance 2009-31    
Over(under) supply  (sq m) -16,808 -18,750 -35,558 
Over(under) supply  (ha) -4.2  -4.7  -8.9  

NB: Figures may not sum due to rounding 

Source: RTP 

6.26 Figure 6.1 charts the undersupply, showing the gap between the planning lifetime total 

and immediate requirements compared with developable and deliverable supply. This is 

shown as follows:   

 The circles represent the forecast future floorspace requirement 

 The light red circles identify the total requirement over 2009-2031 

 The smaller red circles show immediate requirements for growth over the next five 

years (2010-2015), including replacement for current lack of vacant built space 

 The vertical bars to represent the net floorspace capacity of the planned land supply 

and planning commitments 

 The light blue bars identify the amount of developable planned supply from 

outstanding allocations and permissions 

 The dark blue bars identify the amount of developable planned supply at 2009 

which is deliverable in the immediate five year period (2010 to 2015) 

 Vertical distance between the bars and circles measure the undersupply 
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Figure 6.1  Teignbridge District RSS (Proposed Changes) B-space Market Balance, 2009-

2031 

 

6.27 Figure 6.1 shows that there is a significant gap between developable land supply and 

required space for industrial/warehousing and office activities.  Looking at the immediate 

term, based on the supply assumptions above, there is also a significant shortfall in 

deliverable supply of industrial/warehousing space, and a marginal shortfall in the 

immediate supply of office space.   

6.28 By 2031, the forecast shortfall in current planned supply of industrial/warehousing space 

is some 16,800 sq m, which is equivalent to 4.2 ha of land. In office space the forecast 

supply shortfall is some 18,800 sq m, which is equivalent to 4.7 ha of land.  

6.29 More critically, as shown in Figure 6.1, there is an immediate supply shortfall over the next 

five years of 12,500 sq m of industrial/warehousing space, equivalent to 3.1 ha of land 

supply. Ideally, the space to cover this shortfall needs to be identified as soon as possible 

to avoid constraining business growth. There is a minor surplus of 3,100 sq m of identified 

office space over this period that may be rolled over in to the later period where there are 

identified shortfalls in office space. 

RSS Proposed Changes – Labour Supply Balance 

6.30 Table 6.7 shows the market balance for the RSS labour supply balance to achieve zero 

net out-commuting.  In moving toward this target, this identifies a potential B-space 

Industrial/Warehousing Offices Total B-space

Developable planned supply at 
2009 19,233 18,175 37,408

Share  which is deliverable 
planned supply (2010-2015) 8,567 9,433 18,000

Base case requirement to 2031 36,041 36,925 72,966

Share which is immediate 
requirement (2010-2015) 21,000 6,300 27,300
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floorspace undersupply in the district of some 173,500 sq m between 2009 and 2031.  

This is equivalent to 43.4 ha of land, mostly for industrial/ warehousing uses (32.5 ha).    

Table 6.7  Teignbridge District Labour Supply Balance Requirements and Supply of B-space, 

2006 to 2031 

  Ind/Whsing Offices Total B-space 

Requirement, 2009-2031 (Sq M)       

Net demand (emp forecasts), 2006-31 142,300  61,400  203,700  
Minus actual net floorspace change, 2006 to 
2009 

8,259  175  8,434  

Net demand, 2009-31 134,041  61,225  195,266  
Req'd vacant floorspace at 2009 to achieve 
optimal vacancy rate of 7.5% 

15,200  400  15,600  

Total Requirement, 2009-31 149,241  61,625  210,866  

Planned Supply at 2009 (Sq M)       

Sites above 0.25 ha with PP at 2009  17,767  17,441                 35,208  
Outstanding allocated sites at 2009 1,467  733  2,200  

Total Supply at 2009 19,233  18,175  37,408  

Forecast Market Balance 2009-31       

Over(under) supply  (Sq M) -130,008  -43,450  -173,458  

Over(under) supply  (ha) -32.5  -10.9  -43.4  

NB: Figures may not sum due to rounding 

Source: RTP 

New Allocations by Settlement 

6.31 Based on the settlement shares identified in Table 5.15 in Chapter 5, Table 6.8 identifies 

where new land allocation by type should be identified to meet the shortfall in planned 

supply.  This is in addition to current planned supply, illustrating both the Base Case 

requirements and intervention for a Labour Supply Balance (i.e. generating zero net out-

commuting) scenarios discussed above.   

6.32 No allocation is identified outside of the main district settlements, however as noted in 

paragraph 5.53 and 5.79, some flexibility in employment space elsewhere within the 

district should be considered where there is demand, so long as this does not negatively 

impact on the employment potential in the main settlements.  The best way to plan for this 

flexibility is through a plan, monitor and manage (PMM) approach.  
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 Table 6.8  Recommended New B-space by Settlement in Teignbridge, 2009 to 2031 

  Settlement 

RSS Proposed Changes 
Expected 

Labour Supply Balance through 
Intervention 

 

All B-
space 

Ind/ 
whsing Office 

All B-
space 

Ind/ 
whsing Office 

  Share % Land Area (Ha) Land Area (Ha) 

Newton Abbot SSCT 65.7% 5.84 2.76 3.08 28.47 21.34 7.13 

SW of Exeter SSCT 3.8% 0.34 0.16 0.18 1.65 1.24 0.41 

Teignmouth 6.3% 0.56 0.26 0.30 2.73 2.05 0.68 

Dawlish 6.9% 0.61 0.29 0.32 2.99 2.24 0.75 

Bovey Tracey 8.8% 0.78 0.37 0.41 3.82 2.86 0.96 

Chudleigh 2.0% 0.18 0.08 0.09 0.87 0.65 0.22 

Teignbridge Plan Area 93.5% 8.31 3.93 4.38 40.53 30.38 10.15 

Ashburton & 
Buckfastleigh (part TDC) 

5.3% 0.47 0.22 0.25 2.30 1.72 0.58 

Moretonhampstead 1.3% 0.12 0.05 0.06 0.56 0.42 0.14 

DNP part of Teignbridge 6.6% 0.59 0.28 0.31 2.86 2.15 0.72 

Teignbridge District Total 100% 8.9 4.2 4.7 43.4 32.5 10.9 

Options for New Supply of Employment Space 

6.33 In meeting the challenges set by the RSS (Proposed Changes) employment growth, TDC 

and DNPA will need to identify additional employment land, which must as a minimum 

meet immediate requirements.  In the absence of new development plan allocations 

development proposals for B space can still be determined by the respective LPAs 

against ‘saved’ development plan policies and in the case of the Dartmoor National Park 

Authority by the DNP Core Strategy DPD. The Teignbridge Local Plan policies will be 

superseded by LDF policies as and when they are adopted. The Teignbridge LDF Core 

Strategy is expected to be prepared and submitted by March 2011 and adopted by March 

2012. Other DPDs, including Site Allocations and the Edge of Exeter and Newton Abbot 

Area Action Plans, will be adopted by March 2013. 

6.34 Sites with potential to contribute towards meeting longer term requirements may be 

identified through future employment land reviews and tested through the plan making or 

development management processes for their suitability in planning terms. 

Potential within Existing Employment Areas 

6.35 While the allocated sites which have been around since the 1990s are unlikely to come 

forward due to difficulties in terms of access, servicing or ground conditions, King Sturge 

have considered the potential within the district’s main employment areas for new sites to 

come forward. A description of the main employment areas is given in Appendix 5.   

6.36 Of the existing sites, Brunel (Newton Abbot) and Heathfield, are considered to be of 

strategic performance on the basis that they have a significant quantum of B space and 

are in areas where there is strong market demand. The remaining sites in the district 

range in quality and size from modern B1 and B2 developments at Olympus and Linhay to 

estates that accommodate small local service businesses e.g. car repairs. None of the 
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allocated sites are considered to be unfit for purpose and should therefore be retained for 

employment. 

6.37 There has been relatively little unit development within existing estates in recent years. 

Modern premises include purpose built B1 units on Brunel and the Olympus Business 

Park development. The success of Olympus in particular shows that modern units are 

highly sought after. 

6.38 When sites have become available within existing employment areas, particularly at 

Heathfield and Brunel (Newton Abbot), and especially when serviced, they have been 

developed very quickly. Recent examples include disposals of 0.4 – 0.8 acres sites on 

Heathfield at Old Newton Road and Battle Road respectively.  

6.39 Brunel and Heathfield are the major strategic employment estates in Teignbridge. Due to 

their location on the A380 (Brunel) and the A380 (Heathfield), these estates have proved 

to be very popular with medium to large scale manufacturing and distribution companies. 

The physical extents of both estates are constrained with little opportunity for expansion. 

But some space will become available through churn.  For example, sites on Dragoon 

Close, Heathfield, owned by a locally based developer, are currently being marketed for 

pre-let leasehold design & build options.  

6.40 Other estates in the district range from those with good road frontage that have a strong 

trade counter presence, to sites that cater for small scale local businesses. The 

environment on these estates varies considerably.  But there are no existing sites 

currently on the market except one - the Blight & Scoble scheme at Ashburton.   

SHLAA Sites Suitable for Employment 

6.41 A total of 24 sites in the Teignbridge Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment 

(SHLAA) have been assessed for employment potential. These sites were selected by 

TDC and include existing/connected sites, sites where the landowner has indicated 

potential availability for employment or mixed use development, sites once proposed for 

employment allocation and other sites that may have merit for testing through the LDF 

plan making process as potential urban extensions. 

6.42 A total of nine sites have been identified as being suitable for employment across the 

district and a further four sites are appropriate for delivering employment land as part of a 

mixed use development. A summary of the sites, including constraints and comment on 

market attractiveness is provided in Appendix 6.  

6.43 In Newton Abbot the sites with greatest potential are: 

 010128 Land adjoining the southern boundary of the Decoy Industrial Estate – this 

occupies a prominent location and would offer a suitable extension to Decoy. The site 

would require improved access, which could be achieved from the South Devon Link 

Road. 

 010127 Centrax – this site is suitable for B1 and B2 uses but is unviable at the moment 

due to access issues. Intervention will be required. 
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6.44 Other sites in and around Newton Abbot offer potential locations for smaller B2 unit 

provision, including Wolborough Hospital (010142) and Land North of Whitehall Cross 

(010145). The Hospital site at East Street (010126) is currently on the market and is 

suitable for a mixed use development including B1. This is the only site that has potential 

to be delivered in the next 5 years. 

6.45 The Land at Fosterville and Sandygate (010221 and 22) are both deemed to be suitable 

for employment land for B2 and B8 uses. However, the sites could be expensive to deliver 

due to topography and access issues. 

6.46 In the remainder of the district, there are suitable sites for employment land at Dawlish 

(Shutterton Lane (020102)) and at Chudleigh (Land at Station Hill (030309)). There are 

however no sites identified as being suitable for employment land in Teignmouth, due to 

topographical constraints and environmental designation issues. Yet demand for space in 

Teignmouth is generally quite healthy, particularly for small scale (up to 250 sq m) 

industrial/warehousing units and possibly some small offices with car parking space, for 

which local demand can be expected. 

6.47 Sites assessed at Newton Abbot (SHLAA references 010103 Seale Hayne, Newton Abbot 

/ 010110 South of Wolborough Hill, Newton Abbot), Dawlish (SHLAA references 020102 

Shutterton Lane, Dawlish) and at the south west of Exeter (SHLAA references 04.01.03 

and 04.01.02 land at Matford) may have potential for the inclusion of strategic 

employment land provision should these be tested through LDF plan making as major 

urban extensions. They could offer long term options for addressing shortfalls in 

employment land and where delivery may require new infrastructure (highways, servicing) 

this could help stimulate demand for B space. Potential significant costs for major 

infrastructure provision are likely. 

Potential through Positive Intervention 

6.48 Historically, particularly in the 1970s and 1980s, Teignbridge District Council purchased 

land and used funding sources to open this land up for plot sales for employment use. 

This was a very successful policy tool at Brunel (Newton Abbot) and Heathfield within the 

district.  This form of intervention may again be necessary, although the practicalities may 

be more difficult than in the earlier periods with declines in development funding resulting 

from regulation changes, more competition for funds, and more recently the impact of the 

recent economic downturn in public sector funding.   

6.49 Despite this, SWRDA may still have a role to play in opening up land which is currently 

unviable.  This may include a proposed 6 ha development site at Long Lane next to 

Centrax, which is identified as a strategic priority site in the Devon Employment Space 

Strategy (2009).  This site has potential to offer the space required by the medium and 

large businesses in the district that are currently looking for new space.  It was previously 

identified for infrastructure investment by SWRDA, but development has stalled due to the 

cost of infrastructure and the absence of any public sector finance to subsidise the 

development.    

6.50 Another reason for employment land not coming forward is that the majority of 

employment sites within Teignbridge are in long term owner occupation, bought for 
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pension investments.  Freehold requirements have always been strong, and freehold 

properties are increasingly in demand as a source of longer term investments.  

Consequently this is reducing the churn of space.  There is also considered to be a 

shortage of freehold premises and sites.  This tends to be a common problem across the 

UK, partly because small units are more expensive to build and more difficult to manage. 

6.51 Regular communication between the local authority and strategic land owners is a first 

step to identify where certain sites are not being brought forward that would play an 

important role and where those sites would be of interest to the occupational market.  The 

Council may then want to consider use of compulsory purchase powers on sites that are 

developable but not actively marketed for employment uses.  

6.52 There may be simpler opportunities to increase churn within existing floorspace in the 

district through an economic development role to assist with occupational requirements by 

working with occupiers and identify relocation solutions.  This may require the use of ‘off 

market’ intelligence, knowing which occupiers are looking to downsize or relocate and 

therefore identify early signs of buildings to be recycled within the market.  Working 

closely with commercial agents would ensure a team approach to ensure that occupiers 

are not lost to other areas or alternatively are not allowed to stagnate, where there is the 

opportunity to grow and increase employment prospects. 

Mixed Use Developments 

6.53 Introducing higher value uses such as adjoining retail or residential uses through mixed 

use developments on sites lacking viability for employment uses may be an option.  The 

higher values achieved can help to cross subsidise and bring employment sites forward.   

For example, a mixed use proposal to develop land adjoining BCT at Heathfield could 

accommodate up to 4,000 sq m of business space as part of this scheme.  This is an 

example of how ‘pump priming’ (in this case with residential) can make an otherwise 

unviable scheme deliverable.  But it may not always work, since an unusual 

environmental constraint has rendered this scheme to be undevelopable.  

Infrastructure 

6.54 In achieving employment growth to improve self-containment, it is not enough to provide 

more employment space. This is because demand for business space may not 

necessarily go where planned provision is made.  Demand will depend on a multitude of 

factors, including labour supply and accessibility to markets.  Planners may help support 

or encourage demand through increasing access to labour and skills, and this may require 

building more homes and/or improving infrastructure that makes labour/skills more 

accessible.  Similarly, infrastructure may be necessary to improve access to markets, be it 

through high speed broadband, roads, ports and/or airports. It is therefore important to 

plan for infrastructure in addition to sites for locating businesses. 

Summary 

6.55 Owing to environmental constraints and unavailability, only 0.55 ha of land, in one of the 

remaining allocated sites, is considered developable and deliverable for employment 
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uses.  A further 12 ha of land is considered to be developable for business use, on sites 

exceeding 0.25 ha in size with Planning Permission. Sites less than 0.25 ha which have 

planning permission for B uses will largely serve minor changes within existing and 

emerging businesses and not substantially add to future growth, but they do keep the 

local development market fluid for smaller businesses.   

6.56 The lack of suitable planned supply to meet the challenges set by the RSS (Proposed 

Changes) growth targets will mean that Teignbridge District Council and DNPA need to 

identify additional employment land within the district.  A minimum of 35,600 sq m of 

floorspace, equivalent to 8.9 hectares of land, should be identified beyond existing 

planned supply (i.e. current planning permissions and the remaining allocated supply).  

The recommended split is roughly equal across office and industrial/warehousing uses.  

Should the objective be to increase self-containment by achieving zero net out-commuting 

by 2031 in Teignbridge, then more sites should be planned.  This additional supply is 

forecast to be up to 43.4 ha above existing planned supply in order to support a balance 

of working residents and number of workplaces within the district.  Based on the district 

settlements’ percentage shares above, this would also closely fit with the RSS 

requirement that Newton Abbot SSCT should “provide for 35 hectares of employment 
land”. 

6.57 The evidence in this chapter points towards a priority for correcting the short term 

undersupply of planned space. Sites should be planned to meet a constant requirement 

for choice of available development opportunities that will not unduly constrain business 

operations, development or investment plans.   With just 5 hectares of deliverable supply 

available within the district in the short term (2010-2015), there is an immediate shortfall of 

some 3.1 ha of industrial/warehousing land.  This immediate shortfall in provision will 

need to be addressed through LDF plan making and the development management 

process, which may, for example, involve public sector acquisition of suitable space to 

release it on the market, and pump priming through selling off serviced plots. 

6.58 In addition to identifying a developable supply to meet future requirements to 2031 

planning period, TDC and DNPA should investigate tools and mechanisms that they can 

use for bringing an adequate employment land supply forward.  This will be necessary to 

meet the RSS (Proposed Changes) growth targets, and more importantly for meeting 

local objectives for increasing self containment of working residents along with the high 

housing growth. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

7.1 At the end of this report, it is now possible to review and summarise the study findings in 

relation to the requirements set out in the study brief (these are summarised in Chapter 1). 

Study Findings 

The current state of the economy and property market in Teignbridge district 

7.2 To help inform the objectives of employment land policy, it is important to understand how 

well or badly the local economy is performing, how well or badly off the working residents 

are, and where there are opportunities for job growth and greater prosperity. A review of 

the socio-economic profile of the district and its property market provides some answers 

to these questions. 

7.3 In 2007 there were just over 41,100 people employed in Teignbridge in over 5,300 

business units. But with just 68 jobs for every 100 working age residents, it is neither very 

prosperous nor sustainable, with a third of the resident workforce having to leave the 

district for work.  Most out-commuters travel to Exeter or Plymouth to work.  

7.4 The main sectors for local employment are ‘wholesale/retail and distribution’ (22% of 

employment), ‘public services, administration and defence’ (13.5%), ‘finance and 

business services’ (12.8%), ‘health and social work’ (12.2%), hotels and catering’ (9.8%) 

and ‘construction’ (8.1%). It is likely that some 36% of these jobs are in B-space 

accommodation.  

7.5 The Teignbridge economy is relatively diverse, but mostly focused on lower value, service 

sectors.  Compared with regional and national markets Teignbridge has a relatively low 

share of jobs within the more knowledge based sectors, which tend to be higher value, 

more competitive and therefore have stronger potential to grow in line with the global 

economy.  

7.6 There is a high representation of larger manufacturing employers.  Some, including 

Centrax and British Ceramic Tiles, are geographically fixed to the district due to local 

resources and are therefore likely to remain and continue to develop within Teignbridge.  

These firms have a strong local supplier network.  Some, including Teignbridge Propellers 

Limited, have emerged from the predominance of local skills and labour availability, or a 

legacy of such (e.g. engineering related to the railways), and are shifting into design and 

development activity in addition to production. But most B-space occupiers are footloose, 

and predominately here due to lifestyle factors balanced with access to the South West 

markets, principally Exeter and Plymouth.   

7.7 With improving communication technology, the occurrence of the latter is likely to 

increase, covering businesses across range of sizes and sectors.   It is therefore 

important that Teignbridge DC and DNPA plan for a suitable provision of employment 

space of the right amounts and type and in the right places for all types and sizes of 

business.  It is also important that the district provides space and room for the larger 

employers to enable them to adapt and grow, because these big employers, which have 
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specific requirements in terms of size of space, are important to other local business and 

employ many local residents.  

7.8 Teignbridge’s existing B-space provision (employment land and premises) is concentrated 

within Newton Abbot, Dawlish, Teignmouth and Bovey Tracey. The industrial and 

distribution sectors dominate the market with office users having a smaller but important 

presence.  Newton Abbot has the largest concentration of employment activity. This is 

largely focused at Brunel Industrial Estate in Newton Abbot and Heathfield Industrial 

Estate by the A38 Devon Expressway. These are Teignbridge’s biggest estates, largely 

used for industrial/warehousing purposes.  

7.9 The largest concentration of offices is found in Newton Abbot town centre, serving local 

demand and services, and on the Brunel Industrial Estate predominantly for the public 

sector.  Within the Dartmoor National Park there is a small stock of offices at Linhay 

employment park in Ashburton, which is a successful recent development. This is possibly 

the only office park in the whole district. Further space for offices is underway at Dolbeare 

Meadow at Ashburton.   

7.10 With the exception of Dolbeare Meadow, in recent years there has been little new build 

activity compared with previous years, resulting in a lack of good quality new space.  

Prevailing market conditions mean that there is currently limited opportunity for 

speculative development in the District.  There is a significant amount of poor quality, 

smaller built space from a number of recent business failures, although this is only able to 

provide space for SMEs and not meet some of the requirements of larger firms within the 

district that are more resilient to the recession and focused on longer term development. 

The strategic requirements for employment land in Teignbridge, the Newton 
Abbot SSCT area and smaller settlements  

7.11 The RSS (Proposed Changes) aims for a 3.2% per annum increase in regional output in 

2006-26.  To support this, it is expected that Teignbridge district should plan for 

employment increases of 24%, or 9,900 jobs district between 2006 and 2026.   

7.12 The RSS specifically identifies about 6,500 net new jobs in the Newton Abbot TTWA, 

including provision of about 35 hectares of employment land.  However, this study 

considers that the land expectation for Newton Abbot may be too high. Not least because 

there is a lack of suitable employment land, but because the estimate of this target is 

unclear and implies an over estimation based on a job growth target of 6,500 jobs.  

Consequently, the RSS provision of about 35 ha of employment land in Newton Abbot 

SSCT may oversupply the actual space required based on the 6,500 jobs target. 

7.13 While LDFs are required to be in general conformity with the adopted RSS, the RSS 

Proposed Changes provision requirement of 35 hectares is a notional target figure for the 

Newton Abbot TTWA to be tested through local employment land studies; i.e. it is not a 

rigid/prescriptive figure.  Consequently in this study, alternative measures were used to 

assess the possible range of requirements up to 2031, which is in line with the period 

covered in the emerging Teignbridge LDF. These were: 
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 RSS (Proposed Changes): Cambridge Econometrics RSS district employment 

forecasts based on a regional target of 3.2% GVA pa growth.  

 Latest (recessionary) employment forecasts and lower end housing growth associated 

RSS Panel Report targets.  The Teignbridge district recommended target is for 12,900 

additional dwellings to 2031 

 Latest (recessionary) employment forecasts and upper end housing growth 

associated with RSS Proposed Changes targets plus 18% (i.e. recommended by the 

NHPAU).  The Teignbridge district target is for 23,000 additional dwellings to 2031.  

 Labour supply forecasts under the same lower end and upper end housing targets 

above, that achieves zero net out-commuting in Teignbridge district, to improve self-

containment. In addition, the same is applied to the future labour resulting from supply 

housing targets currently proposed in the RSS Proposed Changes.   

7.14 Based on employment change alone, the different approaches generate a wide target 

range in planning for space.  The latest (recessionary) forecast and a RSS Panel Report 

housing growth target would result in a loss of some 9 ha of existing employment land 

because of a forecast reduction in jobs over the planning period.  But this may be overly 

pessimistic, reflecting the current downturn in the economy and with no allowance in 

planning positively for economic growth as identified in the emerging PPS4.  This 

scenario also falls significantly short of supporting the RSS regional growth target.   

7.15 The policy orientated labour supply approach, under the RSS Proposed Changes housing 

growth target, indicated that an additional 43 ha of land beyond current planned supply is 

required to achieve zero net out-commuting in Teignbridge. But local planning authorities 

can only provide this land, whilst the market may or may not develop it. Therefore 

allocating for this space could seriously over oversupply employment land, resulting 

negatively on the land available for other uses, especially housing.   

7.16 Irrespective of the RSS figure of 35 ha in Newton Abbot SSCT, the RSS (Proposed 

Changes) jobs figure for Teignbridge district implies the need to plan for 16.5 ha of 

employment space to support future RSS employment growth targets; or 9 ha after 

allowing for the already planned supply.  

7.17 In absence of any strongly defined local employment land policy or strategy, later in this 

chapter it is recommended that employment land should be allocated in line with the RSS 

job targets.  This is favourable target for Teignbridge district because should housing 

targets remain, then Teignbridge would achieve a better balance of jobs to working 

residents in meeting this target, reducing net out-commuting from the district by around 

one third.  It also identifies a higher target of B-space within office sectors reflecting the 

pattern of change in the national economy towards higher value growth sectors, which 

may provide more choice for higher earning residents who are having to commute to main 

office locations such as Exeter and Plymouth.  It would also support growth without 

excessive requirements for more land space, which is already in scarce supply within the 

district.   

7.18 Relative to the other scenarios, the RSS base case is a realistic and achievable figure, 

and most suitable because it conforms to emerging RSS policy in addition to making 
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some progress towards improving the balance of working residents to jobs.  A breakdown 

of this figure estimates a net additional requirement of 4.2 ha of land for office space and 

4.7 ha for industrial/warehousing space beyond existing planned supply.  

7.19 However, it is also recognised that should local policy act positively to improve self 

containment beyond RSS job targets, then identifying more employment land allocations 

than currently planned, up to 43.4 ha may be necessary.  This is the net additional land 

required to achieve zero net out-commuting.  By chance, it also closely matches the 35 

hectares of employment land that the RSS requirements suggest Newton Abbot SSCT 

should provide.  However, the historic and current general property market evidence, 

current site availabilities and demand identified in macro-economic forecasts suggest that 

this scenario would require stimulants to demand, including infrastructure provision and 

other interventions. Any additional allocation beyond the RSS base case should also be 

considered in light of the implications on other district’s growth plans and the Regional 

Spatial Strategy. 

The current supply of employment land for different business uses, and gap in 
provision by use type and location  

7.20 The views of agents working in the market and businesses attending the local stakeholder 

Employment Land Review workshop suggest there is a scarcity of quality sites which are 

deliverable and meet with market expectations.  Furthermore, there has been a shortage 

of employment land to develop over the last 10 years and consequently some businesses 

have already moved out of the district. The ELR already points towards a lack of available 

built stock, resulting in a starting deficit of 15,600 sq m (3.9 ha) which is necessary to 

support a market equilibrium vacant supply. 

7.21 In addition, the paucity of available sites will reduce choice of B-space land in terms of 

size, location and type of employment sites, and frustrate the expansion of local 

businesses and/or potentially deter inward investment.   A rigid quantitative approach runs 

the risk of being unable to provide for the bespoke needs of businesses, particularly those 

requiring medium to large premises for which there are known requirements. Therefore at 

least one large (1 ha +) site should be allocated to provide some flexibility for known 

shortages of new-build opportunities for medium to larger sized occupiers in the district.  

7.22 So in meeting the future requirements for growth in line with the RSS (Proposed 

Changes) base case target, plus correcting the current deficit in available built space to 

normal market levels, including a margin of space for larger occupiers, there is a total 

requirement for some 66,500 sq m (16.5 ha) of new employment space over the planning 

horizon to 2031.  Some 8,400 sq m has been completed since 2006 and a further 37,400 

sq m of developable supply is planned, which leaves a net additional supply of 35,500 sq 

m of floorspace (9 ha of land) to be identified over the remaining period to 2031.  This is 

split almost equally between land for offices (4.2 ha) and land for industrial/warehousing 

(4.7ha) space.  

7.23 Providing an appropriate mix of B space land is essential for supporting the continued 

growth and diversification of the economy, but the provision of employment land and 

premises to support sustainable growth will be a major challenge.  It is important that the 
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identified sites should be deliverable in the future. But conditions in the long term are 

more unpredictable than in the short term, and too many long term predictions could 

detract from short term action.  Therefore attention should be paid to the first five years of 

the programme since it is essential to boost the availability of sites in the immediate 

period.  

7.24 Only some 5 ha of planned allocations and permissions are considered to be deliverable 

for employment uses in the next five years.  To meet the current deficit plus the growth 

expected over the next five years (2010 to 2015), it is estimated that an additional 3.1 ha 

of industrial/warehousing would need to be made available beyond current planned 

supply. Some of this could be taken from a small (0.8 ha) likely surplus of office space, 

leaving 2.3 ha of additional B-space for industrial/warehousing land to be made available 

in the short term. 

7.25 There is very little development land in and around the existing employment estates with 

which to create natural extensions.  There is also a predominance of unviable 

redevelopment opportunities elsewhere due to higher yields and lower capital values, and 

in numerous instances extensive infrastructure requirements to service the sites.  

Therefore, positive intervention is required to meet short term requirements.  This would a 

necessity under the RSS base case scenario to avoid constraining business development 

and investment in the industrial/warehousing sector.   

How a better balance of jobs to working residents could be supported through 
planning for employment space 

7.26 As commented above, Teignbridge district has a low supply of employment for a district of 

its size.  This may be a feature of the district’s location between two large economic hubs 

at Plymouth and Exeter; both are reachable within an hour from all parts of the district. But 

this is resulting in longer average commutes for Teignbridge’s working residents, and with 

some 65% of resident workers driving to work, this has implications for sustainability. 

7.27 Improving levels of self-containment is a priority identified by the RSS, and clearly should 

be a priority for Teignbridge and for some of its settlements.  This is particularly important 

given the high housing targets proposed by the RSS (Proposed Changes), which will 

bring in new working age residents. The Newton Abbot SSCT will be the main focus for 

growth. The RSS (Proposed Changes) states that Newton Abbot will enhance its role as 

an employment and service centre to meet the needs of a growing population and 

improve self-containment; providing for at least 8,000 dwellings and 6,500 jobs in the 

TTWA up to 2026.   

7.28 In implementing these housing and job growth targets in the RSS (Proposed Changes), 

Newton Abbot will theoretically become a net importer of some 3,000 workers, up from net 

exporter of 300 working residents. A better balance of working residents to local jobs 

across each key settlement in Teignbridge is also likely to be achieved based on the 

following settlement shares of total allocations: 
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Newton Abbot SSCT 65.7% 

SW of Exeter SSCT 3.8% 

Teignmouth 6.3% 

Dawlish 6.9% 

Bovey Tracey 8.8% 

Chudleigh 2.0% 

Teignbridge Plan Area (sub-total) 93.5% 

Ashburton & Buckfastleigh (part TDC)  5.3% 

Moretonhampstead 1.3% 

DNP part of Teignbridge (sub-total) 47 6.6% 

Teignbridge District Total 100% 

7.29 While there is scope to improve the balance of working residents to jobs through the 

above employment land allocations, improving self-containment requires more than just 

increasing the number of jobs.  It requires jobs for the higher skilled residents that are 

currently commuting outside the district, which is likely to increase with the Exeter 

Science Park and Skypark developments.  Therefore support for higher skilled and higher 

value jobs across all settlements should be a priority, not least to avoid Teignbridge 

becoming a dormitory location for Exeter’s jobs. 

7.30 Where there is effective demand outside the main settlements (e.g. in rural area), or a 

different actual demand share between settlements, some flexibility should be applied to 

these recommended allocations so long as this does not negatively impact on the 

employment potential of the main settlements.   While this approach does not help in 

planning site allocations, this flexibility is necessary to avoid constraining business 

growth, and should be applied through ongoing monitoring and managing employment 

land using the PMM approach discussed below.      

Future allocation of employment space for the Teignbridge Plan Area and 
Dartmoor National Park Area, and a geographical distribution throughout the 
district  

7.31 The conclusions and the assessments of planned employment sites and existing 

employment areas have identified that the following Teignbridge Local Plan allocations 

should be removed from employment uses: 

 Pottery Road South, Bovey Tracey 

 Land at British Ceramic Tiles, Heathfield (unless viability is proven) 

 Land adjacent to Dawlish Business Park, Dawlish 

                                                      
47 Dartmoor National Park has no formal development plan requirement to allocate land, and that economic 
functions fall within the DNPA’s statutory duty to 'foster the social or economic well-being of local communities'. 
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7.32 This would leave Brunel Road, Newton Abbot, as the only remaining planned allocation.  

This site has potential for office or industrial/warehousing uses, and therefore should 

remain allocated for B-space uses in the Teignbridge LDF.  

7.33 Based on the planning authority (DNP and TPA) area split identified in Chapter 5, the total 

net additional employment space allocations in Table 7.1 should be identified.  This table 

shows the minimum additional land to meet the RSS Base Case (i.e. 3.3% pa regional 

GVA growth) and a potential maximum to generate a Labour Supply Balance subject to 

policy interventions (and demand). 

7.34 These figures should be additional to the planned supply coming forward through 

allocations and outstanding permissions at 2009, and should be in addition to 

replacement space that might come forward on sites with existing employment uses.  

Table 7.1 Net Additional Requirements Over Plan Period (2009-2031) by Plan Area 

  
RSS Proposed Changes Labour Supply Balance 

through Intervention 

 

All B-
space 

Ind/ 
whsing Office All B-

space 
Ind/ 

whsing Office 

  Land Area (Ha) Land Area (Ha) 

Teignbridge Plan Area 8.31 3.93 4.38 40.53 30.38 10.15 

DNP part of Teignbridge 0.59 0.28 0.31 2.86 2.15 0.72 

Teignbridge District Total 8.9 4.2 4.7 43.4 32.5 10.9 

7.35 While the RSS base case figures should be considered the minimum planned supply, they 

must also have a reasonable prospect of being developed within the planning horizon of 

the LDFs.  This will particularly apply to the higher labour supply recommended 

allocations, for which intervention to stimulate demand is likely to be necessary. 

7.36 It is also difficult to assume when this supply will be ready to accommodate requirements 

for space. This may depend on any necessary land remediation, new/upgraded 

infrastructure and eventual build. Therefore we recommend the allocation of a phasing of 

sites.  

7.37 Within this phased programme it is critically important that an immediate supply of 

deliverable sites is identified to support employment change based on RSS base case 

requirements48

7.38 The deliverable supply must be land with no major physical conditions or infrastructure 

problems in relation to site potential and sites being actively marketed for employment 

uses. This is only necessary for industrial/warehousing uses where a shortfall of 3.1 ha 

over the next five years, space for the district’s larger employers and to 

correct for the current shortfall in vacant built space.  Table 7.2 therefore shows the share 

of new developable land which must be deliverable in the immediate period, 2010 to 

2015.   

                                                      
48 The labour supply balance immediate allocations are not shown since no information is available on the  
phasing of intervention in redressing the jobs to resident workers balance over the plan period.   
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has been identified. However, despite the RSS base case figures showing no immediate 

shortfall in demand for offices, the property market review has identified a shortage of 

serviced office land that can be built within 12 to 15 months. 

Table 7.2 Need for Deliverable B-space Over Plan Period (2010-2015) by Plan Area 

  RSS Proposed Changes 

 
All B-space Ind/ whsing Office 

 
Land Area (Ha) 

Teignbridge Plan Area 2.17 2.90 -0.73 

DNP part of Teignbridge 0.15 0.21 -0.05 

Teignbridge District Total 2.3 3.1 -0.78 

7.39 A review of the Teignbridge SHLAA shows that there are a number of potential sites that 

could be allocated for employment in the Teignbridge LDF. The most suitable sites 

identified, in terms of market attractiveness and deliverability, that could be delivered in 

the short to medium term are ‘Land adjoining the southern boundary of the Decoy 

Industrial Estate’ (010128) and Centrax (010127). There is potential to provide some 

employment land within the urban extensions to Newton Abbot and Exeter, as well as the 

Land at Fosterville/Sandygate, however these will be subject to investment and 

infrastructure for urban extensions and are therefore unlikely to come forward in the short 

term. 

Protection of Existing Employment Premises 

7.40 Existing employment land and premises make an important contribution and are a 

valuable resource to the Teignbridge economy.  We therefore recommend that they 

should be protected where they are in active employment uses. However, the following 

exceptions should apply: 

 Where it can be demonstrated that they no longer remain viable for continued 

employment uses under current market conditions or in their current physical state.  

This should be irrespective of achievable values from other alternative uses, and also 

based on the location and the physical characteristics and not solely the suitability of 

the built space 

 Where their continued use for employment purposes would have unacceptable 

impacts on the environment or amenity 

 Where existing space may be redeveloped for employment uses that achieve a higher 

level of employment.  This may include mixed use developments. 

7.41 Should there be losses within existing land in use for the purposes of B-space 

employment,  then better quality sites and replacement space should be identified that 

would involve no net loss of employment space. 

Other Initiatives 

7.42 Finally, the economic profile of Teignbridge stressed the importance of a handful of large 

employers, and the analysis of known requirements has suggested that there may be 

shortages of larger employment sites to meet requirements of these employers; some of 
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whom need to be located within the district or surrounding area for operational reasons. 

TDC should consider if and where there may be a case for identifying sites suitable for 

these larger employers within the overall new allocation. To encourage these large firms 

to stay and invest in Teignbridge, TDC should consider an aftercare programme, whereby 

a designated officer keeps in touch with them, is aware of their plans and any problems 

they may be experiencing with regard to development and the physical environment, and 

does his or her best to smooth their path. 

Aligning Employment Space with Housing Developments 

7.43 It is acknowledged that major new housing developments are, and will continue, to come 

into the planning system between now and the adoption of the Teignbridge LDF DPDs. 

The timescales for adopting the DPDs for the Teignbridge LDF are set out in the 3rd

7.44 The need for an approach to securing employment provision in major new housing 

developments is outlined in PPS1 - ‘Delivering Sustainable Development’ - which states 

that Development Plans should promote development that creates socially inclusive 

communities, which address accessibility for all to jobs, health, housing, education, 

shops, leisure and community facilities (paragraph 16). This is reflected in Development 

Policy F - ‘Planning and delivery of major development’ - in the Draft RSS with the 

Secretary of State’s Proposed Changes. It states that major developments, including 

urban extensions and regeneration, should be planned in a comprehensive and integrated 

basis to ensure that they contribute to the delivery of sustainable communities and a high 

quality of life. Furthermore, the Devon Structure Plan 2001 to 2016 Policy ST3 outlines 

that the self sufficiency of communities should be maintained and enhanced by providing 

a balance of housing and employment. 

 

Revised Local Development Scheme (June 2009). The DPDs will be the Edge of Exeter 

AAP (adopted June 2011), the Core Strategy (March 2012), the Newton Abbot AAP 

(November 2012), the Site Allocations and Development Management DPD (March 2013) 

and the Proposals Map (March 2013). In the absence of a specific Local Plan policy, it is 

important that any major housing developments entering the planning system in the 

Teignbridge Plan Area before the adoption of these DPDs provide for a suitable quantum 

of employment space to serve new resident worker needs. 

7.45 To achieve the right balance, it is recommended that a labour supply balance analysis is 

adopted for calculating the strategic employment land requirement associated with any 

residential development (having regard to the number of dwellings proposed). A general 

method for calculating employment space requirements is set out in Table 7.3. 
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Table 7.3: Methodology for Calculating Employment Land Requirements  

Stage Variable 
Source (use most up to date 
figures) 

a Number of dwellings 
 

b Household size  
Census 2001 or, if available, 
development plans/more up-
to-date figures 

c 
Anticipated no. of Residents = 
(a x b)  

d 
Working age population = 
(c x 60.7%) 

 DCC population estimates 
2006 

e 
Economically active persons = 
(d x 87%) 

 Annual Population Survey 
2007 

f Model based unemployment = (e – 2.4%)  Claimant Count 2009 

g Proportion of resident workers = 
(f x 50.4%) 

 Annual Population Survey 
2007 

h Workers with a land requirement = 
(g x 30%)  

i 
No. of employees per ha: ranging from 222 for 
industrial/ warehousing uses to 114 for offices (see para 7.46 below) 

j Land requirement (ha) = (h / j ) 
 

7.46 Based on evidence (see Appendix 2), the following average job densities for office and 

industrial/warehouse uses should be applied in order to calculate the employment 

floorspace requirements for working residents in new housing developments: 

 For office uses – an average job density of 1 job per 18 sq m  

 For industrial/warehouse uses – an average density of 1 job per 35 sq m. 

7.47 A standard plot ratio of 40% should be applied in order to calculate the total employment 

land footprint. 

Plan, Monitor and Manage (PMM) 

7.48 In planning for future employment land, these recommendations have adopted the RSS 

(Proposed Changes) as the base case for requirements. However, other approaches and 

the alternative scenarios may suggest significantly different requirements for space. 

Therefore the LDFs, at this stage, should set the RSS Base Case requirement as a 

minimum requirement; and future allocations and/or permissions that lead to more 

employment land above the recommended minimum should be subject to regular 

monitoring of development and economic circumstances using the plan, monitor and 

manage approach to match supply to demand more closely in the future.  

7.49 Teignbridge District Council and Dartmoor National Park Authority must ensure that their 

respective adopted and emerging LDFs and Development Planning Documents (DPDs) 
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are in general conformity with the RSS.  Should changes to the RSS (Proposed Changes) 

be made, and should any part of the LDFs or DPDs relating to employment land fail to be 

in general conformity, then these documents are likely to require revision.  The authorities 

should then consider whether a new or revised ELR is required.  

7.50 In any event, the employment land review (ELR) should be updated every five years in 

order to plan adequately for deliverable new space to meet short term demand.  But also 

to ensure there is provision for likely longer-term employment land requirements, taking 

account of the need to identify and control land and any investment intervention and 

infrastructure requirements to release land in the future. 

7.51 In summary, TDC and DNPA should: 

 Review employment forecasts and the resulting demand forecasts at 5 year intervals 

and when there are major step changes in the economy or strategic guidance 

 Review employment forecasts should there be significant revisions to the inputs in 

forecasting employment. For example, a dramatic upward revision of previous 

national population estimates might suggest a different out-turn of employment 

forecasts for the study and therefore implications for planning land supply 

 Continue to engage with local business leaders/employers, and strategic landowners 

and their representative agents to ensure that there is a suitable supply to meet their 

needs and the economic objectives set by the authorities, and/or to mitigate problems, 

where possible, in meeting these needs. 

 Continuously monitor key economic data, especially employment change by sector 

 Continuously monitor demand, supply and market balance, covering: 

 Development completions (land demand) and commitments (land supply), 

focusing on net floorspace change (both negative and positive); 

 Vacancy rates (both for land and floorspace), rentals and land values compared to 

competing areas, which provide a direct measure of the balance; 

 Insofar as possible, business relocations and expansions into and out of the Study 

Area together with enquiries for business space. 

7.52 Lastly, TDC and DNPA should review, at least at a broad level, the suitability and viability 

of all potential employment sites previously identified in development plans and through 

other means, and if not currently viable, this should establish what would be needed to 

make them viable. 
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Converting Employment to Business Space Forecasts 

Using the employment sector forecasts, we translate jobs into demand for employment space by 

following three steps: 

 Step 1: Sector-to-Space Mapping  

 Step 2: Translating Employment into Demand for Space 

 Step 3: Converting Floorspace into Land Area (Plot ratios) 

  To this end, there are three main areas where the assumptions are applied: 

 The definition of employment sectors and land use sectors  

 Employment density assumptions 

 Plot ratio assumptions 

We look at each of these stages below. 

Step 1: Sector-to-Space Mapping  

The starting point for any modelling process is the definition of land use sectors, which comprises 

office jobs, industrial and warehousing jobs and is often referred to as business or B-space jobs.   

We translate jobs by sector into jobs by type of space, using sector-to-space mapping.   

To identify these jobs we use a range of economic sectors based on the Standard Industrial 

Classifications (SIC’03), which are listed below.   Broadly, our analysis assumes that offices 

(which include R&D) are occupied by financial and business services, a sub section of public 

administration, and publishing.  Industrial space is occupied by manufacturing, sewage and 

refuse disposal, some parts of construction, and motor repairs and maintenance. Warehousing is 

occupied by a variety of transport and distribution activities. 

We merge production and distribution space (industrial and warehousing) into one category, 

called “industrial/warehousing” because our experience suggests that data on the supply of space 

- such as CLG floorspace statistics and planning data on completions and commitments – do not 

distinguish accurately between industrial factories and warehouses. This is not surprising since 

production and distribution can generally operate in the same buildings and, furthermore, subject 

to size limitations, space can be transferred between production and distribution without planning 

permission. 

RTP Offices 2003 SIC 

SIC 2003 class (4 digit)  

7460 : Investigation and security activities  

7485 : Secretarial and translation services  

7486 :  Call centre activities  

7487 :  Other business activities not elsewhere classified  

9111 :  Activities of business and employers organisations  

9112 :  Activities of professional organisations  

9120: Activities of trade unions  

9132 :  Activities of political organisations  

9133 : Activities of other membership organisations not elsewhere classified  

9211 :  Motion picture and video production  



 

   

9212 :  Motion picture and video distribution  

9220 :  Radio and television activities  

9240 :  News agency activities 

 

SIC 2003 group (3 digit)  

221 :  Publishing  

741 :  Legal, accounting, book-keeping and auditing activities; tax consultancy; market research and public 

opinion polling; business and management consultancy; holdings  

742 :  Architectural and engineering activities and related technical consultancy  

743 :  Technical testing and analysis  

744 :  Advertising  

751 :  Administration of the State and the economic and social policy of the community  

753 :  Compulsory social security activities 

 

SIC 2003 division (2 digit)  

65 :  Financial intermediation, except insurance and pension funding  

66 :  Insurance and pension funding, except compulsory social security  

67 :  Activities auxiliary to financial intermediation  

70 :  Real estate activities  

72 : Computer and related activities  

73 :  Research and development  

 

RTP Industrial 2003 SIC 

SIC 2003 class (4 digit)  

5020:  Maintenance and repair of motor vehicles  

5040 :  Sale, maintenance and repair of motorcycles and related parts and accessories 

 

SIC 2003 group (3 digit)  

222 :  Printing and services activities related to printing  

223 :  Reproduction of recorded media  

453 :  Building installation  

454 :  Building completion 

 

SIC 2003 division (2 digit)  

15 :  Manufacturing of food and beverages  

16 : Manufacture of tobacco products  

17 :  Manufacture of textiles  

18 :  Manufacture of wearing apparel; dressing and dyeing of fur  

19 :  Tanning and dressing of leather; manufacture of luggage, handbags, saddlery, harness and footwear  

20 :  Manufacture of wood and products of wood and cork, except furniture; manufacture of articles of straw 

and plaiting materials  

21 :  Manufacture of pulp, paper and paper products  

23 : Manufacture of coke, refined petroleum products and nuclear fuel  

24 :  Manufacture of chemicals and chemical products  

25 :  Manufacture of rubber and plastic products  



 

   

26 :  Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products  

27 :  Manufacture basic metals  

28 :  Manufacture of fabricated metal products, except machinery and equipment  

29 :  Manufacture of machinery and equipment not elsewhere classified  

30 :  Manufacture of office machinery and computers  

31 :  Manufacture of electrical machinery and apparatus not elsewhere classified  

32 :  Manufacture of radio, television and communication equipment and apparatus  

33 :  Manufacture of medical, precision and optical instruments, watches and clocks  

34 :  Manufacture of motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers  

35 :  Manufacture of transport equipment  

36 :  Manufacture of furniture; manufacturing not elsewhere classified  

37 :  Recycling  

90 :  Sewage and refuse disposal, sanitation and similar activities  

 

RTP Warehousing 2003 SIC 

SIC 2003 class (4 digit)  

6024 :  Freight transport by road  

6311 :  Cargo handling  

6312 :  Storage and warehousing  

6321 :  Other supporting land transport activities  

6411 :  National post activities  

6412 :  Courier activities other than national post activities  

7482 :  Packaging activities 

SIC 2003 division (2 digit)  

51 :  Wholesale trade and commission trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycle 

Step 2: Translating Employment into Demand for Space 

To translate these employment forecasts into demand for space, we use the standard 

employment densities based on a 1997 study by Roger Tym & Partners for SERPLAN (Roger 

Tym & Partners for SERPLAN, The Use of Business Space: Employment Densities and Working 

Practices in South East England, 1997).  These are as follows: 

 Offices: 18 sq m per worker 

 Industrial/warehousing: 35 sq m per worker, or 

We prefer to use the densities above to the available alternatives because they are supported by 

a large and statistically rigorous survey.  However, a more recent (albeit not statistically confident) 

survey by DTZ Pieda (2004) for SEERA found similar densities (18 sq m net for B1, 34 sq m for 

B2 and 41 sq m per B8).  And similarly, Government Guidance on Use of Employment Densities 

(2001) offers a compendium of employment densities which also average around those reported 

above. 

It is often asserted that employment densities are rising, especially in offices, because of 

changing working practices such as hot-desking, teleworking and homeworking, and increasing 

competitive pressure on corporate occupiers to use space cost-effectively. There is some 

evidence to support these views, with examples such as IBM and BP seeking ratios of 10-11 sq m 

per person, and the HM Treasury building refurbishment, which aims for a good, modern standard 



 

   

for use by the public sector, has around 8 sq m of space per job through use of flexible working 

patterns.  

However, the view that office employment densities are rising overall – as opposed to rising in 

particular businesses or groups of businesses - is not supported by statistically reliable evidence 

so far. Indeed DTZ Pieda’s recent study for SEERA concluded that employment densities have 

not changed significantly from those in the RTP SERPLAN study. 

Certainly it is possible that the average office density will increase substantially in the future. But, 

on the evidence available to date, it would not be right to incorporate such an increase into our 

forecasts. Even if we wanted to create a contingent ‘worst-case’ scenario to explore the impact of 

a possible rise in densities, from the data available we would not know what size of increase we 

should test. Therefore, we use constant employment densities. 

Step 3: Converting Floorspace into Land Area  

Because planners need to make land allocations in development plans, which are normally 

controlled by site area (as opposed to floorspace) it is sometime necessary to translate floorspace 

into land.  As a general ‘rule of thumb’ RTP adopts a 40% plot ratio, which is equivalent to 4,000 

sq m per hectare.  

This ratio is supported by a sample survey covering 13 employment sites at one of Teignbridge’s 

largest business estates (Brunel Estate), shown in Appendix 4.   

However, a 40% ratio is probably reasonable for most industrial and warehouse sites, but for 

offices densities it may be considerably higher, at some sites, especially in town and city centres. 

Therefore, where possible, the 40% ratio should be replaced by site-specific figures which take 

account of local circumstances.  
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Teignbridge District Labour Market Balance Sheet based on different Housing Targets, 2006-2031 

    Base Year 
2006 

Dwelling Target Change, 2006-2031 

    
RSS Panel 

Report  

RSS 
Proposed 
Changes 

RSS Proposed 
Changes 

+18%  

RSS Panel 
Report  

RSS 
Proposed 
Changes 

RSS Proposed 
Changes +18%  

a Population 125,600 140,248 154,450 163,134 14,648 28,850 37,534 
b Working Age Population 76,250 73,684 82,767 88,391 -2,566 6,517 12,141 

c Economic Activity Rates 85% 85% 85% 85% 
   

d =b*c Economically Active 64,813 62,631 70,352 75,132 -2,182 5,539 10,320 

e Unemployment Rate 2.4% 2.4% 2.4% 2.4% 
   

f =d*e Unemployed 1,556 1,503 1,688 1,803 -52 133 248 
g =d-f No of Employed Residents 63,257 61,128 68,684 73,330 -2,129 5,406 10,072 

h No of Jobs  49,600 64,345 72,277 77,189 14,745 22,677 27,589 
i Double Jobbing 5% 5% 5% 5% 

   
j =h-
(h*i) 

No of Jobs Excluding Double 
Jobbing 

47,120 61,128 68,663 73,330 14,008 21,543 26,210 

k =g-j Net Commuting Balance 16,137 0 0 0 -16,137 -16,137 -16,137 

NB: Figures may not sum due to rounding 

Assumptions:  

 Working Age Population = 16-64 age group 

 Economic Activity Rates in 2031 remains constant (at 2006 level) unless below current England average then assumed to increase in line 

with the 2006 England average 

 Unemployment Rate in 2031 remains constant (at 2006 level) unless above current England average then assumed to fall in line with the 

2006 England average rate 

 No. of Jobs are the sum of net-out commuting balance of 16,137 and the employment forecasts in Appendix 1; the RSS Panel Proposed 

Changes are based on CE forecasts to 2026 shown in Appendix1 and extrapolated to 2031 by RTP 

 Double Jobbing is assumed at 5% based on Annual Population Survey national findings 

Source: DCC; RTP 
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Plot Ratio on a Sample of Sites at Brunel Industrial Estate, Newton Abbot 

Address 
Market 

Segment (Use 
Class) 

Use Class 

 Site Curtilage 
Size (Sq m)  

 Total 
floorspace  

(Sq M)  

 Plot 
Ratio  

Phase 2 Minerva Way, 
Unit 1  Midas Court B2 

Mix B1 / B2 / 
B8 

                      
5,186  

             
2,567  

 
49% 

Phase 2 Minerva Way, 
Unit 2  Midas Court B8 

Phase 2 Minerva Way, 
Unit 3  Midas Court 

B1 

Phase 2 Minerva Way, 
Unit 4 Midas Court 

  

Phase 2 Minerva Way, 
Unit 5 Midas Court B2 

Phase 2 Minerva Way, 
Units 6,7&8 Midas Court 

B8 

Minerva Way B2 B2 
                      

5,972  
            

 2,783  
 

47% 

Collett Way B2 B2 
                    

13,577  
             

5,495  
 

40% 

Collett Way B8 B8 
                      

2,386  
                

383  
 

16% 

Orion House, Collett Way B8 
B8                       

4,259  
             

1,476  
 

35% 
Collett Way B8 

Millwood Business Park 
Units 1&2  B8 

B8                       
3,072  

             
1,209  

 
39% 

Millwood Business Park, 
Unit 3   

Millwood Business Park, 
Unit 4 

  

Millwood Business Park, 
Units 5   

Millwood Business Park, 
Units 6, 7 & 8 A1 

Millwood Business Park, 
Unit 9 

Sui generis 

New Office Building to be 
constructed B1 

Bridge House, Collett Way B1 B1 
                      

3,076  
                

505  
 

16% 

Falcon House, Collett Way B2 B2                       
1,017  

                
337  

 
33% 

Waterside, Collett Way B8 B8 
                         

929  
               

 394  
 

42% 

Unit 1 Brookside, Collett 
Way B8 B8                       

1,040  
                

334  
 

32% 

Templar House, Collett 
Way B1 B1 

                      
2,772  

             
1,414  

 
51% 

1st & 2nd floors Millwood 
House, Collett Way 

B1 B1                       
2,241  

                
678  

 
30% 



 

   

Address 
Market 

Segment (Use 
Class) 

Use Class 

 Site Curtilage 
Size (Sq m)  

 Total 
floorspace  

(Sq M)  

 Plot 
Ratio  

Ground floor, Millwood 
House, Collett Way B1 

Ground floor, Millwood 
House, Collett Way B1 

Harlequin House Forde 
Court 

B8 

Mix B1 / B8 
sui generis 

                    
14,099              6,002  

 
43% 

Forde Court Sui generis 

Forde Court, Block 3 Unit 9 B8 

Forde Court, Block 3 Units 
10&11 B8 

Forde Court, Block 3 Unit 
12 B8 

Forde Court, Block 4 Unit 1 B8 

Forde Court, Block 4 Unit 2 B8 

Forde Court, Block 4 Unit 3 B8 

Forde Court, Block 4 Units 
4&5 

B1 

Forde Court, Block 4 Unit 6 B1 

Forde Court, Block 4 Unit 7 B8 

Forde Court, Block 4 Unit 8 B8 

Total                  59,627       23,578  40% 
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This appendix provides a summary description of the employment sites in each of the main 

settlements. It profiles these areas by the stock of employment floorspace and types, and 

provides an assessment of supply, demand and expansion potential.. 

Ashburton 

Ashburton has four employment sites, covering a total of 7.9 ha. These sites are generally taken 

up by small units. Approximately 6.0% of floorspace is B1. The sites are well occupied, mainly by 

local businesses. They are of varying quality, with Linhay Business Park and Glentor offering an 

exceptional environment for businesses. Linhay was developed in the 1980s and offers a range of 

medium sized B1 units that have good access and parking. In contrast, the condition of the units 

at Chuley Road Estate and the A38 Garage Business Park is very varied. Overall the sites are 

well used and provide important local employment. 

A developer has recently gained planning permission for B1 units at Dolbeare Meadow. Servicing 

is being put in place at the moment. 

Buckfastleigh 

A total of 12 pockets of employment land are identified in Buckfastleigh, covering 11.64 ha 

(+36,000 sq m of floorspace). These sites are very varied in terms of function, scale and quality. 

They are generally well used, with limited vacancy levels. The main concentration of land, spread 

over 6 sites at Mardle Way, is covered by small scale B2 units that are occupied by local 

businesses. In contrast the large Spinning Works site is a large heavy industrial site. The Buckfast 

Spinning Company also occupies an industrial unit at Buckfast (Lower Mills) which at 16,350 sq m 

is the largest industrial unit in the National Park. The other main employment site in the town is 

Bullacleaves Quarry, which accommodates a range of modern B2 units taken up by local 

businesses. 

Bovey Tracey 

Although Heathfield is located some distance from Bovey Tracey it is located in the same ward, 

and is therefore listed here. In total there is 159,738 sq m of employment floorspace in Bovey 

Tracey, 89% of which is at Heathfield. Approximately 8.2% of the floorspace was vacant when the 

employment estate survey was undertaken, however this is nearly all concentrated in one 

unpopular estate.  

Bovey Tracey Employment Floorspace and Vacancy Levels, 2009 

  Total Office Industrial W'housing Other*  Vacant 
  Sq m Sq m Sq m Sq m Sq m Sq m % 

Heathfield 
    

142,193  
      

1,199  
           

29,658  
           

52,490  
       

54,298  
     

4,548  3.2% 

Pottery Road 
      

14,742  
            

79  
             

3,569  
              

1,274  
         

6,012  
     

3,807  25.8% 

St.John's Lane 
        

2,804  
             

-    
                    

-    
                 

913  
         

1,891  
            

-    0.0% 

Total 
    

159,739  
      

1,278  
           

33,227  
           

54,677  
       

62,201  
     

8,355  5.2% 
*Other = sui generis and trade counters 

Source: Aaron Fox (2009) Teignbridge Plan Area Employment Estates Survey / VOA data 



 

   

Heathfield 

       

Heathfield is a large industrial estate situated on the A38. The floorspace, covering a total of 

142,193 sq m, is mainly taken up for B2 and B8 uses. The majority of buildings on site are 

medium to large units that were built in 1960s and 1970s. The largest occupier on site is British 

Ceramic Tiles. More recently a trade counter presence has developed, notably with the opening 

of the Mole Valley and Prestige Furniture outlets. Heathfield is also home to a Teignbridge District 

Council owned managed workspace (the Heathfield Centre). 

Heathfield is a very popular business location due to its prime location on the A38 between Exeter 

and Plymouth. The environment is considered to be reasonable. However, although there is 

potential to intensify existing plots, future expansion is constrained by a SSSI to the north west of 

the estate.  

Pottery Road 

Pottery Road is a 6.5 ha site (14,742 sq m of floorspace) on the edge of Bovey Tracey. Business 

activities on site include car repair, storage, manufacturing and retail. Pottery Road is also home 

to the House of Marbles, a popular tourist attraction.  

The environment is considered to be poor with a high unit density. It has a high vacancy rate and 

is generally not that popular except for smaller premises. It does however have good connections 

to Bovey Tracey and the A38 and provides space for local businesses. 

St. Johns Lane 

         

St. Johns Lane is a small site, providing 2,804 sq m of floorspace in a range of uses including 

retail, community uses and utilities. There has been little employment related development activity 

on the estate in recent years. Although it is a small site it is considered to be an important local 

employment centre for the town. 

  



 

   

Dawlish  

Dawlish Business Park - Floorspace and Vacancy Level, 2009 

  Total Office Industrial W'housing Other*  Vacant 
  Sq m Sq m Sq m Sq m Sq m Sq m % 
Dawlish Business 
Par, 

      
14,794  

          
469  

               
5,797  

                
1,406  

         
4,492  

     
2,630  17.8% 

*Other = sui generis and trade counters 

Source: Aaron Fox (2009) Teignbridge Plan Area Employment Estates Survey / VOA data 

Dawlish Business Park 

         

Dawlish Business Park, also known as Shutterton, is situated on the A379, on the northern fringe 

of Dawlish. It comprises approximately 7.5 ha of land with 14,794 sq m of floorspace. This 

floorspace is occupied by businesses specialising in car sales and repairs, tool hire, 

manufacturing and storage activities. Units date back to the 1960s and 1970s. 

It is a popular location for local businesses that want good access to the main Torquay/Exeter 

road. It also has available space.  A planning permission for supermarket has taken up much of 

the remaining land space on the estate. 

Edge of Exeter 

Edge of Exeter Employment Estate - Floorspace and Vacancy Level, 2009 

  Total Office Industrial W'housing Other*  Vacant 
  Sq m Sq m Sq m Sq m Sq m Sq m % 

Lions Rest 
            

999  
          

104  
                  

346  
                   

370  
                

-    
        

179  17.9% 
*Other = sui generis and trade counters 

Source: Aaron Fox (2009) Teignbridge Plan Area Employment Estates Survey / VOA data 

Lions Rest Industrial Estate 

Lions Rest is located at Exminster. It is a 0.8 ha site that has 999 sq m of B1a, B2 and B8 

employment floorspace. Units are of varying quality but the general environment is good. Access 

to the estate from the A379 is considered to be poor. It is however an important local employment 

centre and it offers a small amount of available built space. 



 

   

Moretonhampstead 

A total of eight employment sites are identified in Moretonhampstead covering a total of 4.77 ha. 

Approximately half of the provision is contained at the Thompson’s Depot, which may be suitable 

for a mixed use scheme to bring forward a variety of employment uses. The rest are very small 

pockets of land taken up by local businesses in B2 units.  

Newton Abbot 

The 2009 Teignbridge Employment Estates Survey identified 17 employment estates in Newton 

Abbot, including five in Kingsteignton and three in Kingskerswell. The total floorspace on these 

estates is estimated to be 220,432 sq m. Of this total, only 3.5% of the total floorspace stock was 

identified as being vacant. 



 

   

Newton Abbot Employment Floorspace and Vacancy Levels, 2009 

  Total Office Industrial W'housing Other*  Vacant 
  Sq m Sq m Sq m Sq m Sq m Sq m % 

Bradley Lane, NA 
      

25,245  
             

-    
        

15,778  
             

4,693  
         

3,576  
     

1,198  4.7% 

Brunel Road, NA 
      

86,152  
    

11,550  
        

34,701  
           

18,142  
       

20,626  
     

1,133  1.3% 
Decoy Industrial 
Estate, NA 

      
18,028  

      
3,706  

          
6,243  

             
3,226  

         
1,910  

     
2,943  16.3% 

Jetty Marsh, NA 
        

4,569  
            

88  
             

383  
                

143  
         

3,748  
        

207  4.5% 
Milber Industrial Estate, 
NA 

      
13,240  

          
697  

          
4,642  

             
5,140  

         
2,534  

        
226  1.7% 

Olympus Business 
Park, NA 

        
8,097  

      
2,829  

             
458  

             
1,133  

         
3,376  

        
302  3.7% 

Shaldon Road, NA 
      

29,243  
             

-    
        

29,243  
                    

-    
                

-    
            

-    0.0% 

Teign Road, NA 
        

2,815  
          

955  
          

1,860  
                    

-    
                

-    
            

-    0.0% 

Wharf Road, NA 
        

3,904  
             

-    
          

2,324  
                

119  
         

1,358  
        

102  2.6% 

Pottery Road, K'ton 
        

9,583  
          

607  
                 

-    
             

2,801  
         

5,668  
        

508  5.3% 
Rydon Industrial 
Estate, K'ton 

        
4,452  

          
640  

             
776  

                
260  

         
2,782  

            
-    0.0% 

Sandygate, K'ton 
            

950  
             

-    
             

407  
                    

-    
             

270  
        

273  28.7% 
Swift Industrial Units, 
K'ton 

        
2,366  

             
-    

             
430  

                
229  

         
1,220  

        
487  20.6% 

Greenhill Way, K'ton 
        

7,118  
      

2,468  
             

896  
                

929  
         

2,825  
            

-    0.0% 

Aller Mills, K'well 
        

1,386  
             

-    
                 

-    
                    

-    
         

1,138  
        

248  17.9% 
Aller Vale Buildings, 
K'well 

        
1,611  

             
-    

             
551  

                
269  

             
791  

            
-    0.0% 

Coventry Farm, K'well 
        

1,675  
            

22  
             

781  
                

785  
               

86  
            

-    0.0% 

Total 
    

220,434  
    

23,562  
        

99,473  
           

37,869  
       

51,908  
     

7,627  3.5% 
*Other = sui generis and trade counters 

Source: Aaron Fox (2009) Teignbridge Plan Area Employment Estates Survey / VOA data 

Bradley Lane 

       

Bradley Lane is situated on the edge of Newton Abbot town centre and is one of the oldest 

employment estates in Teignbridge. It provides 25,245 sq m of employment floorspace. The 



 

   

majority of the units are for B2 uses, with occupiers ranging from manufacturing to car repairs. 

The buildings on the estate range from modern purpose built units to old mill buildings.  

The site is currently being considered as a regeneration opportunity as part of the Town Centre 

Regeneration Framework. It is also identified in the Devon Employment Space Strategy as a 

potential site for office development due to its proximity to the town centre and attractive adjoining 

parkland. Development costs will however be driven up because it is located in a flood risk area. 

Brunel Industrial Estate 

       

Brunel is the largest employment centre in Newton Abbot. The estate is a popular business 

location, on the edge of the town centre and within easy access of the A380 and the railway 

station. It covers approximately 29 ha and contains 86,151 sq m of employment floorspace. B1, 

B2 and B8 uses are all well represented. Notable occupiers include David and Charles, Yeo 

Valley, Harrier LLC and Teignbridge Propellers. More recently a trade counter presence has 

developed and it has become a popular location for developing larger out of town office premises. 

It is also home to Teignbridge District Council, the largest B1 premises in the district.  

It is a popular estate with a good critical mass that has previously attracted footloose Torbay 

requirements. It does however become congested during peak times of the day.  

There are few remaining available plots and there is little scope for future expansion on the estate 

because it is constrained by the A380, railway and protected open land. 

Decoy Industrial Estate 

        

Decoy occupies approximately 4.5 ha of land to the south west of the town centre. It provides 

18,028 sq m of floorspace. The estate is occupied by a range of manufacturing and auto repair 

businesses as well two office buildings. The units are of mixed quality and were mainly 

constructed in the 1970s, although some have been refurbished.  

It is a popular estate and has, like Brunel, attracted a number of footloose Torquay property 

requirements. However, it has a high stock of vacant space. Access is poor due to height 

restrictions under the railway bridge. The growth of the site is constrained by its location adjacent 

to the residential area and protected countryside. The extension of this land is currently being 



 

   

considered to accommodate those businesses to be relocated from Bradley Lane, should it be 

redeveloped. The amount of available space will also facilitate this.  But more importantly, the 

development of the Kingskerswell bypass is a more likely factor that will make this a good future 

supply of employment space. 

Jetty Marsh 

        

Jetty Marsh, situated to the north of the town centre, covers approximately 2 ha of land (4,569 sq 

m of floorspace). The site accommodates B2 uses, occupied by auto repair and builders yards, as 

well as a large retail unit occupied by B&Q.  

Although access to the site is reasonable, the quality of the environment is considered to be poor. 

Buildings on site are generally old and it is not considered to be a sought after location for 

businesses.  

The Environment Agency has highlighted the site as being in a flood risk zone. 

Milber Industrial Estate 

        

Milber Industrial Estate is located to the south of the Shaldon Road industrial area, off the Penn 

Inn Roundabout. The site, which covers approximately 4 ha and has 13,240 sq m of floorspace, is 

predominantly taken up by small scale business units occupied by businesses specialising in 

vehicle repairs, joining, distribution, printing and food processing.  

The environment is considered to be poor. Units date back to the 1970s and access along 

Haccombe Path is poor. The thoroughfare through the estate is unadopted and this has led to 

management issues that have resulted in a poor surface. 

The site is considered to provide an important function in providing space for a wide range of local 

businesses. Future growth is limited as it is situated next to residential areas. 



 

   

Olympus Business Park 

          

Olympus Business Park adjoins Jetty Marsh. It is the district’s most recent speculative 

development. The 2.7 ha site contains approximately 8,097 sq m of employment space. The site 

is occupied by buildings of varying sizes (130 sq m to 2,000 sq m) and quality. The main occupier 

is WFC.  

It is a popular site with good environment and accessibility. The modern units attract higher rents.  

Shaldon Road 

Shaldon Road, located opposite Milber Trading Estate, off the A380 Penn Inn Roundabout, is 

occupied by two large scale users, Centrax Ltd and Westomatic Vending Services. The total area 

of the site is approximately 8.5 ha, with a B2 floorspace area of 26,243 sq m. The Centrax 

buildings are mixed in age, ranging from the 1950s to more modern extensions.. 

The site is fully taken up by two employers so there is no known demand for this site.  But it is 

nevertheless a key site for future employment and economic growth in the district, and is 

identified as a priority strategic site by Devon County Council (DESS 2009). Centrax is very 

important for supporting employment, training and local supply chains in Teignbridge.  

The adjoining land at Long Lane would need to be accessed via the Centrax or Westomatic land 

holdings. This offers significant supply in an attractive setting, but is currently unviable for 

development due to the cost of infrastructure.  

The site is constrained by an adjoining Countryside Area and playing fields and there is therefore 

limited opportunity for growth.  

Wharf Road 

         

Wharf Road is in the same employment area as Jetty Marsh and Olympus. It is a 1.8 ha site 

occupied by 3,903 sq m of floorspace. These units are taken up by car showrooms, auto repair, 

manufacturing and printing companies. Despite the age and quality of the buildings on the estate, 

the estate has relatively good accessibility to the A38 and A380 and it remains a popular business 

location. However, due to heavy traffic on the Avenue, access from the estate onto the Avenue is 

considered to be poor. 



 

   

Wharf Road is unadopted and is therefore in poor condition and parking is unregulated. This 

spoils the general environment of the estate. There is little opportunity to expand because the 

estate adjoins a residential area and the River Teign.  

Pottery Road 

      

Pottery Road occupies an area of 2.8 ha (9,583 sq m of floorspace) and forms part of the larger 

Kingsteignton industrial estate. The estate is popular, with few vacant units. Units range from 850 

sq m to sq m. The site, with primary road frontage, is popular with those conducting retail, as well 

as vehicle sales and repair and distribution activities. 

Rydon Industrial Estate 

         

Rydon is a small industrial estate of 1.4 ha that is located opposite Pottery Road. It provides 

approximately 4,452 sq m of employment floorspace and is a popular locations for retailers (A1 

accounts for 60% of the floorspace). 

Sandygate Business Park 

        

Sandygate is a very small business park covering just 0.3 ha. It is located on the edge of 

Kingsteignton and is approximately two miles from Newton Abbot town centre. The site contains 

950 sq m of employment floorspace, occupied by a manufacturing company and businesses 

selling double glazing and tools. The units are modern and the environment is considered to be 

good. And although there appears to be an significant amount of available built space, there is 

little room for unit or estate extension. 



 

   

Swift Industrial Units 

         

Swift Industrial Units are located within a mile of Newton Abbot. The site comprises 2,366 sq m on 

a 0.7 ha site. Units on site are relatively small, extending up to 700 sq m, and are predominantly 

B2, although increasingly changing over to A1 (retail trade) activities. It is unlikely that the estate 

can be expanded due to its position alongside existing retail commercial buildings. 

Aller Mills 

        

Aller Mills is located close to Aller Vale on the northern edge of Kingskerswell, with good access 

to the A380. The 0.4 ha site provides approximately 1,386 sq m of employment floorspace 

occupied by two businesses: a roofing and tool supplier, and a glazing manufacturer. The 

buildings on site are old and the external environment is considered poor. Due to the size of the 

estate and already being occupied by two businesses, there is little demand for this estate. There 

is some available space but little scope for land expansion. 

Aller Vale Business Park 

        

Aller Vale, situated to the north of Kingskerswell, is a small business park under single ownership. 

It covers just 0.4 ha, with 1,611 sq m of B1, B2 and B8 floorspace. The units on site are mainly 

small and range in age from the nineteenth century to the 1990s. They are predominantly used for 

light industrial and storage purposes.  

The site is popular due to its attractive environment and good road connections. However, it is 

located within a residential area and therefore future enlargement of the site will be difficult. 



 

   

Coventry Farm Industrial Estate 

        

Coventry Farm is a small site (0.8 ha) on the southern edge of Kingskerswell, close to the A380. It 

covers 1,674 sq m of floorspace in a range of small units. These are used for a variety of office, 

manufacturing and storage uses. The quality of the buildings varies considerably but the overall 

environment is considered reasonable. The topography of the site is poor. 

The site is popular because it is highly visible from the A380 and is close to Torquay. But future 

expansion is constrained by surrounding protected land.  

Rest of Teignbridge 

The employment estates survey identified three employment locations in the rest of the district; all 

are located in Ipplepen, which is between Newton Abbot and Totnes.  In total these sites 

comprise 7,514 sq m of employment space. This employment space is spread across B2 and B8 

units.  But at the time of the Aaron Fox survey, none of these estates had available space.  

Ipplepen Business Park 

        

Ipplepen Business Park is small but the largest in this area, located in green countryside to the 

south of Ipplepen. It has approximately 1,548 sq m of floorspace that is occupied by a range of 

catering and construction related businesses. The units are of good quality and are modern, 

mainly developed in the 1990s plus an extension in 2005.  

The modern small B1c units have proved to be extremely popular with local businesses, and this 

site has picked up many of South Hams’s requirements. 

The Old Cider Works, Abbotskerswell 

This 11 ha site is located just 1.25 miles from Newton Abbot town centre. The Old Cider Works 

buildings were converted to create approximately 3,967 sq m of space in the 1980s. They are fully 

occupied by vehicle repair, manufacturing and construction businesses.  

The environment, and access to the site, is considered to be poor. Although it is located close to 

Newton Abbot the Old Cider Works, it does not perform a strategic economic role.  However, it is 

an important local employment centre for Abbotskerswell. 



 

   

Rest of Teignbridge Employment Estates - Floorspace and Vacancy Levels, 2009 

  Total Office Industrial W'housing Other*  Vacant 
  Sq m Sq m Sq m Sq m Sq m Sq m % 

Buttlands Farm 
            

898  
             

-    
             

253    
             

645  
            

-    0.0% 
Ipplepen Business 
Park 

        
1,548  

             
-    

             
770  

                
687  

               
90  

            
-    0.0% 

Lapthorne Farm 
        

1,102  
             

-    
             

631  
                

470  
                

-    
            

-    0.0% 

Old Cider Works 
        

3,967  
          

362  
          

1,134  
                   

83  
         

2,419  
            

-    0.0% 

Total 
        

7,515  
          

362  
          

2,788  
             

1,240  
         

3,154  
            

-    0.0% 
*Other = sui generis and trade counters 

Source: Aaron Fox (2009) Teignbridge Plan Area Employment Estates Survey / VOA data 

Teignmouth 

There are two employment estates in Teignmouth. These have a total of 6,844 sq m of 

floorspace, of which 7% is vacant. 

Teignmouth Employment Estates - Floorspace and Vacancy Levels, 2009 

  Total Office Industrial W'housing Other*  Vacant 
  Sq m Sq m Sq m Sq m Sq m Sq m % 
Broadmeadow Industrial 
EstatePar, 

        
5,942  

          
822  

          
1,329  

                
121  

         
3,201  

        
469  7.9% 

Station Business Park 
            

902    
             

341  
                

562  
                

-    
            

-    0.0% 

Total 
        

6,844  
          

822  
          

1,670  
                

683  
         

3,201  
        

469  6.9% 
*Other = sui generis and trade counters 

Source: Aaron Fox (2009) Teignbridge Plan Area Employment Estates Survey / VOA data 

Broadmeadow Industrial Estate 

         

Broadmeadow is the main employment site in Teignmouth. It is a 2.2 ha site located at the south 

western entrance to the town, with 5,942 sq m of floorspace. The site has a variety of small units 

of varying condition, occupied by retailers/trade counters, repair workshops and light 

manufacturers. The site is also currently occupied by a leisure centre and an adjoining playing 

field, with the latter offering a development opportunity subject to significant land remediation due 

to its previous use as a waste site.  

The environment is very poor and the units onsite are old and of high density. However, it is 

functional in terms of providing supplies to local businesses, particularly the construction trade.  

Future growth on site is constrained by topography. 



 

   

Station Business Park 

       

At 0.2 ha, Station Road Business Park is the smallest employment site in Teignbridge. The eight 

units (comprising 903 sq m) on site are taken up by businesses specialising in vehicle repairs, 

manufacturing and storage. Future growth is constrained because of its town centre location next 

to a railway station and surrounding residential areas. 

The site offers a reasonable environment that caters for local business needs.  
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Assessment of SHLAA sites





 

   

SHLAA  

Reference 

Site Site area  

(Ha) 

Market viability Delivery 

Timescale 

Comments 

010128 Land adjoining southern 

boundary of Decoy Industrial 

Estate, Newton Abbot 

2.61 Very prominent site for 

B1/B2 – would act as a 

good extension to 

Decoy 

Medium Decoy is a popular industrial park, and this site benefits from 

the same attractive feature of being close to the A380. Site is 

available but due to highways constraints (accessed under 

railway bridge), it is unlikely to come forward in the short term.  

Due to protected Great Crested Newts in the locality, site 

surveys may be required.   

010145 Land north east of Whitehill 

Cross, Newton Abbot 

2.53 Good location – has 

potential for B1/B2/B8. 

Short to 

medium 

Greenfield. Already has PP for employment. Not immediately 

available. Flood risk, Minerals Consultation Area. Adjoining 

Jetty Marsh. Would need extension of access road to new 

hospital. 

010127 Centrax, Newton Abbot  Good location for B1 

and B2.  

Medium  The site is unviable at the moment due to access issues. It will 

need intervention. 

010103 Seale Hayne, Newton Abbot 175.8 Possible potential as 

part of mixed use urban 

extension. Probable 

smaller B1/B2/B8 units 

Medium to 

long 

Large site separated from Newton Abbot. Majority is greenfield.  

010110 South of Wolborough Hill, 

Newton Abbot 

152 Probably not suitable 

for employment 

 Includes County Wildlife site and adjacent to SSSI. Achievable 

if Kingskerswell Bypass goes ahead. Steep topography 

010122 Colville Quarry, Aller, 

Newton Abbot 

30.73 High profile and 

prominent location for 

B1/B2 units 

Medium Site includes Aller Sands geological SSSI. The site is 

achievable in part. Dependent on Kingskerswell Bypass 

010142 Wolborough Hospital, 

Newton Abbot 

1.14 Good site for small 

B1/B2 units 

Medium Currently used as a hospital. 100% brownfield  

010126 Hospital, East Street, 

Newton Abbot 

3.45 Suitable for B1 as part 

of mixed development 

Short Only deliverable PDL in SHLAA. Suitable for mixed use (B1). 

Two listed buildings on site. Steep topography in places. The 

Council have concerns over potential vehicular access 

problems, including to East Street that might arise through 



 

   

increased traffic generation. Currently on the market 

010221 &  

010222 

Land at Fosterville & 

Sandygate, Kingsteignton 

14.79 Good site for B2/B8 Medium DESS site. Availability 6-10 years. Some of site is in Flood 

Zone 3b. Available and achievable. Access issues. Topography 

issues. Expensive to deliver 

020211 Land north of Broadmeadow, 

Teignmouth 

4.03 Better for residential  Two fields on western side of town designated Countryside, 

Coastal Preservation Area and Area of Great Landscape 

Character Value. Very steep. Archaeological constraints. 

Achievable if access created. 

020230 Broadmeadow Lane, 

Teignmouth 

0.38 Keep as employment. 

Tidy up 

Short to 

medium 

Small brownfield site. Existing employment land. Messy 

020104 Langdon hospital, Dawlish 52.07 It is a too remote. 

Possible for 

employment if part of 

an urban extension 

 Biodiversity issues, Flood Zone 2 to 3b to take into account.  

020102 Shutterton Lane, Dawlish 34.38 It would be a suitable 

extension to Shutterton 

 Half of the site will be occupied by a supermarket. There are 

potential topographical issues to overcome 

030201 Cannon Road, Heathfield  Retain as employment 

land 

Short Existing employment land 

030108 Land at Pottery Road, Bovey 

Tracey 

0.64 Retain as employment 

land and improve 

Short Brownfield – already used for B2 uses. High delivery costs as a 

result of contamination. Suitable, achievable.  

030133 Bluewaters, Pottery Road, 

Bovey Tracey 

1.77 Probably better for 

housing 

 Currently a transport depot. 0.16 Ha is in Flood Zone 2 and 3a. 

Has access issues 

030202 British Ceramic Tile Ltd 4.23 Suitable for as mixed 

use scheme, including 

employment 

Short Existing clay and tile works. Part of County Wildlife site and 

Mineral Consultation Zone. It is considered developable, 

although a viability assessment would be required to confirm 

this 

030205 Heathfield Cottages, Bovey 

Tracey 

8 Good site for 

B1c/B2/B8 

Medium  Mix of woodland, row of residential cottages, scrub land and 

area of railway sidings, located to north of industrial estate. Part 

of site is in Hazardous Installation Zone. Wildlife and Tree 



 

   

Preservation Orders  constraints. Remote from services and 

part Flood Zone 2. Highways issues, access and servicing to 

be overcome 

030309 Land at Station Hill, 

Chudleigh 

2.35 Good site for small B1 

and B8 units as part of 

mixed development 

Medium Greenfield to west of Chudleigh Town Centre. Biodiversity 

issues.  

04.01.03 &  

04.01.02 

Land at Matford, Exeter 13.76 /  

12.85 

Suitable for 

employment as part of 

a mixed use urban 

extension 

Long Contains Scheduled Ancient Monument. Part of site in Flood 

Zone 3b: functional floodplain. Major road improvements 

required. Achievable. 

Other site is 3 parcels of land, of which A and B could be 

achieved as part of an urban extension. Achievable despite 

likely infrastructure costs.  

030406 Dart Mills, Buckfastleigh 0.68 Suitable for small B2 

units 

Medium Existing brownfield employment land with PP. Part of site is in 

Flood Zones 2 and 3. Access difficulties 
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TEIGNBRIDGE EMPLOYMENT LAND REVIEW STAKEHOLDER WORKSHOP 
18 MAY 2009 TEIGNBRIDGE BUSINESS CENTRE, HEATHFIELD 

 
Facilitated by Roger Tym & Partners for Teignbridge District Council and the Dartmoor National 

Park Authority 

 

Introduction 

Phil Shears, Deputy Chief Executive Teignbridge District Council, introduced the study and its 

importance in providing a piece of evidence that can be used to inform planning the economic 

sustainability and growth of Teignbridge to 2031. Pointed out that Teignbridge is “open for 

business” and is seen as complimentary to Exeter.  

Commented that there is disappointment with the RSS Proposed Changes provision requirement 

for 35 hectares of employment land in the Newton Abbot TTWA, which is not considered sufficient 

in relation to the provision requirement for 8,000 new homes at the Newton Abbot SSCT. The 

Council is currently looking at how it can assist funding the expansion of existing industrial 

estates.   

The Presentation 

The consultant team, comprising Roger Tym and Partners and King Sturge, presented the 
findings of the study to date (attached).  

Russell Porter, Senior Associate at Roger Tym & Partners, gave an overview of the study, the 

context within which it sits and an overview of the Teignbridge economy. About 36% of jobs in 

Teignbridge are in the B class business uses. 32% jobs in Teignbridge are in distribution retailing, 

26% in public administration and 9% in manufacturing. Between 1987 and 2007 the district has 

experienced a 17% growth in its population.  86% of the district’s population are economically 

active. Earnings are good but there is low self containment, particularly at Ashburton, 

Buckfastleigh and Bovey Tracey.  Indicated that forecasts based on growth of 3.2 GVA point 

towards a requirement for 50,000 sq m of employment floorspace, which is about 10-12 hectares 

of employment land. It is very important to have a supply of suitable and available frictional 

employment land (about 1.5 hectares) ready to develop.  

Tim Western, Partner at King Sturge, provided a property market overview. There is about 4.5 

million sq ft of employment floorspace in the district. 660,000 sq ft is within the Dartmoor National 

Park. Just over half of the floorspace is located at Newton Abbot / Kingsteignton. There has been 

success in provision of small multi units at Kingsteignton, including for retailing. The Linhay 

business park at Ashburton has been very successful at attracting footloose businesses, which 

would not normally be expected at this location. Teignbridge has a greater supply of vacant 

premises than Exeter, but less than Plymouth. There is a low level of oven ready new 

employment sites. Part L of the Building Regulations and BREAAM has affected new building. 

There is very little speculative development at the moment (Olympus Business Park at 

Kingsteignton, Sabre business units – Heathfield), however it is very important to keep speculative 

development happening. The trade counter market has had a big boom in the last five years. The 

Employment Land Review Study will benefit from having a market perspective input to inform its 

findings.  



 

   

Questions/points on the presentations raised by Stakeholders include: 

• Centrax has shifted a large proportion of its workforce from manufacturing to office based 
and high tech jobs. Suggests that this is common place and that it is not picked up in the 
statistics presented by the consultant team. While RTP are confident that this is picked up, 
they would investigate this further. 

• Suggested that there are a number of larger manufacturers in the area who have an 
extensive supply chain within Teignbridge. Manufacturing is therefore clearly an important 
sector for the local economy 

Discussion of Key Issues 

Russell Porter chaired a stakeholder group discussion on four key questions. 

Is Teignbridge a good location? 
Stakeholder Comments on strengths identified include: 

 
• Teignbridge is attractive because if offers a high quality of life. Employers and their 

employees move to Teignbridge because of this offer and once they are here they don’t want 
to move back. Teignbridge is not the right geographical location for Centrax due its distance 
from markets (international). 

• Teignbridge has very good road communications (A38 & A380), particularly in the South 
West 

• Teignbridge is an ideal location for businesses that want to service the large markets of 
Exeter, Torbay and Plymouth 

• Plymouth is seen as a bit of a cul de sac by companies considering a move to the area. 
Teignbridge is a better option. Firms located on the Heathfield Industrial Estate can distribute 
to the whole south west. 

• One business commented that they have never had problems finding workers, although 
workers want to live close to the company and there is a difficulty in finding homes in 
Ashburton. The local FE education system has been helpful in upskilling workers to move 
into more technical roles 

• Another large production business noted that they generally use South Devon College 
(Torquay) to attract apprentices to the company, which have been a very good arrangement. 
Previously this arrangement was with Exeter College. If a training facility were established in 
Teignbridge the company would use it. 

• A lot of business enquiries to Teignbridge District Council come from business owners 
(mainly owner occupiers) who are looking for a better quality of life. 

• In the past few years we have found that a number of box operations (e.g. ship in goods from 
Taiwan and distribute from Heathfield or the Brunel Industrial Estate, Newton Abbot) have 
chosen to move to Teignbridge. 

• The Brunel Industrial Estate is favoured because it is situated closer to the workforce. There 
can be a significant cost attached to transporting a labour force out to Heathfield.   

• Public transport to Heathfield is poor. The Heathfield estate is not popular for employers. 
• The job density at Heathfield is probably lower at Heathfield than at Brunel, which is full. 
• Ashburton has a small cluster of high tech software businesses. Linhay business park is very 

well occupied. They like the location and there is plenty to do at lunch times where there is 
good access to shops and facilities in Ashburton town centre. 

• The success of the Linhay at Ashburton has in part been due to the lack of office space 
elsewhere in Teignbridge at that time. 



 

   

Stakeholder Comments on constraints include: 

• Heathfield is generally considered to be an unpopular location because it is harder to attract 
and retain staff. It is also unsuitable for offices due to its isolation and lack of supporting uses 
(e.g. restaurants). 

• Owner occupier businesses want to buy land and build. They generally want smaller plots but 
there is no allocated, unbuilt land available at the moment. 

• There is a general perception that Exeter is at the end of the road in terms of businesses 
locating in the south west; further westwards is not attractive. 

• Caution against focusing on large employers as opposed to smaller businesses citing what 
has happened in Torbay.  There has been a serious impact by large closures including 
Nortel, Bookham’s workforce which has been reduced considerably and AVX has shut. 

• If you don’t provide enough employment land to accompany the huge growth in dwelling 
numbers, Teignbridge will rapidly become a dormitory area. Companies want to purchase 
land and build, without the need for a developer, but there is a lack of available sites. 

 

What are the likely future property market requirements in the district? 
Stakeholder Comments on constraints include: 
 
• We should be supporting indigenous businesses that are looking to grow but want to stay. 

They will generally want to take a freehold, invest in this and have a little bit of speculative 
space available too. 

• When companies reach a certain size they generally look to move to areas like Avonmouth 
as Teignbridge becomes an economically unviable location. 

• There has been a lack of land available to develop over the last 10 years and some 
businesses have moved out as a result. 

• Heathfield and Brunel are constrained and have little opportunity for growth. When an 
application does come forward it gets turned down by the local planning authority. 

• It has taken Centrax 20 years to secure planning permission. MH feels that the planning 
system works against businesses. 

• At Shutterton a well known property developer is struggling to realise the development of 
land on a 10 acre site for business development because he is not offering what the market 
wants (e.g. half acre plots / smaller areas of land for freehold, not leasehold.)  

• SW RDAs requirement for BREEAM ‘very good’ and ‘excellent’ puts a constraint on 
development. People want functional buildings and want to be in control rather than have 
conditions attached. On the other hand, White Rock and Skypark will require BREEAM – 
Teignbridge will be well placed to attract businesses that cannot afford these locations if the 
land is available. 

• A while ago Heathfield was 50% cheaper than Exeter. More recently this gap has reduced to 
15%. This gap will have to widen again in order to attract more businesses. 

• There is a need for Teignbridge District Council to take an active role in providing serviced 
sites for sale as it has done in the past.  

• Freehold is not coming on to the market. This is what most of the demand is for. 
• There is so much protected land in Teignbridge. Surely some of this could be developed and 

where there are wildlife interests for example these could be relocated elsewhere? 

 

 

 



 

   

Is the supply of property for businesses fit for purpose? 
Stakeholder Comments include: 
 
• There is a shortage of office space in the district. The main demand is for purpose built 

offices, mainly for freehold. 
• There is a shortage of medium to large freeholds with add-on space. There has been a 

massive slow down in small unit take up. People have decided to work from home instead. 
• There is generally a good cross section of units. Chudleigh is situated on the A38 and could 

benefit from the provision of some new employment land. 

 

Teignbridge employment sites – where do you put them? 
Stakeholder Comments include: 
 
• Noted from Russell Porter’s introduction that the forecasts indicate possibly only 10 

additional hectares may be required. Much of this growth will have to take place around 
Newton Abbot which has been identified as a growth point (+8,000 dwellings and + 6,500 
jobs). 

• We would like to see Teignbridge DC being more proactive in bringing forward employment 
land again, as they were with Heathfield. 

• Economic Development and Planning will need to work closely to ensure that this happens. 
• Smaller centres also have a key role to play, particularly with regard to the provision of 

smaller half acre plots. At the same time there is a need for one larger estate. This could 
possibly be joined onto Heathfield. If this was provided businesses would come. 

• Planning firm has put forward proposals for employment space at Ilford Park, Drumbridges. 
However, they noted that there is little political support for this. Commented that Teignbridge 
DC needs to change its views if it is to meet its jobs targets. 

• Emphasised the importance of providing a large allocation of land in or around Newton 
Abbot. 

 

Drawing Together Workshop Feedback  

 

Russell Porter highlighted the main issues identified through the discussion: 
 

• Strengths include high quality of life in Teignbridge and good road connections to the rest of 
the South West and beyond 

• Constraints include a shortage of employment land supply and attitude of the local planning 
authority, which needs to be more supportive. Workforce skills are less of an issue than 10 
years ago. 

• The main demand is for land at the Brunel Industrial Estate, Newton Abbot and at Heathfield. 
There is however little or no land left on these estates. There is a need to identify a significant 
quantity of new employment land, not just small bits. However this should be located at 
Newton Abbot where there is the critical mass to support the scale of development. 

• The main demand has been for smaller freehold plots/premises, but in this recession (unlike 
previous recessions) there has been a big slowdown in the take up of small units. People are 
choosing to work from home. 

• There is a preference by businesses to locate at Newton Abbot / Kingsteignton close to the 
labour supply and where there is access to community facilities. 



 

   

• There is a good cross section of employment buildings and the quality of employment 
buildings has improved. 

 

Comments and Next Steps by Russell Porter 

The next step of the Employment Land Review study is to develop forecasts and identify growth 

sectors and future requirements for B-space uses for the district up to 2031. We will compare this 

with the available and planned supply. This evidence can be used by Teignbridge District Council 

and the Dartmoor National Park Authority to inform plan making and decisions taken in respect of 

appropriate spatial allocations on employment land provision in Teignbridge in line with regional 

and local objectives. The next workshop will be used to reality check our findings and to discuss 

where future allocations should go.
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GLOSSARY 

 

ABI (Annual Business Inquiry) – Company employment information produced by the Office of 

National Statistics. 

Allocations - Areas of land identified for development in Local Plans or Local Development 

Frameworks. 

B-Class/B-Space/Business Space  – Covers offices, industry and warehousing land use class in 

the Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987.  

Brownfield Land – Land previously developed or land that contains/contained a permanent 

structure and associated infrastructure.  

Cambridge Econometric (CE) – An independent economic forecasting service provider. 

Core Strategy - A Development Plan Document that sets out the vision and strategic spatial 

objectives for development in the local planning authority area as part of the. Local Development 

Framework. 

DCC – Devon County Council. 

DNP  - Dartmoor National Park. 

DNPA  - Dartmoor National Park Authority. 

Development Plan Document (DPD) - spatial planning documents covering specific policy areas 

within the Local Development Framework. 

Economically Active - All persons aged 16 or over who are employed, self-employed, unemployed 

or on a Government training scheme. They represent the total potential workforce in an area. 

Economically Inactive – All persons aged 16 or over who are neither retired, in employment or 

registered unemployed and have not sought work in the last four weeks and are not available to 

start work. 

Effective Demand – The “willingness to pay”.  In the case of the ELR this is the demand from 

occupiers that are able to pay market rents or prices for when supply is available. 

Employment Density - The size of a workspace based on a ratio of floorspace area (sq m) per job. 

Employment Land/Sites - Land allocated in Development Plans for business (B1), industrial (B2) 

and storage / distribution (B8) uses. 

Experian/Experian Business Strategy (EBS) – An independent economic forecasting service 

provider. 

Floorspace  - The area enclosed by the exterior walls of a finished or unfinished building. 

Frictional Supply - A level of supply of necessary vacant land or premises in the market to allow 

for choice and easy movement of occupiers without impacting on business output and/or property 

market prices beyond their long run state. 

Grade A space – A generic term used in letting office properties that are brand new or have been 

recently redeveloped, or experienced a thorough refurbishment. The properties are of high quality 

finish and usually occupy prime locations. 



 

   

Greenfield Land - Land that hat has not previously been built on. 

GVA (Gross Value Added) – The value of goods and services produced after discounting the cost 

of supplies and services which are used up in production. 

Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) – A composite measure of deprivation based on seven 

domains relating to income, employment, health and disability, education, skills and training, 

housing and services, living environment and crime. 

Knowledge Based Sectors – The OECD definition for sectors of the economy with a high element 

of knowledge creation through research, technology and innovation. This covers knowledge 

based services and high-tech manufacturing.  

Local Development Documents (LDD) – Local Development Framework documents covering both 

Development Plan Documents (DPDs) and Supplementary Planning Documents (SPDs). 

Local Development Framework (LDF) – A new framework comprising statutory planning 

documents that local planning authorities are required to prepare. This development framework 

document will replace the Local Plan to set the spatial planning strategy for the area. 

Location Quotients (LQ) - Measures how well-represented a sector is in an area compared to the 

national economy. It equals the sector’s share of the area’s total employment divided the sector’s 

share of national employment. 

Mixed Use – A scheme or development combining more than one type of use, such as residential, 

office, industrial, retail, service, community facilities or leisure uses. 

Natural Churn - Where old/obsolete stock is replaced by new stock to meet changing business 

requirements.  

ONS – Office for National Statistics 

Plot Ratio - The ratio of floorspace within a building to the site area where it sits. 

Proposals/Allocations Map – The development plan area covered by the Local Plan or Local 

Development Framework which specifies policies related to sites and areas with in it. 

Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) – Strategic plan covering broad spatial policies relating to the 

development and use of land in the region.  The Plan is prepared by the regional planning body 

and approved by the First Secretary of State.   

R&D - Research and development. 

Resident Self-containment – The proportion of working residents working within the district of their 

residence. 

RSS – Regional Spatial Strategy. 

RTP – Roger Tym & Partners 

SMEs – small to medium sized enterprises employing less than 250 employees.  

South West Regional Development Agency (SW RDA) – The Regional Development Agency for 

the South West Region.  There are nine regional development agencies covering the nine English 

regions.  

South West England Regional Assembly (SWRA) – The former representative assembly 

producing the South West RSS, dealing with spatial development in South West region.  



 

   

SSCT – Strategic Significant City and Town 

Standard Industrial Classification  – Codes for grouping economic sectors into similar activity 

categories. 

Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) – A process that local authorities and 

their partners are required to follow, to identify land availability for housing in their areas over a 15 

year period. 

Take Up/Transactions - Floorspace let, assigned or sold. 

TDC – Teignbridge District Council. 

TPA – Teignbridge Plan Area. 

TTWA – Travel to Work Areas 

Use Class - Land use activities with common characteristics as defined by the Town and Country 

Planning (Use Classes) Order 1997. 

Vacancy Rates – The available stock of built premises. 

VOA – Valuation Office Agency, which is the government agency that sets business rates. 

Workforce - The total number of residents aged 16 or over in a given area who are employed, 

unemployed or on a Government training scheme. 

Workplace Self-containment – The proportion of jobs within the district filled by residents of the 

same district. 
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	Further approaches to estimating employment land requirements based on employment forecasts and housing growth scenarios were tested, which identified a wide range of possible requirements for new space, which are shown in Table 1 below.
	Table 1 Summary of Net B-Space Requirements in Teignbridge District, 2006-2031 (Ha)
	Future Market Balance, 2031

	Table 2 identifies the UnetU additional amount of land required over the planning period 2009 to 2031. This is based on based on a comparison of future market requirement (i.e. demand) for B-space with planned supply - comprising existing allocations ...
	The total net requirements are lower than the growth requirements in Table 1 to reflect:
	Table 2 Net Additional Requirements for B-space in Teignbridge District, 2009-2031
	After mapping RSS employment forecasts into land requirements, and allowing for the planned supply to meet this demand noted above, it can be estimated that a further 8.9 ha of employment space is required to 2031. This requirement is almost split equ...
	The Labour Supply Balance approach would require some 43.4 ha of net additional land for employment uses, with three-quarters being for industrial/warehousing sectors, which tend to be more commonly found in Teignbridge than offices.   By chance, the ...
	Recommendations
	Quantum of Future Employment Land Allocations

	In responding to the brief, Table 3 provides a recommended allocation of new B-space by Teignbridge planning areas and settlements to meet the shortfall in planned district employment land supply.  This is in addition to current planned supply, illust...
	These recommended additional allocations only cover the main settlements.  Therefore it is important to build in some flexibility to allow for where business occupiers want to locate. This particularly applies to employment space outside of the main d...
	Table 3 Recommended New B-space Allocation by Settlement in Teignbridge, 2009 to 2031
	Immediate Requirements for Employment Land

	To generate a supply for choice and competition that avoids constraining business growth, it is important that a suitable supply of land is immediately deliverable for employment uses.  Deliverable sites are those available now, with no major physical...
	Table 4 Need for Deliverable B-space over 2010-2015 by Plan Area.
	Medium to larger industrial/warehousing occupiers already located in Teignbridge are considered very important to the Teignbridge economy.  However, there currently is a lack suitable land for redevelopment to accommodate the needs of larger businesse...
	Existing Allocations and Potential Employment Land

	The ELR has identified that the following Teignbridge Local Plan allocations should be removed from employment uses since they are no longer considered developable within the timeframe of the Teignbridge LDF:
	The remaining planned allocation is Brunel Road, Newton Abbot, which has potential for delivering office or industrial/warehousing space, and therefore should remain allocated.
	A review of the Teignbridge SHLAA shows that there two potential sites that could be allocated for employment in the Teignbridge LDF, which are ‘Land adjoining the southern boundary of the Decoy Industrial Estate’ (ref: 010128) and Centrax (ref: 01012...
	There is potential to provide some employment land within the urban extensions to Newton Abbot and Exeter, as well as the Land at Fosterville/Sandygate, however these will be subject to investment and infrastructure for urban extensions and are theref...
	Existing employment land and premises make an important contribution and are a valuable resource to the Teignbridge economy, and therefore, subject to some conditions, they should be protected where they are in active employment uses. Should there be ...
	Plan, Monitor and Manage (PMM)

	In planning for future employment land, these recommendations have adopted the RSS as the base case for requirements. However, this should be the minimum requirement.  Further allocations and/or permissions that lead to more employment land above the ...

	ROGER TYM & PARTNERS
	INTRODUCTION
	This Employment Land Review was commissioned by Teignbridge District Council and Dartmoor National Park Authority. It will form part of the evidence base to inform the development and review of planning policy and allocations of employment land in the...
	The study provides research and evidence to cover the following requirements in the study brief:
	Employment Land Reviews (ELR), such as this one, cover only the B-class and similar land uses. These accommodate around four in ten jobs nationally and slightly less in Teignbridge district. Other land uses supporting jobs, such as retail, are planned...
	The ELR study covers a long term study period to 2031, in line with the Teignbridge and Dartmoor National Park Local Development Frameworks (LDFs).  Consequently, the study findings look beyond the current economic downturn towards medium / longer ter...
	The Study Area
	The study area, illustrated in Map 1.1, covers two planning areas within Teignbridge district.  These are the Teignbridge Plan Area (TPA) covering the district area outside Dartmoor National Park, and the Dartmoor National Park Plan (DNP) area.

	Consultations
	Stakeholder discussions were held with local property agents and developers, local and county council officers and representatives of economic partnerships. This included two workshops specifically for the employment land review where initial thoughts...

	The Report Structure
	Following this introduction the study is set out over the following chapters:


	policy context
	Introduction
	This Chapter reviews the national, regional and local policies, principles, strategies and background to which Teignbridge District Council and Dartmoor National Park Authority must conform when planning for employment.

	National Policy
	Sustainable Development
	The principles of planning for sustainable development, as set out in the Government’s Sustainable Development Strategy and PPS1 ‘Delivering Sustainable Development’’, are:
	PPS1 states that ‘planning should facilitate and promote sustainable and inclusive patterns of urban and rural development by:
	With specific regard to economic development, planning authorities should look to provide sustainable locations for industrial and commercial development so that the economy can prosper. They should provide for improving productivity, choice and compe...
	Planning For Economic Development
	This employment land study was commissioned and its analysis undertaken chiefly at the time that PPG4 ‘Industrial Development and Small Firms’ was in force. However, its conclusions and recommendations are not considered to be affected by the new PPS4...
	PPS4 identifies the Government’s objectives for planning, to help achieve sustainable economic growth. Those considered most relevant to this study include:
	The new PPS includes 19 policies, with nine relating to evidence, plan making and monitoring and ten relating to development management. Some of these are relevant to this employment land study and are précised below.
	Policy EC1 ‘Using Evidence to Plan Properly’, states that at the local level the evidence base should:
	Policy EC2 ‘Planning for Sustainable Economic Growth’ states regional planning bodies and local planning authorities should ensure that their development plan:
	Policy EC6 ‘Planning for Economic Development in Rural Areas’ makes clear that the countryside is protected for the sake of its intrinsic character and beauty, the diversity of its landscapes, heritage and wildlife, the wealth of its natural resources...
	Transferring Employment Land to Housing
	Employment land is also mentioned in PPS3, Housing. This statement generally encourages re-use of previously developed land for housing, and specifically states that local planning authorities should consider ‘whether sites that are currently allocate...
	Local Spatial Planning
	An updated version of PPS12, Local Spatial Planning, was published in June 2008. The statement says that spatial planning plays a critical role in economic growth and regeneration, by:

	Regional Policy
	The Regional Spatial Strategy
	The Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) will provide planning guidance for the South West for the period up to 2026. Its aim is to manage the change and development in the South West that will be needed to support a growing population and economy. The RSS...
	The South West Regional Assembly (SWRA) approved the draft RSS in March 2006. The Examination in Public (EiP) was held between April and July 2007 and the independent Panel’s report was published in January 2008.  The Proposed Changes were published b...
	Region-wide policies on the economy and employment in the RSS Proposed Changes are provided in Chapter 8, ‘Enhancing Economic Prosperity’ and the ‘Quality of Employment Opportunity’. This states that much of the housing and employment growth be concen...
	Spatial planning across the region is set out across 13 Housing Market Areas (HMAs). HMAs are defined as areas within which most people who are looking to move home will search for a new property in which to live.
	Teignbridge is part of the Exeter HMA. Policy HMA4 states that Exeter HMA will provide for the growth of about 40,600 jobs and 55,400 new homes. Teignbridge will provide for 15,900 of those new homes. Approximately 2,000 of these new dwellings will be...
	Newton Abbot was newly designated an SSCT area in RSS Proposed Changes.  Policy HMA4 states that Newton Abbot ‘will enhance its role as an employment and service centre to meet the needs of a growing population and increase its self containment, takin...
	Policy ES3, review of Employment Sites, reads in part:
	The first bullet point above suggests that the employment targets identified in sub-regional policies, including HMA4, are binding on local authorities, but only for SSCTs, and it makes no mention of the land provision targets in sub-regional policies...
	This suggests that the employment numbers and land requirements identified in Chapter 4 of the RSS are indicative guidance, not rigid instructions; and that local authorities should test these figures and update them as necessary to ensure that supply...
	The RSS states that through working with the South West Regional Development Agency (SWRDA), other public sector organisations and the private sector, local authorities should include measures in their LDDs to promote a switch from employment-led to p...
	It also highlights the need to ensure a range and choice of appropriate sites and premises to meet business need, including a quota of smaller sites for SMEs to cater for organic growth and inward investment.
	It is also worth noting Policy TC1, ‘City and Town Centres’, states that the central areas of SSCTs will be the prime locations for office development.
	The Regional Economic Strategy
	The South West Regional Economic Strategy (RES) 2006-2015 guides economic development at a regional and local level, identifying priorities and actions for the SW RDA and its delivery partners.
	In their Corporate Plan (2008-11), SWRDA emphasises that economic growth in the future will be productivity led and not employment led as in the past.   Growth in knowledge based industries and higher skilled jobs are expected to support the higher le...
	The RES has three Strategic Objectives (SOs). SO1 is called ‘successful and competitive businesses’, which is the most relevant for this employment land study.  It includes priorities to support business productivity and to encourage new enterprise. T...
	Regional Policy 2C: ‘Plan Sustainable and Successful Communities’, places emphasis on the need plan for sustainable and successful urban and rural communities. It highlights the need for ‘access to well paid jobs that fully utilise the region’s skills...

	Local Policy
	Devon Economic Strategy
	The Devon Economic Strategy 2008 to 2015 has been developed by the Devon Economic Partnership. The Devon Economic Partnership feeds into the overall work of the Devon Strategic Partnership. Its purpose is to set the direction and provide the framework...
	The Strategic Priorities of the strategy are:
	Strategic Actions include ensuring successful and sustainable delivery at growth points and managing regeneration programmes for each priority community.  This includes developing projects aimed at creating employment, raising skills levels, and impro...
	Devon Employment Space Strategy (DESS), 2009

	One of the key Strategic Actions in the Devon Economic Strategy is the implementation of DESS, to ensure an adequate supply of readily available employment sites and workspace to meet the development and expansion needs of local firms and to develop t...
	The DESS study identified the following sites in Teignbridge as strategic priorities for funding intervention between 2006 and 2026:
	6TExeter and Heart of Devon Economic Strategy, 2010-20156T

	The EHOD Economic Strategy will guide the actions of key players and that of the EHOD Economic Partnership over the next five years in accordance with an agreed vision and strategic objectives. The Strategy applies to Exeter and the Heart of Devon sub...
	The Strategy has 3 Strategic Objectives:
	Priority 1.1 ‘provide the right environment for business’, within SO1, states that the Local Development Framework is a key vehicle for ensuring that a timely and adequate supply of employment space is provided. In addition, the Devon Employment Space...
	Two priorities are of particular relevance to this study. These are:
	The Strategy also highlights the importance of ensuring that appropriate levels of employment and community facilities provision are provided alongside new housing in and around Newton Abbot.
	It is also important to note that 100 hectares of employment land is being planned for as part of the East of Exeter Growth Point. This land will be predominantly provided at Skypark (40 ha), adjacent to Exeter Airport, the Science Park at Redhayes (2...
	With regard to future economic growth, the Strategy identifies eight priority sectors that are either important to the area or are likely to expand. These are:
	The EHOD partners will promote the image of the area for investment and will support and encourage the development of the key sectors.
	Teignbridge Corporate Plan
	Part of the Vision for Teignbridge, as described in the Corporate Plan 2006-2016, is to promote a healthy economy.
	TDC will support a sustainable economic climate in which communities, businesses and individuals will prosper. It is recognised that there are a number of challenges that need to be addressed if this is to be achieved. Key challenges include raising w...
	A major constraint in delivering future prosperity is the lack of readily available land for business development. Therefore, key actions required to support a prosperous economy and address the main challenges include:
	TDC will also work with regional agencies to promote the quality of life and to support improved skills levels in order to attract and support inward investment of quality businesses and to retain existing employers.
	Teignbridge Economic Development Delivery Plan
	The Teignbridge Economic Development Delivery Plan is being developed alongside this study. The Delivery Plan will identify a series of actions for Teignbridge District Council and partners to develop and deliver to assist the recovery (after feeling ...
	The Employment Land Review will inform the development of the emerging priorities in the Delivery Plan, particularly the need to balance job growth with population growth and providing/enabling employment space to meet demand. The Employment Land Revi...
	Dartmoor National Park
	Dartmoor National Park Management Plan 2007

	The Management Plan for Dartmoor National Park guides key decisions affecting the area and its future.
	The Plan has a series of themes, including ‘community and business’. One of the ambitions under this theme is for broad ranging economic activity that supports Dartmoor’s special qualities, provides local sources of employment and uses local supply ch...
	A key goal for 2012 is that ‘there will be an increase in the proportion of employed residents working within the ‘Dartmoor +’ economic area thereby increasing the economic self-sufficiency of the locality’. Actions for achieving this goal include the...
	Dartmoor National Park Authority Core Strategy 2006-2026

	The Dartmoor National Park Core Strategy Development Plan Document was adopted in June 2008. It sets out the overall vision and spatial strategy for promoting sustainable development in Dartmoor National Park over the period 2006 to 2026.
	The Core Strategy sets out a vision for each of the key settlements within the Teignbridge area of the National Park. Ashburton’s vision looks to ‘sustain the vibrant local service economy and enhance opportunities for business and commercial developm...
	In terms of planning for future B space within the Park, whilst proposals for B1 premises will generally be accommodated within the built up areas, new B2 premises will not be acceptable in residential areas and B8 unit proposals will need special jus...
	Policy COR18 states that ‘local employment and business opportunities will be sustained by the provision of new employment sites within and adjoining the Local Centres where there is evidence that demand cannot be met by existing or permitted sites’. ...
	Local development and business development outside the main settlements will need to be small-scale, principally related to the expansion of existing businesses and sites and farm diversification initiatives.

	Summary
	As is seen in this chapter, the policy context is currently in flux at all geographical levels.  But, based on current and emerging policy guidance, it should be accepted that the planning system has a key role to play in facilitating and promoting su...
	Employment land policy should be informed by an assessment of need or market demand. Policies should provide for choice, flexibility and competition. Furthermore, allocations should be made in places that are well linked by public transport and are in...
	In planning for employment land, balancing employment growth alongside population growth is important for the sustainable development of Teignbridge and its settlements.  This is identified in the RSS which guides local authorities to manage expected ...
	This sustainable economic growth is also emphasised in the Teignbridge Corporate Plan, which highlights the need to ‘deliver housing, jobs and communities that are attractive to working families to ensure a balanced population in the future’.  Improvi...
	The main message to take from this chapter from a policy design point of view is the need to take a flexible approach and choose policies which will enable an efficient response to change and avoid constraining growth.
	These issues, and appropriate responses, will be discussed in the rest of the ELR.


	the local economy
	Introduction
	This chapter profiles the local economy under three main headings:
	The analysis throughout is shaped by two broad questions.  Firstly, we examine the local economy in terms of its competitiveness and how it may be expected to grow in the future.  We also look for what it tells us about the demand for B-space by way o...
	Secondly, we aim to assess the economic well-being of the district’s residents and workers – how well off they, and can be in the future.  We then profile the main settlements within Teignbridge, to identify where there may be differences in local pro...
	Benchmarking
	The study area, illustrated in Map 1.1 in Chapter 1, is defined as Teignbridge district, including the area within Dartmoor National Park. Throughout, we aim to benchmark the local economy against norms or expectations based on the performance of the ...

	The Workplace Economy
	This Chapter examines the current structure of the Teignbridge economy and ‘key drivers’ for change in the local economy. As requested in the brief, it identifies key growth and declining sectors in the economy and any economic linkages/relationships ...
	Industrial Structure
	Statistics for 2007, the latest available data, indicate that there are approximately 41,100 jobs spread across 5,400 businessesP3F P in TeignbridgeP4F P; this accounts for just over 20% of the jobs in the EHOD HMA. Table 3.1 shows a further 7,500 res...
	The table and graph below splits total employment into broad activity sectors.

	/
	The only notable difference between Great Britain and the South West’s business activity structure is the slightly higher proportion of banking, finance and insurance activity in the South West. This difference does not filter down to the study area (...
	Teignbridge’s business activity structure differs from both Great Britain and the South West in two further significant ways:
	B-Space Employment
	Table 3.2 shows the number of people working in sectors that are typical occupiers of business space (offices, industrial and warehousing space, referred to in this study as B-space).  Overall, some 36% of employment in Teignbridge is in sectors that ...
	The proportion of people employed in sectors that typically occupy industrial B-space in Teignbridge (13.9%) is similar to the levels recorded across the South West (14%) and England (13.2%), but significantly greater than the Torbay (7.9%) and EHOD (...
	There is a relatively high proportion of employment in sectors likely to occupy warehousing B-space premises in Teignbridge (7.6%) compared the regional (6.3%) and comparator HMAs (EHOD 7%, Plymouth 5.5%, Torbay 4.7%).
	The relatively high proportion of employment sectors that typically occupy industrial and warehousing in Teignbridge can be attributed to a number of factors. Most importantly, Teignbridge has very good road communications and is well placed to servic...
	There are a number of large manufacturing businesses, mostly indigenous to Teignbridge. These businesses, like Centrax, help to support a significant number of smaller supply side businesses in the district.  Heathfield near Chudleigh, and Brunel indu...
	The South West has a smaller proportion of people employed in jobs associated with office B-space (18%) in comparison to the national average (21.7%). The proportion of people in jobs associated with office B-space in Teignbridge is lower than that re...
	In 2008 the total quantity of office floorspace in Teignbridge was 79,000 sq m, warehousing floorspace was 236,000 sq m, while the largest stock was in industrial space, totalling 307,000 sq m.
	Warehousing premises typically have lower employment densities than B1 and B2 uses. This pattern is reflected in Teignbridge, which has a warehousing employment density of 1 employee per 66 sq m. The industrial premises employment density in Teignbrid...
	At the same time, the employment density office space in Teignbridge is 12 sq mP Pper worker.  This is significantly less than the SERPLAN figure of 18 sq m per employeeP7F P.
	It is useful to be aware of possible differences between employment densities estimated in Teignbridge compared with average densities found in the SERPLAN study.  However in planning for space, which is the aim of this study, the latter densities sho...
	Growing and High-Value Sectors
	In this section, the aim is to identify business sectors which may offer the best opportunities for Teignbridge. Figure 3.3 measures each sector’s national average earnings on the horizontal axis and each sector’s recent national employment growth on ...
	The activities that planning policy should aim to attract and encourage are those in the north-east quadrant because they offer both high levels of opportunities and high earnings. As Table 3.5 illustrates, this may be difficult given that the Transpo...
	The majority of the growing and high-earning sectors are under-represented in Teignbridge. Only three of the eight sectors provide proportionally more jobs in Teignbridge than the national economy. These are Construction, Sewage and Refuse Disposal an...
	Teignbridge has a high proportion of employees in the Distribution, Hotels and Catering and Retail sectors, which fall within the north-west quadrant. This indicates that while these important sectors for Teignbridge are growing, they will not provide...
	Teignbridge’s manufacturing sector has not declined to the same extent as nationally, which is encouraging given that many of the manufacturing sub sectors are relatively high-earningP10F P.  And the continued presence of the larger manufacturing empl...
	In contrast, the neighbouring HMA of Torbay has suffered severely in terms of job losses in the manufacturing sector – particularly in jobs associated with electronic engineering activities.
	Most manufacturing sub-sectors fall within the south east quadrant and so are losing jobs nationally.  However, within these groups it would be reasonable to assume that some firms will grow in developing high-technology products and through research....
	Knowledge Based Industries
	The knowledge based industries (KBI)P11F P tend to provide high and fast-growing productivity, they also assist the industries they serve by providing the means (through technical efficiencies) to increase their productivity rates. As a result the KBI...
	As shown in Figure 3.4, Employment in the KBI services in Teignbridge only accounts for 9.2% of the working population. This is much lower than the national and regional averages (21.1% and 18.9% respectively). The majority of these people will work i...
	Employment in the high tech manufacturing sector is also slightly lower in Teignbridge than the national and regional averages. It is interesting to note that over half of those employed in the high tech manufacturing sector in Teignbridge are employe...
	The majority of employees in the knowledge based services sector in Teignbridge are employed in hospital activities. There are also a high proportion of employees in the architectural and engineering activities and related technical consultancy sector...
	/

	South West Regional Development Agency Priority Sectors
	The South West Regional Development Agency (SWRDA) has identified eight priority sectors for specific assistance. These sectors have been selected because they are either:
	As Figure 3.5 confirms, Teignbridge’s economy is particularly strong in the ‘Tourism and Leisure’ priority sector. Environmental Technologies sector is the only other priority sector that Teignbridge has a higher local representation than within Devon...
	Conversely, despite the district’s location on the coast, Teignbridge has no employees in the marine technologies sector.  Compared to the South West and Devon, Teignbridge is particularly under represented in the ICT and Creative Industries priority ...
	It should be noted that this data does not pick up those people who are self employed. Levels of self-employment are likely to be high in the Food and Drink, Creative Industries and Tourism sectors.  There is no standard way estimating self-employment...
	Employment Change
	Employment in Teignbridge grew by 6% between 2003 and 2007 (see Figure 3.6).  This growth is more than would be expected given the national and regional norm, which grew by less (4% and 3% respectively) over this recent period.  Figure 3.7 compares th...
	/
	Job Density
	To assess the balance of local jobs and working age residents, a job density is calculated.   An equal number would result in an index of 1, and is likely to suggest a good balance of local jobs and local workers.  But it is important to note that thi...
	Exeter has a high job density with 1.18 jobs per working age resident. The districts of South Hams, East Devon and Torbay have just less than one job available per working age resident. Comparatively, Teignbridge has a poor job density of 0.68 jobs av...

	Teignbridge Resident Profile
	This next section profiles the Teignbridge population in terms of workforce capacity by providing an overview of economic activity rates, qualifications and occupations. And it looks at resident well being in terms of levels of unemployment, earnings ...
	Population
	There are approximately 126,800 residents in TeignbridgeP16F P. When compared to the South West and nationally, Teignbridge’s population structure (Table 3.6) has a greater proportion of residents aged over 65, and fewer of working age.
	Between 1987 and 2007 population growth in Teignbridge (17.4%) was significantly higher than the South West (11.4%) and nationally (7.4%) (see Figure 3.9).  Much of this growth has been in the over 65 age groups reflecting Teignbridge’s popularity as ...
	/
	Economic Activity
	Economic activity rates among the 78,600 Teignbridge working age residents (87%) are relatively high compared to both the regional (81%) and national averages (78%) (see Figure 3.10).  This suggests an active labour supply of working age residents, an...
	/

	Qualifications and Occupations
	Figure 3.11 shows working age residents in Teignbridge to have a similar South West and the national qualification profile.  This includes a:
	Therefore a large proportion of the residents are suited to higher skilled jobs, which is reflected in the high proportion of Teignbridge residents in the higher skilled managerial and professional occupations shown in Figure 3.12. Yet given the earli...
	Figure 3.12 also shows a high proportion of residents working in the sales and customer service industries.  With the type of employment found in the district, it is expected that many of these workers will be working locally, matching the lower value...
	Residents’ Earnings
	Residents in Teignbridge earn an average of £435 per week. This is approximately 10% less than the national average and 4% less than residents across the region.
	Figure 3.13 shows a marked difference between the resident and workplace earnings in Teignbridge. Again, it is inferable that higher earning Teignbridge residents are more likely to be working outside of the district.
	Unemployment
	In order to accurately compare Teignbridge’s unemployment rate with the benchmark areas it has been necessary to consider the districts separately rather than in HMAs (Table 3.7). In 2008 the unemployment rate in Teignbridge was a very low 2.4%. This ...
	The data source providing this evidence is sample based and can be subject to significant margins of error, which may incorrectly suggest the level of low unemployment found in Teignbridge.  Figure 3.14 therefore compares the relative position based o...
	Figure 3.14 also demonstrates the effect that the current recession has had on unemployment nationally, and that the evident rise has filtered down to the local level in a similar manner.
	/
	Deprivation
	To gauge how well off or disadvantaged residents are in terms of well-being, Table 3.8 displays the relative performance of Teignbridge and the benchmark local authority districts using the Index of Multiple Deprivation score for 2007.  Where 1 is the...
	But the average for Teignbridge district masks two small pockets of relative deprivation.  Figure 3.15 displays the distribution of deprivation within Teignbridge, and where two neighbourhoods (defined as Lower Super Output AreasP17F P (SOAs) in the 2...
	/

	Travel to Work
	An analysis of travel to work flows for Teignbridge and its individual settlements has been undertaken to highlight the underlying patterns behind current district commuting trends and to assess levels of self-containment. This analysis helps to highl...
	Analysis of 2001 Census travel flows, shown in Figure 3.16 reveals that Teignbridge contained 52,245 working residents and some two thirds of these residents were working in the district.  This is a 65% resident self-containment rate.  Teignbridge als...
	The balance of Teignbridge resident workers to the number of workplaces gives a net out-commute of nearly 18,000 residents; a third of the total Teignbridge workforce.  Approximately 98% of residents who commuted outside travelled to locations within...
	In contrast, approximately 43,900 people travelled to work in Teignbridge or worked from home in Teignbridge.  Some 22% of workers travelled from outside Teignbridge, mainly from Torbay (46.5%), EHOD (26.8%) and Plymouth HMA (21.4%).
	/Source: Census 2001
	Table 3.11 shows that private transport usage and average distance travelled to work in Teignbridge are marginally higher than regional and national averages. This trend is more common in rural areas.

	Teignbridge Settlements’ Profile and Sustainability
	Analysis of travel to work patterns for the main settlements in Teignbridge have been assessed to identify how well smaller areas are performing in terms of prosperity from containing resident workers in the settlement, and environmental sustainabilit...
	The settlement boundaries have been determined using TDC’s ward definitions, and are illustrated in Figure 3.17.
	Figure 3.17 Teignbridge Main Settlement Boundaries
	/
	When undertaking full sustainability appraisals for individual settlements, it is recommended that local authorities adopt the ‘Sustainable Rural Communities Tool Kit’P19F P. This Tool Kit has been used in part in this study to analyse Teignbridge set...
	Table 3.12 identifies each settlements relative scale in terms of the number of working age residents and jobs, along with its relative diversity of jobs. Tables 3.12 and 3.13, compare and rank (from 1 to 8) various indicators to broadly determine the...
	Tables 3.12, 3.13 and 3.14 summarises the results of the Travel to Work analysis and sustainability assessments for each of the main Teignbridge settlements.
	Table 3.12  Employment Structure – Teignbridge Settlements
	Table 3.13 Teignbridge Settlements TTWA analysis
	NB: Job density only covers employees. Should self-employment be included then this figure would be higher.
	Table 3.14 Relative Sustainability Ranking of Teignbridge Settlements
	Newton Abbot
	Newton Abbot is the largest town in Teignbridge, and its settlement area covers the wider urban areas of Kingsteignton and Kingskerswell.  Newton Abbot is defined in the draft RSS (Proposed Changes) as an SSCT.
	It is an important employment centre, providing jobs for 16,853 people, at a job to working age resident density of 0.7.  But the percentage of workers who live and work in Newton Abbot is less than expected at 55%.
	Approximately 8,445 people travel into Newton Abbot to work from other areas.  A large number of workers in Newton Abbot travel from Torbay HMA (3,051), Plymouth HMA (839) and EHOD (600). The town is also an important employment centre for residents o...
	A similar number of Newton Abbot residents (8,352) travel to other areas to work – the net in-flow is just 93 overall. The main destinations are Torbay HMA (2,765), EHOD HMA (1,734) and Plymouth HMA (981). The main Teignbridge workplace destinations f...
	Newton Abbot currently has relatively good self-containment level in comparison to the other settlements. It is also provides jobs for residents of Teignmouth, in particular, which has poor self-containment levels but good public transport links with ...
	None of this is surprising given its size and current function as the district centre.  The town, as a now proposed SSCT, will be the focus of much of the district’s growth to 2026, so it is important that an adequate employment land provision is prov...
	Teignmouth
	Teignmouth is a coastal town with a train station.  It is the second largest settlement in Teignbridge after Newton Abbot, and has a working age population of 8,067.  It has 3,347 workplaces, giving a very low working age resident to job density of 0.4.
	The town provides employment for 2,576 residents and just 1,328 jobs for people living elsewhere. It has a self-containment rate of 45%. Overall it has a net outflow of 1,800 workers.  Census travel to work flows shows the main employment destinations...
	Although Teignmouth has a poor self-containment rate, it scores reasonably well in the sustainability assessment for residents travelling the short distance to Newton Abbot to work. Furthermore, commuters are more likely to travel by train to work in ...
	A particular underperformance in Teignmouth is that it has the highest unemployment of all settlements, as identified by the residents claiming JSA in Figure 3.14.  And one of its three wards (Teignmouth West) is ranked within the 20% most deprived wa...
	Dawlish
	Dawlish is a coastal town with a train station.  It has a working age population of 7,183 people and a working age resident to job density of 0.5.
	The town has a self-containment rate of 50.8%, providing work for 2,531 residents. In addition, 1,302 people travel into Dawlish to work. The majority of these people are residents of EHOD HMA (1,062), Newton Abbot (336), Teignmouth (267) and Torbay H...
	A total of 2,456 residents of Dawlish travel to other areas for work, representing a net outflow of 1,154 workers. The main destinations for workers are Teignmouth (373), the area of Teignbridge outside the main settlements (250), EHOD HMA (182) and N...
	The employment structure is dominated by ‘distribution, hotels and catering’, principally in tourism related sectors, and the ‘public sector’ which together make up 73% of employment. So while the town scores well for self-containment, its employment ...
	Edge of Exeter
	The Edge of Exeter area is represented by the Kenn Valley ward and is very close to the County City of Exeter.  Most residents are living in the small town of Exminster.  To the north of Exminster, with the Edge of Exeter area, is one of many areas id...
	This area has a working age population of 3,697. It has a relatively high job density of 0.7 but high gross flows of out commuting (2,196) and in commuting (1,209).  A relatively high proportion of out commuting residents use private transport to trav...
	Chudleigh
	Chudleigh is a settlement close to the A38.  It has the lowest job density at 0.3 and the worst self containment rate (30.1%) of the Teignbridge settlements.  However, the data does not show that one of the district’s largest employment areas (Heathfi...
	The town experiences a net out flow of workers of 1,350. The majority travel to EHOD HMA (540), Newton Abbot (375) and Bovey Tracey (203).
	On average Chudleigh workers travel shorter distances (9.7 km) than other Teignbridge settlements, and despite not having a train station its resident workers are relatively low users of private transport because of good public transport links between...
	Overall, the low job density and poor self containment rate give Chudleigh a poor relative score in the sustainability assessment.
	Bovey Tracey
	Bovey Tracey is an important employment hub in Teignbridge because of the location of the district’s largest employment estate at Heathfield. This industrial estate has proved to be a popular business location for distribution, industrial and service ...
	The town has a working age population of 4,325 and a healthy job density of 1.1. The town attracts 2,983 workers from other areas, whilst just 1,791 residents travel elsewhere to work. This represents a net inflow of workers of 1,192 overall.
	Bovey Tracey attracts workers from a large area, particularly from Newton Abbot (453) and EHOD HMA (420).  And working residents mainly travel out to Newton Abbot (877), Torbay HMA (463) and the rest of Teignbridge (353).
	Bovey Tracey is the second least sustainable of the Teignbridge settlements. This is surprising given the number of jobs provided at Heathfield. However, it is clear that Heathfield does not provide the types of jobs that residents of the town require...
	Ashburton and Buckfastleigh
	Ashburton and Buckfastleigh are separate towns located in Dartmoor National Park.  They are located within the same ward and because of data availabilities have to be assessed as one area.  The towns have a working age population of 4,788 and a workin...
	The self-containment rate for this settlement is 49%. A total of 1,700 residents travel elsewhere to work. With the location and easy access to the A38, it is not surprising that more residents travel to Plymouth HMA (653) to work than in other settle...
	A total of 1,235 people travel into Ashburton and Buckfastleigh to work (this represents a net flow of -465). The main origins of workers travelling into the towns are Plymouth HMA (333) and Newton Abbot (207).
	Moretonhampstead
	Moretonhampstead is the smallest and most isolated of the Teignbridge settlements. It is located in the Dartmoor National Park area and has a job density of 0.5 and self-containment of 57% of working residents. This suggests that there are high levels...
	The town experiences a net flow of commuters of -231. The main destinations for Moretonhampstead workers are EHOD HMA (110), Plymouth HMA (107), Bovey Tracey (83) and Newton Abbot (61).
	Moretonhampstead scores relatively well in the sustainability assessment.  As suggested already, due to its rural situation, there are high levels of home working.

	Summary
	The Teignbridge economy has to some extent been shaped by its outstanding environment which makes it an attractive place to live and visit, and by its location, between Exeter, Torbay and Plymouth.
	Economic Competitiveness
	The competitiveness of the Teignbridge economy compares less well to the local, regional and national (district level) norms.  With just 68 jobs for every 100 working-age residents, there are few jobs to working age residents in Teignbridge.  This par...
	But for the Teignbridge economy, this raises questions about its self-sufficiency.  It also reflects poorly on district prosperity and its role as an employment centre.  In particular, resident workers have to travel further to access a choice of jobs...
	Most of Teignbridge’s well represented and growing sectors are relatively low value in output, with relatively fewer jobs in higher value growth sectors like IT, R&D and business activities, and knowledge based sectors.  The government and SWRDA stron...
	The Teignbridge economy is better represented in local consumer-led services such as retail, and also tourism.  But these sectors tend to be low in value, have a lower demand from skilled workers and low demand for business space.  Their growth potent...
	Some 36% of all current jobs in Teignbridge are likely to be accommodated in B-space uses.  Compared to benchmark areas, Teignbridge has a similar proportion of jobs accommodated in B2 (largely manufacturing) premises, and comparatively more in B8 (st...
	Resident Well Being
	By regional and national standards, resident are doing okay.  There is a high economic activity among the relatively small working age population, and low to average levels of unemployment.  This indicates that residents who are willing to work have n...
	Skill levels among residents are relatively high.   And by national standards, the district does not suffer relative deprivation.
	However, unemployment has been worsening over the past 12 months, in line with the downturn in the national and regional economy.  But more worryingly, unemployment in Teignbridge has been increasing faster than comparator benchmark areas.
	Sustainability within Teignbridge Settlements
	Analysis at an individual settlement level reveals similar problems of under-provision of workplaces.  The smaller local centres of Bovey Tracey, Ashburton and Buckfastleigh, and Chudleigh rank as the least sustainable settlements in terms of employme...
	Newton Abbot is the largest employment centre in the district, providing work for over 19,000 people, but it too experiences a high levels of out-commuting, mostly to Exeter.  Residents of Teignmouth, the second largest settlement, are reliant on empl...


	Teignbridge Property Market Report
	Introduction
	This Chapter provides an overview of the Teignbridge commercial property market focussing specifically on:
	The market analysis in the chapter by definition is relatively short term and historic trends have been affected by the recession since the middle of 2008. The analysis complements the long term demand side analysis in Chapter 5, which looks ahead to ...
	We separate the industrial/warehousing market profile from offices, which we look at in turn.

	Existing Employment Land and Premises
	As part of this study a review of all the existing employment sites within the Teignbridge Local Plan and Dartmoor National Park Area has been undertaken. This review has been supported by a survey of sites and premises undertaken by Aaron Fox in 2008...
	In summary, all the existing sites were found to be fit for purpose, either as strategic sites, as is the case for Heathfield and Brunel, or for serving local business needs. However, the quality of premises across the estates varies considerably. The...

	Industrial and Distribution Market
	Background, Market Geography and Competing Locations
	A 2009 survey of Teignbridge employment estatesP21F P by Aaron Fox confirms that the total quantity of accommodation, outside the Dartmoor National Park (DNP), is just less than 412,000 sq m. Of this total, the amount of industrial and distribution fl...
	The most recent figures for the National Park show a total business space stock of 61,800 sq m. A breakdown of the split of B1/B2/B8 space within the National Park is unavailable. However, it is anticipated that the majority of floorspace will be with...
	Adding the floorspace within the Teignbridge industrial estates (non DNP estates) and the estimated space for business space within DNP provides a total for the district of approximately 474,000 sq m of floorspace (or 5.1 million sq ft). By comparison...
	The 2009 survey data show in Table 4.1 that some 708 of existing units on the employment estates were less than 1,000 sq m, accounting for around two-thirds of the properties.  The remaining 85 properties were above 1,000 sq m, including nine above 5,...
	Table 4.1 Teignbridge Employment Estates (outside DNP) – Breakdown of Unit Sizes
	The main employment areas are located on the edge of Newton Abbot town centre or bordering the A38.  Heathfield, which is located next to the A38 close to Bovey Tracey, is the largest estate in the district. Its logistical advantages have proved attra...
	Brunel Industrial Estate is Newton Abbot’s largest concentration of business space and comprises a range of B Class uses and within that is a strong presence of larger units, examples being those occupied by David & Charles (5,295 sq m), AGS (5,356 sq...
	Many of the employment concentrations within the Dartmoor National Park are small unit schemes that serve the local population or niche manufacturing companies.  Exceptions are mainly found alongside the A38, including Linhay Business Park and the lar...
	In terms of competing locations, Plymouth has a very large labour supply especially for lower cost employment and attracts a large manufacturing element. Exeter has a historic trade / quasi retail presence and this is a big draw for occupiers wanting ...
	Recent Market Trends
	In the first half of this decade the majority of demand in Teignbridge was for small units of less than 200 sq m. During the last two years, however, there has been a dramatic decline in the volume of small unit take up. However, there is still a stea...
	In terms of the sector activity in recent years, there has been a consolidation within the manufacturing sector. During the period from 1999 to 2006 there was also a noticeable increase in the amount of trade counter activity and lettings at Olympus B...
	The majority of unit and land take up has historically been from indigenous businesses. However, more recently a number of UK distribution companies have expanded their UK network coverage by taking up space in the district. For example, Warburtons (b...
	Most of the inward investors conducting distribution activities target locations like Heathfield and other sites along the A38 corridor due to more favourable logistical reasons.  It is assumed that inward investors to the Dartmoor National Park area ...
	Take Up
	Analysis of 1999 to 2009 property market data held by King Sturge indicates that between 10,000 sq m and 20,000 sq m of employment floorspace is transacted every year. This is predominately for industrial/warehousing space uses, covering 8,500 sq m to...
	There has been a considerable tail off in the take up in the last two years, which is largely due to the macro economy. Agents and occupiers in the market have also stated that this tail off is a reflection of a shortage of suitable existing buildings...
	As a result of the national and local downturn in market demand, there have been very few new developments within the last two years. These include the development of a small scheme of business units at Jetty Marsh Road, Newton Abbot. Previously, Olym...
	There is general consensus that the demand for small units of less than 200 sq m will return but whilst the UK is in recession it is likely to be the more established and larger manufacturing and distribution companies who will be looking to take spac...
	There is also healthy demand from occupiers looking to purchase sites of between 1 and 2 acres for their own use. The majority of demand for existing buildings is for functional properties with a suitable site density to allow for staff car parking, e...
	There appears to be a stalemate in the industrial and office market at the moment whereby occupiers are staying put and not consolidating or upsizing. This has reduced the number of occupiers in the market, although we are aware that agents are always...
	Available Space
	The recent employment estates survey, carried out in 2009P22F P gave a vacancy level of 19,259 sq m of all space.  But this figure does not include the Dartmoor National Park area, nor does it include town centre offices.
	By dividing the employment estates survey total floorspace figures by the vacancy levels it is estimated that the current vacancy rate is 4.7%. This is higher than the vacancy rates recorded across Torbay (4.5%) and Exeter (2.2%), but less than Plymou...
	Table 4.2 provides a breakdown of vacant unit sizes across Teignbridge (excluding DNP). Agents consider that the shortage of medium sized or larger vacant buildings (i.e. those over 1,000 sq m) is a particular problem because of the larger occupiers n...
	Table 4.2  Vacant Premises in Teignbridge (excluding DNP)
	As commented earlier, take up has been constrained by a lack of supply over the last five years, which we come to look at in more detail in Chapter 6.  Using the 2000 to 2006 average of 15,000 sq m floorspace take up per annum in Teignbridge (excludin...
	Although this is a guide as to the amount of stock in the market it purely represents a quantitative basis.  Exploring whether the existing supply in the market is suitable to meet modern requirements, using Table 4.2, shows an oversupply of small uni...
	There is also a scarcity of development land that these occupiers could either develop themselves or team up with a developer to satisfy their occupational requirements.
	There is an increasing requirement from occupiers to look at more sustainable buildings although at this stage in the economic cycle, occupiers are looking for functionality and value for money rather than adopting an ‘at any cost’ approach. The main ...
	These requirements are not overly specialised but require modern standards of building and density. But there remains a scarcity of development sites that could accommodate these requirements and are deliverable within a time frame of 12 to 18 months....
	The current climate and reluctance of funders to back development such schemes has prevented further space coming forward on a speculative basis.  It should also be noted that there is a limited supply of available development land, which can be devel...
	Currently there are very few schemes under construction. There is though activity close to the Linhay Business Park in Ashburton, where developers have started putting the infrastructure in to open up a development site, which has permission for 6,500...
	Rental Values
	Headline rents have remained relatively static in the last 5 years, although the volume of evidence to prove that point is vastly reduced. Prime rental levels on smaller units are still in the region of £65 per sq m per annum and freehold values are a...
	At the smaller end of the market, rentals are parallel to those in Exeter and above those being achieved in Torbay and Plymouth. Exeter has had higher rentals on larger premises than Teignbridge but this has been more to do with the need to be close t...
	Current level of rents, void periods and yields make development in Teignbridge financially unviable at present. The only development likely to occur at the moment is either where there is no suitable second hand building available or where the develo...

	Office Space
	Background, Market Geography and Competing Locations
	The 2009 survey of employment estates did not analyse the total extent of existing office accommodation since it excludes town centre or non-employment estate locations (i.e. Devon Square, Sherborne House or upper floor offices above retail units). Th...
	Of the VOA figure, a high proportion of the total is contained within larger premises. Examples of larger B1 premises in Teignbridge are listed in Table 4.3.
	The eight buildings identified in Table 4.3 comprise 19,082 sq m of floorspace. It is important to note that all but two of these premises (Linhay House and Homeside House) are occupied by public sector organisations.
	Table 4.3: Larger B1 Premises
	The 2009 survey calculated the amount of floorspace of offices on the employment estates to be 25,351 sq m. Deducting this from the VOA figures, gives an estimated total of 53,649 sq m of offices outside of the employment estates, within the DNP or sp...
	In floorspace terms, pure B1(a) space within employment estates represents just 6.15% of the total figure and that includes Forde House. In the Teignbridge area (excluding the DNP), offices are estimated to represent 17% of all employment built space.
	Of the total B1(a) stock in the district, it is estimated that 50% is in Newton Abbot.  Newton Abbot’s office stock is split between traditional in-town locations such as Devon Square and Queen Street and out-of-town locations such as Collett Way, Bru...
	Exeter is a major sub-regional centre and has become a strong administrative, local government, financial and professional centre and therefore is a preferred location for offices serving the EHOD area. Southernhay in central Exeter and the out-of-tow...
	Recent Market Trends
	The little recent demand for B1 has been from the public sector who generally require grade A space. The lack of supply of this product has led to new–build activity at Collett Way, Brunel and Decoy.
	There has been a noticeable addition of available office space coming from the release of surplus accommodation within larger manufacturing buildings. The supply at AGS and Westomatic, both in Newton Abbot, are examples. This trend will continue with ...
	In the past, there have been office requirements for the area’s biggest local accountant (Francis Clark) and biggest legal practice (Kitson Hutchings) and it is King Sturge’s view that the lack of development opportunities in Newton Abbot assisted the...
	Available Space
	In general, there is a lack of newly built or modern suites / buildings in Teignbridge, with only two sites left at Collett Way, Brunel that could suit new office development. One of these is a smaller site (0.20 ha) owned by a local investor and the ...
	Including the available space within the employment estates, the total supply of offices in Teignbridge (inc. DNP) is estimated at 5,516 sq m. The largest vacant office building/suite is 1,176 sq m, which is surplus accommodation with Westomatic’s fac...
	A high proportion of the available space in the district is second-hand, poor in overall appeal and would not be regarded as prime.
	King Sturge’s monitoring information has identified no speculative office development in the past 10 years. This is considered to be due to the lack of demand, reducing the viability for constructing prime office space.
	Take Up
	In comparison with the industrial / distribution market, the quantum of office transactions is far smaller. Further factors determining the annual take up in recent years have been worsening market conditions, competition from Exeter and lack of suita...
	In the first half of this decade, there were notable new-build developments at Collett Way, Brunel, for occupiers Millwood Homes (481 sq m) and Teign Housing (1,414 sq m). Millwood Homes are owner occupiers and Teign Housing are tenants on a 20 year l...
	In paragraph 4.39 above, it was identified that a high proportion of the larger buildings are occupied by the public sector and this demand profile continues.  An example is the recent pre-let to Devon Primary Care Trust of Estuary House on Collett Wa...
	It should be appreciated that public sector organisations have taken up the majority of new build space in the district.  Private sector occupiers are less interested in sharing employment space, preferring either town centre or dedicated office busin...
	Rental Values
	Estuary House, as mentioned in Paragraph 4.53, has been let off a headline rental of £148 per sq m per annum on a leasehold basis. Secondary offices generally let for between £70 and £100 per sq m depending on specification and car parking provision. ...

	Viability of New Build Developments
	To make industrial developments viable, agents expect rents at £7.00 per sq ft and yields at a minimum of 7.5%.  For office development, rentals need to be at £12.75 per sq ft and yields at a minimum of 7.5%.  But this also depends on the cost in inst...
	Much of the development land in the Teignbridge area has been held for some time by the same investor developers and therefore land values are not inflated.  There have been few instances where industrial or office development has not occurred because...
	There is another important consideration to take on board when it comes to new build activity. This is the fact that the cost of the land and construction plus associated fees on medium and larger scale developments is often in excess of resultant mar...

	Inward Investments Opportunities
	Teignbridge is attractive to property developers and investors on the basis that headline rents have been steady and it has good accessibility to a wide geographical area.  As with many sub regional areas the development of commercial premises tends t...
	In Torbay and South Hams there is an undersupply of small office and industrial units whereas at present there seems to be an oversupply of smaller industrial units in the Teignbridge area.  Teignbridge has historically had more stock in this size ran...
	Heathfield has the opportunity to attract Exeter medium to larger sized requirements for distribution or manufacturing space.  Likewise the Newton Abbot area has the opportunity to accommodate some of the unsatisfied Torbay smaller unit requirements. ...

	Summary
	The Teignbridge property market is extensive, with a large stock of industrial/warehousing uses.  However, the office stock is relatively small.
	In general, B-space within the district is in demand, which is reflected by low vacancy rates of 4% to 7%.  This may result in less than optimal pricing since the frictional supply of vacant space in built premises is estimated to be around 5% to 10%,...
	More recently, a significant amount of poorer quality, smaller space has come on to the market from a number of recent business failures, which has lead to an oversupply of small industrial units below 300 sq m.  There is also a considerable quantum o...
	It is evident from agents that occupier demand is low, fuelled by the macro economy and current lending policies of the banks and funding institutions. And in these current economic conditions, occupiers and investors are more ‘particular’ in terms of...
	Within the district, the office market is smaller in existing stock and activity than the industrial / distribution market.  It is felt that there is a suitable supply of smaller office suites relative to local demand. In terms of larger office demand...


	FUTURE REQUIREMENTS
	Introduction
	This chapter looks at the future requirements for B-space (i.e. industrial/warehousing and office space) in Teignbridge district to 2031.  Following an accepted method (see Appendix 2), in this study we use future employment as a proxy, or indirect me...
	Our starting point is the Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) for the South West in its latest version, which is the Secretary of State’s Proposed Changes (July 2008).  At this stage, we assume that the adopted version of the RSS will be identical to the ...
	In addition to the RSS Base Case, alternative forecasts are used to provide a range of requirements within which to plan for space.  This is important since all forecasts and projections are uncertain, and planned housing growth targets are still to b...
	This chapter also estimates the requirements for space at individual settlements within the district.  This is to help inform a spatial allocation of B-space within the district to 2031.
	Chapters 2 and 3 highlighted that improving self-containment should be an important objective for future employment land allocations.  Therefore the employment scenarios likely impacts on self-containment are also considered. However, it is difficult ...
	Before looking in detail at a range of requirements and a spatial allocation, we start by describing and testing the RSS Base Case position for land requirements in Teignbridge.

	Demand for Employment Space, 2006-2026
	RSS Requirement, 2006-2026
	Chapter 4 of the RSS (Proposed Changes) contains sub-regional policies for each Housing Market Area (HMA), which includes a 20-year target for employment change and employment land provision. These targets are based on the objective that the region’s ...
	The economic forecasters, Cambridge Econometrics, translated this regional output target into employment change by activity sector, broken down geographically by Travel-to-Work Area (TTWA) and by Housing Market Area (HMAs). DTZ Consulting and Research...
	Based on these analyses, Policy HMA4 of the Proposed Changes advises that provision be made for about 40,600 net new jobs in the Exeter HMA, which comprises the districts of Exeter, East Devon and Mid Devon as well as Teignbridge. In the Newton Abbot ...
	Though the policy does not say so, the 35 ha strategic employment land provision requirement for the Newton Abbot TTWA was informed by Devon County Council (DCC) in their submission to the South West Regional Assembly (SWRA) in 2005/06.  SWRA view the...
	Policy HMA4 also provides housing targets for the plan period 2006-26, showing growth of ‘at least’ 55,400 new homes in the Exeter HMA, of which 15,900 are to be in Teignbridge District and 8,000 in the Newton Abbot SSCT.
	As we have seen, Policy HMA4 aims for increased self-containment – a better balance between jobs and resident workers – in the Newton Abbot SSCT. This reflects a key objective of the RSS in general - that jobs and workers, and hence jobs and homes, sh...
	The problem with these geographies is illustrated in the Map 5.1 below. The TTWA targets in the RSS, like the underlying Cambridge Econometrics forecasts, relate to 1991 TTWAs (so called because their definition was based on the 1991 Census), whose bo...
	A further problem with TTWAs is that they shift over time. National Statistics has now replaced the 1991 TTWAs used in the RSS with 2001 TTWAs, which are based on the 2001 Census. In this new geography, Newton Abbot no longer has its own TTWA; most of...
	/
	To expand on the RSS’s economic targets, SWRA in 2008 commissioned Roger Tym & Partners (RTP) to draft additional strategic guidance on employment land. As part of this exercise, Cambridge Econometrics produced a new geographical breakdown of the fore...
	‘Given that the RSS has yet to be finalised, the study report should be seen as technical support rather than formal supplementary guidance to the RSS. It was drafted ahead of the publication of the Proposed Changes… Discussions will be taking place w...
	The Cambridge Econometrics forecasts informing the RSS (in the scenario based on output growth of 3.2% pa) show a net growth of 9,900 jobs in Teignbridge district between 2006 and 2026 (see Appendix 1).  These jobs were then mapped into B-space sector...
	RSS Employment land Requirements in Newton Abbot SSCT

	The estimated land required for Teignbridge district is only about a third of the RSS’s estimate for the former Newton Abbot TTWA, although as noted earlier the forecast growth in total employment is greater in the district than the TTWA.
	We have been unable to source the technical working papers underpinning the RSS requirements for Newton Abbot SSCT, but we understand the estimate was derived by DCC following a similar approach used for the Structure Plan calculation for employment l...
	The discrepancy in land requirements predicted under a growth of 6,500 jobs in Newton Abbot SSCT between 2006 and 2026 is explained by looking at the differences in assumptions used for calculating the requirements by RTP and DCC.  The approach used f...
	The RTP approach is similar, but:
	The main difference between the two estimations is the land need density of 50 workers per hectare used in calculating the 35 hectares for Newton Abbot SSCT, which on a 40% plot ratio gives an employment density of 80 sq m.  This is a density normally...
	While DCC also considered past take up rates these are likely to overestimate future levels because the bases for the extrapolation cover a period of high growth, which economic forecasts consider unlikely to continue.  But another more significant pr...
	It is also likely that the 35 hectares is a gross land requirement; that is, as well as land to accommodate net employment growth, it includes land to replace existing employment space which may be lost over the period as some buildings become obsolet...

	Teignbridge District Employment Forecast Scenarios
	RSS Employment Requirement, 2006-2031
	The purpose of this study is to identify requirements to 2031, which is in line with the planning period to be covered by the Teignbridge LDF.  The RSS requirements forecast 9,900 jobs in Teignbridge district from 2006 to 2026, shown in Table 5.1.  Th...
	Using the employment sector forecasts, in Table 5.1 we translate jobs into demand for employment space based on the sector-to-space mapping described in Appendix 2.  This projects an employment requirement for some 65,800 sq m B-class floorspace for t...
	Table 5.1  Teignbridge District Employment Change, 2006 to 2031
	Table 5.2  Teignbridge District B-space Requirements, 2006 to 2031
	As noted in Chapter 2, the RSS supports a better balance between the location of jobs and housing. To test how far the RSS forecasts would impact on this, a labour market balance sheet assessmentP27F P is used.  This estimates the potential changes in...
	As the results shown in Table 5.3 suggest, the RSS (Proposed Changes) would reduce net out-commuting in Teignbridge district by nearly 6,000; taking it down from 16,100 in 2006 to 10,300 in 2031.  This is because the RSS (Proposed Changes) projects si...
	Table 5.3  Teignbridge District (RSS Proposed Changes) Labour Market Balance Summary
	Recessionary and Housing-led Scenarios
	The RSS guide employment growth figures are pre-recessionary forecasts, and since the advent of the credit crunch and the following economic downturn, forecasting houses have been revising their standard output and employment forecasts.
	SWRDA recently looked at the impact of the recession on the regional economy through a recession scenario developed by ExperianP29F P.  This took account of recent short-term demand-side trends, which include sharp declines in private consumption serv...
	In providing a forecasting range that gives an indication of the impact of the recession on Teignbridge, this study looks at Experian’s latest local economic forecasts.  To allow for changes reflecting the RSS housing growth targets, these forecasts w...
	Lower End (RSS Panel Report) Housing Growth Scenario

	The lower end scenario is the RSS Panel Report recommendations that there would be 10,400 additional homes in the Teignbridge Plan Area (12,900 to 2031), including 5,500 (6,900 to 2031) within the Newton Abbot SSCT.
	Under this scenario there is a very small reduction in the number of Teignbridge jobs over to 2031.  This applies more so across the B-Space sectors, which fall by nearly 1,300 jobs, as shown in Table 5.4.  This occurs mostly in the next five years, p...
	This employment change impact on B-space requirements in Teignbridge, shown in Table 5.5, results in some existing space becoming redundant.
	Table 5.4  Teignbridge District Employment Change based on RSS Panel Report Housing Targets, 2006 to 2031
	Table 5.5  Teignbridge District B-space Requirements based on RSS Panel Report Housing Targets, 2006 to 2031
	A main reason for this drop in jobs is a projected ageing population, with decreases in the number of working age (16 to 65 age group) expected. This is shown in Table 5.6, which compares future changes in population, working population and jobs.  Usi...
	Table 5.6  Teignbridge District Labour Market Balance Summary based on RSS Panel Report Housing Targets, 2006 to 2031
	Upper End (RSS Proposed Changes +18%) Housing Growth Scenario

	Following their discussions with the Planning Inspectorate, Teignbridge Council Officers recommended that an upper end scenario be considered based on the National Housing and Planning Advice Unit (NHPAU)P31F P recommended housing target.  This is the...
	Based on Experian’s latest forecasts, this scenario shows an increase in jobs in Teignbridge by 7,400 between 2006 and 2031.  Despite the high housing growth figure, the projected jobs are substantially greater than under the RSS Panel Report housing ...
	Table 5.7 Teignbridge District Employment Change based on RSS Proposed Changes +18% Housing Targets, 2006 to 2031
	The implications for B-space requirements, shown in Table 5.8, would be an additional 44,000 sq m of industrial/warehousing and 7,500 sq m of office space on 2006 levels.  But the current downturn suggests that in the next five years and possibly slig...
	Table 5.8  Teignbridge District B-space Requirements based on
	RSS Proposed Changes +18% Housing Targets, 2006 to 2031
	The stronger employment growth in this scenario reflects the substantial increase in working age population.  This is because the housing numbers serve requirements from significant in-migrating working age residents in addition to new households amon...
	Table 5.9  Teignbridge District Labour Market Balance Summary based on RSS Proposed Changes +18% Housing Targets, 2006 to 2031
	Teignbridge Labour Supply Balance Requirements
	To align with local and regional objectives for a better balance between the location of jobs and housing, a labour supply balance sheet approach is used to project a job figure that reflects zero net-commuting in Teignbridge by 2031.  This objective ...
	Future working residents are derived from the two - lower and upper end - housing targets (as above) to give a range in absence of defined RSS targets, plus a housing target scenario reflecting the current RSS Proposed Changes targets.  Before generat...
	Table 5.10 Teignbridge District Labour Supply Balance Sheet based on Housing Targets, 2006-2031
	The results range from 14,800 additional jobs (30% increase between 2006 to 2031) to generate zero net out-commuting under the RSS Panel Report housing targets, to an ambitious additional 27,600 jobs (56% increase) in the higher end scenario.  The RSS...
	From these employment growth figures the associated B-space jobs are calculated based on their existing share to all jobs (i.e. 36%, as identified in Table 3.2) and the projected share of B-space jobs in line with the Teignbridge RSS (Proposed Changes...
	Table 5.11  Teignbridge District Labour Market Balance B-space Employment, 2026-2031
	Using standard employment densities (see Appendix 2), B-space jobs in Table 5.11 are converted into B-space requirements in Table 5.12. This shows that in Teignbridge there will be a need to plan for a significant net additional change of B-space unde...
	Table 5.12  Teignbridge District Labour Market Balance B-space Requirement based on Housing Targets, 2031
	Summary Forecasts for Teignbridge Employment Space Requirements
	Table 5.13 summarises the RSS (Proposed Changes) guideline requirements for B-space and a range of alternative forecast requirements derived above.
	Requirements are better expressed in terms of floorspace rather than land area because converting jobs into floorspace is more reliable than jobs or floorspace into land area. This is because plot ratios – the relationship between floorspace and land ...
	But since the RSS sets out land rather than floorspace requirements, Table 5.14 converts floorspace requirements into land based on a standard 40% plot ratio.  This is supported by findings in a sample survey covering 13 recently completed units in on...
	Table 5.13  Summary of B-Space Requirements in Teignbridge District, 2006-2031 (Sq M)
	In estimating land requirements to 2031, Table 5.14 shows the forecasts range widely from a loss of nine hectares of employment land under the RSS Panel Report housing target and recessionary forecast, to a very aspirational requirement for 62 hectare...
	Table 5.14 Summary of Net B-Space Requirements in Teignbridge District, 2006-2031 (Ha)
	Based on the analyses above, the RSS (Proposed Changes) is the preferred scenario for setting a strategic requirement for employment land in Teignbridge district, for three main reasons.  Firstly, and most importantly, it supports the district target ...
	However, the last point is important and requires further consideration should the Council progress towards planning for employment to achieve an improved balance of jobs to working residents that goes beyond the RSS (Proposed Changes).  This is discu...

	Increasing Requirements for Better Self-Containment
	As identified within preceding chapters of this review, increasing district self-containment is likely to be a key issue for Teignbridge district.  This stems from Teignbridge’s population having grown significantly over the last 20 years, and having ...
	As noted in Chapter 2, PPS12 (Local Spatial Planning) states that spatial planning plays a critical role in economic growth and regeneration by identifying and delivery of accessible employment opportunities.  The RSS (specifically in Policy ES3) also...
	These factors are setting the challenge of improving self-containment very high.  In absence of local planning document, this challenge is supported in the Teignbridge Corporate Plan, which seeks to attract employers and deliver housing, jobs and comm...
	To allow flexibility for in planning for more self-containment beyond the RSS, the allocation of additional employment land to support this objective will need to increase beyond the RSS (Proposed Changes) base case of 16.5 ha.  Based on the Labour Su...

	Teignbridge Settlements’ Employment Requirements
	In line with national and emerging RSS policy, employment land should be allocated to improve sustainability at settlements across the district. To guide this, Table 5.15 illustrates a re-weighted share of jobs at the main settlements by 2031, which R...
	The shares of future allocations by settlement are shown in Table 5.15.
	By chance, based on these district settlements’ shares, the quantum of net additional land in the Labour Supply Balance approach would closely fit with the RSS requirement that Newton Abbot SSCT should “provide for 35 hectares of employment land”.
	Some flexibility may be applied to these shares since business occupiers are unlikely to just go where you put them, and potentially allocations could constrain business growth. This applies particularly to employment space outside of the main distric...

	Homeworking and Live/Work Units
	Following the brief for this study, the implication of homeworking and live/work on employment land allocations in Teignbridge district has been considered. We look at both in turn.
	Homeworking
	Here we define homeworking as any work carried out by the self-employed and employees working from or at home on a full or part time basis.
	It is recognised that homeworking has become increasingly common, in part supported by data collected in the last two Censuses (1991 and 2001).   Nationally, the proportion of working people working at, or mainly from, home almost doubled between the ...
	The question, then, is whether the Teignbridge’s economic profile suggests that homeworking will grow.  It is worth distinguishing between Teignbridge’s workplace economies (i.e. the jobs physically located within the district), and residence-based ec...
	As seen in Chapters 3 and 4, Teignbridge’s workplace economy is already dominated by larger firms - suggesting that growth in homeworking is likely and therefore not every forecast B-space job will need new space. Teignbridge has a slightly higher rat...
	Therefore based on a brief review of the conditions for homeworking, it may be assumed that growth in homeworking could be a feature of the future Teignbridge economy, but is unlikely to be significant as reflected in figures from the last two censuse...
	The Effects of Homeworking on Space Allocation

	Homeworking’s impact on planning for B-space is reflected in the employment densities used for planning B-space allocations. As noted above, homeworking is most closely associated with office-type employment, notably within specific sectors.
	Clearly, if job densities in office space were rising there would be a fall in requirements for office space development in the LDFs.  However, the view that office employment densities are rising overall is not supported by statistically reliable evi...
	Certainly it is possible that the average office density will increase substantially in the future. But, on the evidence available to date, it would not be right to incorporate such an increase into the above employment space requirement forecasts. In...
	Live/work Space
	The readily available evidence on live/work units the implications on meeting future requirements for employment uses in Teignbridge are briefly considered.  As will be clear from the summary below, there is no conclusive evidence either that there is...
	Live/work space describes a hybrid form of mixed development that combines business and domestic functions within a single self-contained unit.  These forms of developments have largely emerged over the last ten years, reflecting a trend in working fr...
	Information regarding the numbers, size and success of live/work schemes in the UK is diffuse. To tackle this key issue the Live/work Network was launched in October 2003 as the first information service in the UK to support live/work developments and...
	From a strategic perspective, live/work units appeal to delivering more sustainable development in market towns and villages in rural areas, reducing the reliance on commuting.  According to the Live/Work Network this will help sustain local shops and...
	Anecdotally the demand for live/work units is considered not very strong.  Howeworkers will often opt to work from home in a ‘residential’ unit to avoid incurring business rates that may be liable on a live/work unit.  Where there is demand for live/w...
	Live/Work Space Allocations

	The evidence on potential future demand for live/work units in Teignbridge is not suitably informed to conclude whether there is enough demand for this type of workspace to make a difference to the employment land allocations over the period to be cov...
	If the Teignbridge and DNPA LDFs are to include policies to permit live/work development in certain circumstances, the policy should include conditions and restrictions for live/work developments to avoid abuse of the policy in gaining planning applic...
	Currently no national or regional planning guidance on the definition, control, budget or support of live/work spaces is in place; and few local authorities have adopted policies on live /work space. Where there are such policies, they tend to focus h...
	The lack of clear policy guidance regarding live/work units in local plans and LDFs has created a number of practical problems. For example, Hackney Council had a live/work policy contained in the Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG) for the borough ...

	Summary
	The RSS Proposed Changes contains the objective that the region’s total output should grow by 3.2% per annum in 2006-26.  Background research informing the RSS indicatively identifies that there should be a planned 24% increase in employment, or 9,900...
	The RSS (Proposed Changes) specifically identifies about 6,500 net new jobs in the Newton Abbot TTWA, including provision for about 35 hectares of employment land.  Testing these figures in this chapter suggests that the employment land requirement of...
	Over the planning period covering 2006 to 2031, this chapter estimates the Teignbridge district requirement should be for a minimum of 16.5 ha (66,000 sq m) of net-additional B-space, to support the RSS (Proposed Changes) regional growth target of 3.2...
	The majority of B-space jobs growth is expected in offices based sectors, which have a lower requirement for space than traditional industrial/warehousing jobs.  But in moving towards zero out-commuting, the majority of additional B-space will be requ...
	To achieve a better balance of working residents to jobs across the district, Table 5.17 identifies an appropriate share of allocated space among settlements.  To avoid unduly constraining demand and business operations through applying employment sit...
	Table 5.17 Recommend Planned Share of Future Allocations by Teignbridge Settlements
	How much and where employment land is allocated between settlements should not depend only on demand (where business will want to locate) and policy objectives for improving self-containment.  It must take account of the availability and quality of ex...


	B-Space Market Balance and Future Supply
	Introduction
	This chapter reviews the market balance, which relates to future market requirement (i.e. demand) for B-space compared with planned supply.  Planned supply comprises existing allocations and commitments for B-class development or redevelopment, identi...
	The analysis focuses on a 25 year planning horizon, from 2006 to 2031. The market balance review will need to cover the future and identify space to meet requirements over this period.  This is to ensure a suitable potential supply of developable land...
	It is also vitally important that there is enough space immediately available to provide for choice and competition, and provides a margin for natural churn.  This available space must be deliverable; that is a site available now which is fit for empl...
	After considering the future market balance for employment space in Teignbridge, it is important to look at options for correcting any gaps, covered briefly at the end of this chapter.

	Future Requirements
	The previous chapter identified a minimum strategic requirement for 16.5 ha of employment land B-space over the period 2009 to 2031.  This requirement is in line with the RSS (Proposed Changes) employment growth, and is used as the base case for plann...
	Immediate Requirements
	In assessing market balance, a reasonable margin between expected demand and identified supply should be identified for uncertainty and flexibility.  Without this margin, there would be a danger that reductions in space run ahead of reductions in dema...
	To ascertain the amount of deliverable supply needed to avoid constraining growth, immediate requirements covers demand over the next five years, from 2010 to 2015.  This should be long enough to cover the necessary frictional margin of supply to prov...
	The RSS (Proposed Changes) 3.2% GVA pa employment forecasts for Teignbridge identify an employment growth of 2,800 jobs in the five years from 2010 to 2015.  This includes some 500 jobs (330 office jobs and 166 industrial/warehousing jobs) in the B-sp...
	It was noted in Chapter 4 that there is a known shortage of new build opportunities for medium to larger, mainly industrial/warehousing occupiers.  Given the importance of larger businesses to the prosperity of the district, it is important that their...

	Planned Supply of Employment Space
	The planned (or committed) supply of employment space is the land currently identified by the planning system to accommodate change in the B-class land uses. This is the sum of:
	Recent Completions
	Some of the future demand will have been accommodated already through changes in B-space in the district since 2006.  The Teignbridge DC and DNPA monitoring data, summarised in Table 6.1, recorded an 8,300 sq m increase in the Teignbridge district ind...
	This brings the starting base in planning for future supply to the current period, from April 2009.
	Vacant Built Space
	Vacant space is necessary to provide choice in the market place for the market to operate smoothly. As discussed in Chapter 4, the optimal level is around 7.5%.  Where there is vacant space above this mark, then this would constitute surplus vacant su...
	Chapter 4 identified that available built space within the district’s employment estates averaged 4.7%. Owing to lack of information about available industrial/warehousing units outside the main employment estates, this vacancy rate is extrapolated to...
	Based on the figures in Table 6.2, a minimum of 2.5% of all B-space built stock is necessary to achieve an optimal level of available supply, which is nearly 16,000 sq m of B-space in Teignbridge.  This is mostly industrial/ warehousing space.P42F P
	Table 6.2 Teignbridge District Vacant and Surplus Floorspace, 2009
	Allocated Sites
	According to Teignbridge DC monitoring, there are only four unimplemented allocated sites with statutory development plan status.P44F P These total just less than 3.8 ha.
	The four remaining allocations were assessed for suitability for future employment uses to meet requirements based on being:
	As shown in Table 6.3, only one of the four sites totalling 3.76 ha is considered developable.  This site, at Collett Way, Brunel Road on Brunel Employment Estate, is also considered to be deliverable within the next five years, and is in Newton Abbot...
	Sites with Planning Permission
	In line with Government Employment Land Review Guidance, all sites with planning permission above 0.25 ha have been considered in the planned supply calculations.   According to TDC and DNPA records, there are seven extant permissions fitting this cri...
	The permitted supply above 0.25 hectares provides 11.83 ha of developable land. Given their planning status, all permitted sites are considered developable, but only 4.47 ha is considered deliverable within the next five years. No sites with planning ...
	Based on information about each site, the planned supply is converted into floorspace by type of use.  Where floorspace is not provided, a 40% plot ratio standard is used; where no type of use is identified (as is the case in all plan allocations and ...
	Table 6.3  Teignbridge District Allocated Sites
	In summary in Teignbridge at 2009, there is a total outstanding planned supply of 15.6 ha of allocated and permitted land of more than 0.25 ha.  But only 12.4 ha is considered developable and therefore considered a future unconstrained planned supply....
	Based on floorspace estimates, shown in Tables 6.3, 6.4 and summarised in 6.5, the total planned supply offers some 37,400 sq m of B-space, split almost equally between offices and industrial/warehousing uses. Less than half (18,000 sq m) of this spac...
	Table 6.5  Teignbridge District: Developable Outstanding Allocations and Permissions at 2009

	Future Market Balance
	This stage brings the planned supply above together with future requirements identified in Chapter 5, to identify how much over or undersupply of B-space there may be in Teignbridge District to 2031.  Two requirements plus a margin for frictional spac...
	RSS Proposed Changes – Base Case
	Table 6.6 shows the market balance for the base case scenario.  This identifies a potential undersupply in the district of nearly 35,600 sq m between 2009 and 2031.  This is equivalent to some 9 ha of land, split almost equally between offices and ind...
	Table 6.6  Teignbridge District RSS (Proposed Changes) Base Case Requirements and Supply of B-space, 2006 to 2031
	Figure 6.1 charts the undersupply, showing the gap between the planning lifetime total and immediate requirements compared with developable and deliverable supply. This is shown as follows:
	Figure 6.1  Teignbridge District RSS (Proposed Changes) B-space Market Balance, 2009-2031
	/
	Figure 6.1 shows that there is a significant gap between developable land supply and required space for industrial/warehousing and office activities.  Looking at the immediate term, based on the supply assumptions above, there is also a significant sh...
	By 2031, the forecast shortfall in current planned supply of industrial/warehousing space is some 16,800 sq m, which is equivalent to 4.2 ha of land. In office space the forecast supply shortfall is some 18,800 sq m, which is equivalent to 4.7 ha of l...
	More critically, as shown in Figure 6.1, there is an immediate supply shortfall over the next five years of 12,500 sq m of industrial/warehousing space, equivalent to 3.1 ha of land supply. Ideally, the space to cover this shortfall needs to be identi...
	RSS Proposed Changes – Labour Supply Balance
	Table 6.7 shows the market balance for the RSS labour supply balance to achieve zero net out-commuting.  In moving toward this target, this identifies a potential B-space floorspace undersupply in the district of some 173,500 sq m between 2009 and 203...
	Table 6.7  Teignbridge District Labour Supply Balance Requirements and Supply of B-space, 2006 to 2031

	New Allocations by Settlement
	Based on the settlement shares identified in Table 5.15 in Chapter 5, Table 6.8 identifies where new land allocation by type should be identified to meet the shortfall in planned supply.  This is in addition to current planned supply, illustrating bot...
	No allocation is identified outside of the main district settlements, however as noted in paragraph 5.53 and 5.79, some flexibility in employment space elsewhere within the district should be considered where there is demand, so long as this does not ...
	Table 6.8  Recommended New B-space by Settlement in Teignbridge, 2009 to 2031

	Options for New Supply of Employment Space
	In meeting the challenges set by the RSS (Proposed Changes) employment growth, TDC and DNPA will need to identify additional employment land, which must as a minimum meet immediate requirements.  In the absence of new development plan allocations deve...
	Sites with potential to contribute towards meeting longer term requirements may be identified through future employment land reviews and tested through the plan making or development management processes for their suitability in planning terms.
	Potential within Existing Employment Areas
	While the allocated sites which have been around since the 1990s are unlikely to come forward due to difficulties in terms of access, servicing or ground conditions, King Sturge have considered the potential within the district’s main employment areas...
	Of the existing sites, Brunel (Newton Abbot) and Heathfield, are considered to be of strategic performance on the basis that they have a significant quantum of B space and are in areas where there is strong market demand. The remaining sites in the di...
	There has been relatively little unit development within existing estates in recent years. Modern premises include purpose built B1 units on Brunel and the Olympus Business Park development. The success of Olympus in particular shows that modern units...
	When sites have become available within existing employment areas, particularly at Heathfield and Brunel (Newton Abbot), and especially when serviced, they have been developed very quickly. Recent examples include disposals of 0.4 – 0.8 acres sites on...
	Brunel and Heathfield are the major strategic employment estates in Teignbridge. Due to their location on the A380 (Brunel) and the A380 (Heathfield), these estates have proved to be very popular with medium to large scale manufacturing and distributi...
	Other estates in the district range from those with good road frontage that have a strong trade counter presence, to sites that cater for small scale local businesses. The environment on these estates varies considerably.  But there are no existing si...
	SHLAA Sites Suitable for Employment
	A total of 24 sites in the Teignbridge Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) have been assessed for employment potential. These sites were selected by TDC and include existing/connected sites, sites where the landowner has indicated p...
	A total of nine sites have been identified as being suitable for employment across the district and a further four sites are appropriate for delivering employment land as part of a mixed use development. A summary of the sites, including constraints a...
	In Newton Abbot the sites with greatest potential are:
	Other sites in and around Newton Abbot offer potential locations for smaller B2 unit provision, including Wolborough Hospital (010142) and Land North of Whitehall Cross (010145). The Hospital site at East Street (010126) is currently on the market and...
	The Land at Fosterville and Sandygate (010221 and 22) are both deemed to be suitable for employment land for B2 and B8 uses. However, the sites could be expensive to deliver due to topography and access issues.
	In the remainder of the district, there are suitable sites for employment land at Dawlish (Shutterton Lane (020102)) and at Chudleigh (Land at Station Hill (030309)). There are however no sites identified as being suitable for employment land in Teign...
	Sites assessed at Newton Abbot (SHLAA references 010103 Seale Hayne, Newton Abbot / 010110 South of Wolborough Hill, Newton Abbot), Dawlish (SHLAA references 020102 Shutterton Lane, Dawlish) and at the south west of Exeter (SHLAA references 04.01.03 a...
	Potential through Positive Intervention
	Historically, particularly in the 1970s and 1980s, Teignbridge District Council purchased land and used funding sources to open this land up for plot sales for employment use. This was a very successful policy tool at Brunel (Newton Abbot) and Heathfi...
	Despite this, SWRDA may still have a role to play in opening up land which is currently unviable.  This may include a proposed 6 ha development site at Long Lane next to Centrax, which is identified as a strategic priority site in the Devon Employment...
	Another reason for employment land not coming forward is that the majority of employment sites within Teignbridge are in long term owner occupation, bought for pension investments.  Freehold requirements have always been strong, and freehold propertie...
	Regular communication between the local authority and strategic land owners is a first step to identify where certain sites are not being brought forward that would play an important role and where those sites would be of interest to the occupational ...
	There may be simpler opportunities to increase churn within existing floorspace in the district through an economic development role to assist with occupational requirements by working with occupiers and identify relocation solutions.  This may requir...
	Mixed Use Developments

	Introducing higher value uses such as adjoining retail or residential uses through mixed use developments on sites lacking viability for employment uses may be an option.  The higher values achieved can help to cross subsidise and bring employment sit...
	Infrastructure

	In achieving employment growth to improve self-containment, it is not enough to provide more employment space. This is because demand for business space may not necessarily go where planned provision is made.  Demand will depend on a multitude of fact...

	Summary
	Owing to environmental constraints and unavailability, only 0.55 ha of land, in one of the remaining allocated sites, is considered developable and deliverable for employment uses.  A further 12 ha of land is considered to be developable for business ...
	The lack of suitable planned supply to meet the challenges set by the RSS (Proposed Changes) growth targets will mean that Teignbridge District Council and DNPA need to identify additional employment land within the district.  A minimum of 35,600 sq m...
	The evidence in this chapter points towards a priority for correcting the short term undersupply of planned space. Sites should be planned to meet a constant requirement for choice of available development opportunities that will not unduly constrain ...
	In addition to identifying a developable supply to meet future requirements to 2031 planning period, TDC and DNPA should investigate tools and mechanisms that they can use for bringing an adequate employment land supply forward.  This will be necessar...


	CONCLUSIONs and recommendations
	At the end of this report, it is now possible to review and summarise the study findings in relation to the requirements set out in the study brief (these are summarised in Chapter 1).
	Study Findings
	The current state of the economy and property market in Teignbridge district
	To help inform the objectives of employment land policy, it is important to understand how well or badly the local economy is performing, how well or badly off the working residents are, and where there are opportunities for job growth and greater pro...
	In 2007 there were just over 41,100 people employed in Teignbridge in over 5,300 business units. But with just 68 jobs for every 100 working age residents, it is neither very prosperous nor sustainable, with a third of the resident workforce having to...
	The main sectors for local employment are ‘wholesale/retail and distribution’ (22% of employment), ‘public services, administration and defence’ (13.5%), ‘finance and business services’ (12.8%), ‘health and social work’ (12.2%), hotels and catering’ (...
	The Teignbridge economy is relatively diverse, but mostly focused on lower value, service sectors.  Compared with regional and national markets Teignbridge has a relatively low share of jobs within the more knowledge based sectors, which tend to be hi...
	There is a high representation of larger manufacturing employers.  Some, including Centrax and British Ceramic Tiles, are geographically fixed to the district due to local resources and are therefore likely to remain and continue to develop within Tei...
	With improving communication technology, the occurrence of the latter is likely to increase, covering businesses across range of sizes and sectors.   It is therefore important that Teignbridge DC and DNPA plan for a suitable provision of employment sp...
	Teignbridge’s existing B-space provision (employment land and premises) is concentrated within Newton Abbot, Dawlish, Teignmouth and Bovey Tracey. The industrial and distribution sectors dominate the market with office users having a smaller but impor...
	The largest concentration of offices is found in Newton Abbot town centre, serving local demand and services, and on the Brunel Industrial Estate predominantly for the public sector.  Within the Dartmoor National Park there is a small stock of offices...
	With the exception of Dolbeare Meadow, in recent years there has been little new build activity compared with previous years, resulting in a lack of good quality new space.  Prevailing market conditions mean that there is currently limited opportunity...
	The strategic requirements for employment land in Teignbridge, the Newton Abbot SSCT area and smaller settlements
	The RSS (Proposed Changes) aims for a 3.2% per annum increase in regional output in 2006-26.  To support this, it is expected that Teignbridge district should plan for employment increases of 24%, or 9,900 jobs district between 2006 and 2026.
	The RSS specifically identifies about 6,500 net new jobs in the Newton Abbot TTWA, including provision of about 35 hectares of employment land.  However, this study considers that the land expectation for Newton Abbot may be too high. Not least becaus...
	While LDFs are required to be in general conformity with the adopted RSS, the RSS Proposed Changes provision requirement of 35 hectares is a notional target figure for the Newton Abbot TTWA to be tested through local employment land studies; i.e. it i...
	Based on employment change alone, the different approaches generate a wide target range in planning for space.  The latest (recessionary) forecast and a RSS Panel Report housing growth target would result in a loss of some 9 ha of existing employment ...
	The policy orientated labour supply approach, under the RSS Proposed Changes housing growth target, indicated that an additional 43 ha of land beyond current planned supply is required to achieve zero net out-commuting in Teignbridge. But local planni...
	Irrespective of the RSS figure of 35 ha in Newton Abbot SSCT, the RSS (Proposed Changes) jobs figure for Teignbridge district implies the need to plan for 16.5 ha of employment space to support future RSS employment growth targets; or 9 ha after allow...
	In absence of any strongly defined local employment land policy or strategy, later in this chapter it is recommended that employment land should be allocated in line with the RSS job targets.  This is favourable target for Teignbridge district because...
	Relative to the other scenarios, the RSS base case is a realistic and achievable figure, and most suitable because it conforms to emerging RSS policy in addition to making some progress towards improving the balance of working residents to jobs.  A br...
	However, it is also recognised that should local policy act positively to improve self containment beyond RSS job targets, then identifying more employment land allocations than currently planned, up to 43.4 ha may be necessary.  This is the net addit...
	The current supply of employment land for different business uses, and gap in provision by use type and location
	The views of agents working in the market and businesses attending the local stakeholder Employment Land Review workshop suggest there is a scarcity of quality sites which are deliverable and meet with market expectations.  Furthermore, there has been...
	In addition, the paucity of available sites will reduce choice of B-space land in terms of size, location and type of employment sites, and frustrate the expansion of local businesses and/or potentially deter inward investment.   A rigid quantitative ...
	So in meeting the future requirements for growth in line with the RSS (Proposed Changes) base case target, plus correcting the current deficit in available built space to normal market levels, including a margin of space for larger occupiers, there is...
	Providing an appropriate mix of B space land is essential for supporting the continued growth and diversification of the economy, but the provision of employment land and premises to support sustainable growth will be a major challenge.  It is importa...
	Only some 5 ha of planned allocations and permissions are considered to be deliverable for employment uses in the next five years.  To meet the current deficit plus the growth expected over the next five years (2010 to 2015), it is estimated that an a...
	There is very little development land in and around the existing employment estates with which to create natural extensions.  There is also a predominance of unviable redevelopment opportunities elsewhere due to higher yields and lower capital values,...
	How a better balance of jobs to working residents could be supported through planning for employment space
	As commented above, Teignbridge district has a low supply of employment for a district of its size.  This may be a feature of the district’s location between two large economic hubs at Plymouth and Exeter; both are reachable within an hour from all pa...
	Improving levels of self-containment is a priority identified by the RSS, and clearly should be a priority for Teignbridge and for some of its settlements.  This is particularly important given the high housing targets proposed by the RSS (Proposed Ch...
	In implementing these housing and job growth targets in the RSS (Proposed Changes), Newton Abbot will theoretically become a net importer of some 3,000 workers, up from net exporter of 300 working residents. A better balance of working residents to lo...
	While there is scope to improve the balance of working residents to jobs through the above employment land allocations, improving self-containment requires more than just increasing the number of jobs.  It requires jobs for the higher skilled resident...
	Where there is effective demand outside the main settlements (e.g. in rural area), or a different actual demand share between settlements, some flexibility should be applied to these recommended allocations so long as this does not negatively impact o...
	Future allocation of employment space for the Teignbridge Plan Area and Dartmoor National Park Area, and a geographical distribution throughout the district
	The conclusions and the assessments of planned employment sites and existing employment areas have identified that the following Teignbridge Local Plan allocations should be removed from employment uses:
	This would leave Brunel Road, Newton Abbot, as the only remaining planned allocation.  This site has potential for office or industrial/warehousing uses, and therefore should remain allocated for B-space uses in the Teignbridge LDF.
	Based on the planning authority (DNP and TPA) area split identified in Chapter 5, the total net additional employment space allocations in Table 7.1 should be identified.  This table shows the minimum additional land to meet the RSS Base Case (i.e. 3....
	These figures should be additional to the planned supply coming forward through allocations and outstanding permissions at 2009, and should be in addition to replacement space that might come forward on sites with existing employment uses.
	While the RSS base case figures should be considered the minimum planned supply, they must also have a reasonable prospect of being developed within the planning horizon of the LDFs.  This will particularly apply to the higher labour supply recommende...
	It is also difficult to assume when this supply will be ready to accommodate requirements for space. This may depend on any necessary land remediation, new/upgraded infrastructure and eventual build. Therefore we recommend the allocation of a phasing ...
	Within this phased programme it is critically important that an immediate supply of deliverable sites is identified to support employment change based on RSS base case requirementsP47F Pover the next five years, space for the district’s larger employe...
	The deliverable supply must be land with no major physical conditions or infrastructure problems in relation to site potential and sites being actively marketed for employment uses. This is only necessary for industrial/warehousing uses where a shortf...
	A review of the Teignbridge SHLAA shows that there are a number of potential sites that could be allocated for employment in the Teignbridge LDF. The most suitable sites identified, in terms of market attractiveness and deliverability, that could be d...
	Protection of Existing Employment Premises

	Existing employment land and premises make an important contribution and are a valuable resource to the Teignbridge economy.  We therefore recommend that they should be protected where they are in active employment uses. However, the following excepti...
	Should there be losses within existing land in use for the purposes of B-space employment,  then better quality sites and replacement space should be identified that would involve no net loss of employment space.
	Other Initiatives

	Finally, the economic profile of Teignbridge stressed the importance of a handful of large employers, and the analysis of known requirements has suggested that there may be shortages of larger employment sites to meet requirements of these employers; ...

	Aligning Employment Space with Housing Developments
	It is acknowledged that major new housing developments are, and will continue, to come into the planning system between now and the adoption of the Teignbridge LDF DPDs. The timescales for adopting the DPDs for the Teignbridge LDF are set out in the 3...
	The need for an approach to securing employment provision in major new housing developments is outlined in PPS1 - ‘Delivering Sustainable Development’ - which states that Development Plans should promote development that creates socially inclusive com...
	To achieve the right balance, it is recommended that a labour supply balance analysis is adopted for calculating the strategic employment land requirement associated with any residential development (having regard to the number of dwellings proposed)....
	Table 7.3: Methodology for Calculating Employment Land Requirements
	Based on evidence (see Appendix 2), the following average job densities for office and industrial/warehouse uses should be applied in order to calculate the employment floorspace requirements for working residents in new housing developments:
	A standard plot ratio of 40% should be applied in order to calculate the total employment land footprint.

	Plan, Monitor and Manage (PMM)
	In planning for future employment land, these recommendations have adopted the RSS (Proposed Changes) as the base case for requirements. However, other approaches and the alternative scenarios may suggest significantly different requirements for space...
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